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aalto chaise lounge
design: Alvar Aalto, r936

cinema lounge
design: Cunilla Allard, t995
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Thursday & Friday
To the Trade

Saturday
To the Public

A new contemporary furnishings
exhibition and conference lor the
West Goast,

Leaders in the design field will present

educational programs and special displays

to enhance your overall experience and

expand your knowledge while at this

stunning exhibition.

Attendees include interior desrgners,

architects, retail buyers, hospitality

specifiers, the public and press,

Design Show Los Angeles'" is produced

by N4erchandise lVlart Properties, lnc. in

conjunction with NeoCon@ West as part

of L.A, DesignWeek'" 1999,

Visit our Web site at www.designshowla.com

ON

n

Furniture, textiles, lighting, floorcovering

and decorative accessories ... all of the

new, hot products designed to be beautiful,

comfortable, practical and attainable. This

new exhibition will showcase high quality

contemporary furnishings from more than

150 manufacturers,

I

r
To Exhibit, call: 3121 527 -l 948
To Attend, call 800 1 677 - 627 8

or 3121527-7600
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Wnter 1998 Volume 7, Number 3

Ihrs issue is dedicated to the memory of Roy Cheverie

on the cover
Modern on a pedestal. Atop a Nelson miniature jewelry
chest sits a Nelson Watermelon clock, a wood sculpture by
Leo Amino, and assorted Scandinavian glass - just a peek
at David Skelley's striking modern collection. See Modern
Spaces: San Diego Modern. Photographed by Ken probst.

features
50 Pierre Koenig: A Commitment to the ldeal

Pierre Koenig has long maintained that his steel and glass
houses are almost universally applicable industrial solutions
to the housing problems of the 20th century and beyond,
time has proven him a visionary. By James Steele.

56 Pierre Koenig: An lnterview With the Man of Steel
Pierre reveals his thoughts on the Case Study Houses, the
Bauhaus, his clients, and his current projects, By peter
Loughrey.

58 Julius Shulman: My Beginnings
Julius reflects on his first commissions as a photographer -
though few, they were to become iconic within the modern-
ism movement: Richard Neutra, Rudolf Schindler, Raphael
Soriano, Gregory Ain, and J.R. Davidson. His photographs
stand as an invaluable visual history of the pioneering
architecture of our time. By Julius Shulman.

64 Piero Fornasetti: Master of lllusion and Allusion
Piero Fornasetti, a self-educated graphic artist, created -
through his decorative furnishings and accessories - a
vision of a fantasy world imbued with an ironic twist and a
wicked sense of humor. By Ginger Moro.

70 Scandinavian Greats: Three Modern Furniture Masters
Though few would recognize the names, Poul Kjarholm,
Kaare Klint, and Ole Wanscher are the unrecognized mas-
ters of modern Danish furniture design. By Tom Shiner.

74 Modern Spaces: San Diego Modern
After renovating an unlikely building for a home - a 1930s
warehouse once used for automotive servicing - David
Skelley, owner of Boomerang for Modern in San Diego, filled
the 16-foot high open space with his striking collection of
modern furnishings. By David Skelley.

80 Modern Spaces: Goodman House
The award-winning 1950s home by architect Charles
Goodman was the site for the 1998 Alexandria Show
House, where the winning rooms encompassed both the
original modern furnishings owned by Goodman and sym-
patheticcontemporaryadditions.ByBarbaraKarth'>
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7 What's Hot 30
11 ln The City

Toronto, Canada is a multi-cultural mecca for 20th century

design - being Canada's most populous city, the third largest film

and television production center in North America, and housing 34
the country's largest retail market. By Cora Golden.

14 Travel

Fashion Focus
Fashion Follows Function: Claire McCardell's Design Revolution.

An interview with New York's queen of fashion past and present,

Valerie Steele, regarding McCardell's work. By KatherineAdzima.

Museum Watch
Last fall Knoll quietly opened a modest museum filled with

classics selected from the company's 60-year history.

A Piece On Glass
For the past five years, Mark McDonald of Gansevoort Gallery

has been saying, "Vicke Lindstrand is the most underrated

designer of glass." When one looks at his work, they can see why
Mr. McDonald feels this way. By Howard J. Lockwood.

Object Focus
On View
Auction Highlights
The lnfluentials
Calendar
Bookstore
Classifieds
End Notes

The Avalon, formerly known as the Beverly Carlton Hotel, has

been entirely remodeled and brought up-to-date with classic

modern furnishings.
16 Modern Eye

Raymond Loewy's Avanti; Vintage Faxes; Plastic Premiums;

Passing of a Disk Drive Designer. By Steven Cabella.

18 Spotlight; Easy Listening
Find out what "easy listening" is all about and why it's the peffect

complement to your mid-century luxe interior. By Kristopher

Spencer.
20 Architecture

The Getty Center is the most beautiful museum in America,

currently outshining the collection it houses. By Ginger Moro.

22 Modernism, eh?

Reporting on modernism in Canada. By Cora Golden.

24 Echoes Abroad
Reporting on the modern market in Europe. By Simon Andrews.

27 Fashion Forecast
This season, contemporary designers have influenced a trend

toward the softer, volumptuous shapes of the Renaissance and

Medieval periods. By Sarah Bergman.

subscriptions

scriptions, call our toll-free number (800) 695-5768, or visit our
web site at http://www.deco-echoes.com. Othenvise, mail your
questions, concerns, or suggestions to Post Office Box 155,

Cummaquid, Mass 02637, fax to (508) 362-6670, or e-mail to
hey@deco-echoes.com.

42

36
39
45
93
98
103

111

116

Correction: ln the Fall 1 998 issue of Echoes
within The lnfluentials feature, the correct
names should have been Paul Goldman
(instead of Arthur)and Gordon Chadwickas
the Chadwick designer.
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FROM r8-2 5 APRrL r999
fhis spring, over forty deolers from len counlries wil! gorher in Amslerdom
to offer vefting quolify pieces ol Europe's first internotiono! decorolive orls
foir. Obiecrs on sqle include furniture, lighting, iewellery, gloss, ceromics,
pottery, pos?ers ond textiles. So whether you ore o dedicoted devotee of Art
Deco gloss, o fon of hondcroffed furniture or rhrilled by rhe funky designs
of rhe fifiies, you ore bound to find something you love!

Fore more informqlion or o free folder, contoct The Amsterdom Arts & Design Foir t 880- l 950. P.O. Box l3l 5,

2302 BH Leiden, $e Netherlonds. Tel.: +31 71 572 4477,[ox: +31 71 572 4478,inlo@oodf.nl, w.oodfl.nl
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20th Century Objects of Art & Design 21 Mercer St., NYC fe|.212.431 .6545

Frank Rogin lnc

Giovanni Michelucci

table and 8 chairs
1 950 s, ltalian
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ECHOES
Deco Echoes@ lnc.
Post Office Box 155
Cummaquid, MA 02637
T (508) 362-3822 F (508) 362-6670
e-mail : hey@deco-echoes.com
webi http://www.deco-echoes.com

Publisher Wm. Scott Cheverie
e-mail publishr@deco-echoes.com
Editor/Creative Director Suzanne Cheverie
e-mail smc.edit@deco-echoes,com
Copy Editor Louis C, Emond lll
Editorial Assistant Maftha Fletcher
Office Manager Nancy Benedetto
Web Site Manager Danielle Feuillan
U,K. Representative Laurence Lattimore
5-7 Battis Way, Romford, Essex,
London RMl-2TU T (0171) 873-8095
e-mail laurie@art-deco,demon.co.uk

Contributors
Katherine Adzima
Simon Andrews
Sarah Bergman
Steven Cabella
Cora Golden
Judith B. Gura
Barbara Karth
Lily Kesselman
lVarianne Lamonaca
Howard J. Lockwood
Peter Loughrey
Ginger lvloro
Tom Shiner
Julius Shulman
David Skelley
Kristopher Spencer
James Steele

Echoes Magazine (ISSN 1089-7046) is a
quarterly (four issues per year) publication
focused entirely on classic 2Oth century
modern style & design.

Subscription lnformation Annual subscrip-
tions are available jn the U.S. for $18.95, or
two years for $34.00t in Canada $22.50 for one
year, $40.50 for two years; Foreign $29.95 for
one year, $54.00 for two years (foreign
subscribers add $20 per year for air mail
delivery). All subscriptions payable in advance-
Subscriptions include four quarterly issues of
Echoes magazine. Newsstand copies, $4.95 in
the U,S., $6.00 in Canada.

For subscriptions or address changes write
to Echoes magazine, PO Box 1 55,
Cummaquid, MA 02637, or call (508) 362-
3822. Visa, MC, Discover and Amex accepted.
Please allow 8-.12 weeks for subscriptions to
commence.

Echoes on the internet Subscription and back
issue information may be obtained on the Deco
Echoes web site, along with past articles,
online vintage shops, an online bookstore,
catalog, calendar, classifieds, the modern map
vintage shop locator, Deco society listings, and
more! http://www.deco-echoes.com

All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced rn any way, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, or slored in a retrieval system,
without prior written permissjon from Deco
Echoes Publications. Printed in the U.S.A.
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LEFI: Drunk
Love in a Log
Cabin, $2,850
for queen size.

-

E
A modern take on the classie quilt. While firmly rooted in the techniques of quilt-making in this country, Denyse Schmidt

reinterprets tradition to make modern quilts that are fresh and offbeat. A graphic design graduate of the Rhode lsland
School of Design, Schmidt has been sewing since her mother taught her as a young girl. Schmidt cuts and pieces

each quilt top without patterns, crafting one-of-a-kind quilts which capture the idiosyncrasies and humor of the hand-drawn
line. "l like my quilts to be like some eccentric relative - they have an unapologetically odd personality

and are fun to be around." Each quilt is made to order of pre-washed cotton fabrics, hand-quilted by Amish
women, and signed and dated bythe designer. Modern and timeless, Denyse Schmidt Quilts are intended to be enjoyed today

and for years to come. Price ranges $850-3,300, 4-6 month delivery. QOO) 254-O264. 
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What's Hot ftems To Take Note of

Hanging Wright
When Frank Lloyd Wright con-
verted the original gymnasium
of his Hillside Home School into
a theater in 1933, the lighting
he designed for the dramatic
height of the room consisted of
hanging pendants of square
boxes and plywood shields.
The sculptural assembly of
forms, in which the light source
is subtly concealed within a
series of open-ended boxes,
allows for illumination without
glare. After the theater burned
down in 1952, Wright modified
the pendant design installing it
then in the new dining room.
The lamp shown here is a re-
production of that 1952 design
produced today by the Yama-
giwa USA Corporation. Avail-
able through Deco Echoes
(508) 362-3822.

ABOVE: Ialiesin Pendant -
7 lamp model, $3,150

65.625"Hx16.5"Wx8"D

Nesting Crganically
ln 1935 while director of the Laboratory for Design Correlation -

an experimental laboratory he had organized at Columbia Uni-
versity to test new materials and techniques - Frederick Kiesler
developed his remarkable nesting tables in cast aluminum. Their
organic forms were a precursor to the biomorphic movement of
the 1940s and '50s. Today, the aluminum tables are being repro-
duced by Lost City Arts of New York City. 10"Hx36"L (large),
'10"Hx24"1 (small), $t ,sOO (set). (212) 941-8025.

Herman Miller Rugs
Chicago artist Kurt Mein-
ecke utilized his signature
bright, bold graphics in the
seven-rug collection he
created to complement
Herman Miller for the
Home's classic and home
office furnishings.

The heirloom-quality
area rugs are crafted in

100 percent New Zealand
wool, are hand-knotted or
hand-tufted, and range in
price from $2,235 for a
5x7 to $4,267 for an 8x1 1 .

The entire collection
of seven designs can be
seen online at www.deco-
echoes.com /calalog/
hmillr.html. For further in-
formation contact Deco
Echoes at (508) 362-3822.

Two of Kurt Meineke's rugs
for Herman Miller. ToP: Brue

with Black Chair. BorroM:
Lime with Black.

Primitive Modern
Transcending the past and the present, the paint-
ings of lr/ary Antonia Wood transcend the bound-
aries of painting and sculpture as well. The pieces
are created using plaster on board, resulting in

rich and tactile patinaed surfaces. Wood's influ-
ences include the Pre-Columbian civilizations of
lVlexico and Central America. ttllany of the giants
of modern art and design - Frank Lloyd Wright,
Louise Nevelson, etc. - were influenced by these
cultures as well. lVlary Antonia Wood is repre-
sented by Susan Wilder Fine Art (505) 758-3255.
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SHOWN: Three Loretta X
shelving modules, $1 065 each.

New ESU
A product introduced well before its
time, the Eames Storage Unit (ESU)
was more than just a storage cabinet;
it was a storage cabinet that helped
establish a whole new design aes-
thetic, one that pushed the vernacu-
lar of new materials and manufactur-
ing processes. With the ESU line,
modestly priced, steel-frame, modu-
lar units could be infinitely combined
according to the needs of the user.
Newly reintroduced by Herman Millet
the ESU is available again in five con-
figurations in two color choices. As
shown: $2,437.50. Available through
Deco Echoes (5OB) 362-3822.

Modern Classics for Tomorrow
Although they had often designed furniture on behalf
of their clients, 32-year old art director Francesco
Casanova and interior designer and set decorator
Charlotte Bjorlin, 29, of casanova/bjorlin felt a need to
create without the compromises. "We asked ourselves
- why is everyone going retro - reinterpreting the clas-
sics, instead of paving new ways, creating modern
classics for tomorrow?" The result is a strong, yet sen-
suous collection of furniture for the well-educated, well-
traveled, and somewhat well-to-do consumer. The Op-
tic line (shown below) includes sleek, streamlined con-
soles; a low-slung, square coffee table; and benches/
occasional tables, all in slatted hardwood, floating in
silvery brushed aluminum frames. Versions in teak,
treated for outdoor use, are underuyay. (31 0) 823-8831 .

!

The Big Easy
Big Blue lndustrial's new line of stackable furniture modules can be
used individually or endlessly restacked into new identities: coffee
tables, a series of shelves, benches. Their simple lines and progres-
sive use of elegant materials inspire one to create. Constructed of
hardwood veneer core plywood; available in cherry maple, or walnut.
Big Blue lndustrial (41 4) 278-77 1 1 .

Hi-Tech Paper Lanterns
lndustrial designer Brent Mar-
kee has a fascination with de-
constructing conical forms and
creating shapes using sheet
materials held in tension. Begin-
ning with simple lanterns cre-
ated out of a single sheet of
paper, Brent evolved his de-
signs through the use of high-
tech materials and processes
to create unique lamps of clear
anodized aluminum with white
polycarbonate inner cones. The
resulting effect is a modern take
on the Bubble lamp, and very
striking. Available through
Resolute (206) 343-9323.

Big Eyes
True to their name,
these binoculars are
big - very big!Weigh-
ing over 25 pounds
and measuring over
25"Lx10'H, they are
packed with top qual-
ity multi-coated op-
tics - perfect for view-
ing the sweeping
vista from your mod-
ern home. Available
on aluminum tripods
or wooden bases. Big
Eyes Binoculars (248)
342-4244.
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84 WOOSTER STREET

NEWYORK, NY lOOI2

rEL.212 219 3022

FAX,212-219-1034

Vintoge Modernist Furnishings

MACI{INE AGE M
I
FINE TE
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for the home

2OTH CENTURY DESIGN

DESKS, LAlrtPS, CHAIRS, SOFAS,
TABLES, COLLECTIBLES, PROPS

354 CONGRESS ST
BOSTON, ilA A22tO

617+482+0048
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. : 'A neyycomef to Toronto's classic modern scene, Phil'z offers
an scleetic mix, showcasing everything lrom austere Hans

. Wegrier'designs to curvaceous no-name velvet sofas,
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ln The City Text by Cora Golden, Photographs
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Toronto, Canada is a multi-cultural
meOOa for 20th century design
Toronto, Canada's most populous city, is the country's largest retail
market ($30 billion annual sales). The cosmopolitan city is also a
popular tourist destination (often referred to as New York, run by the
Swiss), and as such, draws collectors from around the globe. lt's
also the third largest film and television production center in North
America (annual production spending over $600 million). American
movies such as Good Will Hunting, The Long Kiss Goodnighf , and
A/lurder at 1600, as well as the homegrown Academy Award-nomi-
nated film, The Sweet Hereafter, were at least partially filmed in
Toronto, creating a demand for props. These factors make for an
active market in 20th century design. Add to that the city's multi-
cultural heritage and you have perhaps the most varied selection of
collectible objects on the continent.

One of the pioneers promoting international design is Ross Young
of 20th Gentury Gallery. His store is located just off Queen Street
West, Toronto s trend-setting "afts and entertainment" strip. The area,
not far from the Art Gallery of Ontario, the theater district, and major
hotels, is jammed with shops, restaurants, and a lively club scene.
Ross introduced Torontonians to chairs by lta lian Gaetano Pesce,
ceramics by Ettore Sottsass, and lights by Wendell Castle. Ross is
knowledgeable, connected, and offers a great selection of rarely-
seen objects. 23 Beverly Street, M5T 1X8. Tel: (416) 598-21 72. Fax
(41 6) 598-3656. e-mail 2Oc@interlog.com.

Steps west, off Queen, is Gary Borton's homage to popular cul-
ture, appropriately named Popular Culture. lt's worlh the trek up four
flights of stairs to immerse yourself in the past, neatly laid out in rows:

12

pennants from the 1972 Canada-Russia hockey tournament (we
won!), Star Trek memorabilia, and Brady Bunch lunch boxes. But
don't be fooled - Gary is also a well-respected authority on con-
sumer electronics such as vintage radios, televisions, and stereos,
and he was the princlple "picker" for important collections such as
the MZTV Museum of Television. 195 Spadina Avenue, 4th Floor,
IVST 2C5. Tel/Fax: (416) 977-497 2. e-mail: popcult@total.net.

A short walk further west on Queen is the Red lndian, owner
Brad Hill's 5,OOO-square foot emporium (once upon a time, a dime
store red lndian guarded its entrance). The multi-level store contains
thousands of items representing all the major movements of the 20th
century: from Art Deco to space-age modern; charming kitsch to
designer furniture. ln his 17 years in the trade, there hasn't been
much that hasn't passed through this store. Brad also does a brisk
trade in props and is open seven days a week. 536 Queen Street
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OPPOSITE PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM LEFI:

lsamu Noguchi Akari light sculptures at
Quasi Modo; The Red lndian is a 5,000-
square foot emporium of 20th century
design; Ross Young's 20th Century
Gallery was one of the pioneers in
promoting international design in Toronto.
THIS PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Hot
Property is 4,000-square feet of eye
candy for design aficionados; Gary
Borton of Popular Culture is a well-
respected authority on consumer
electronics such as vintage radios; City
Antiques has carved a niche for
themselves by showcasing exquisite
obiects from the 20th century.

West, MSV 285. Tel: (416) 504-7706.
Continuing west, you arrive at Quasi Modo. Owner Martin Myers

has been in the vintage furniture and design business for I5 years.
These days, he does a respectful volume of business in Herman Miller
for the Home, showcasing a broad selection of classic designs, and
in Knoll lnternational re-introductions. He also has a good range of
lsamu Noguchi Akari light sculptures. 789 Queen Street West, M6J
1G'l . Tel: (416) 703-8300. e-mail: qmodo@inforamp.net.

On the eastern portion of Queen Street (not far from the beaches
on Lake Ontario), newcomer Phil'z offers an eclectic mix of mid-
century modern furniture. Both it, and a second store on College
Street, showcase eveMhing from austere Hans Wegner designs to
curvaceous, no-name velvet sofas. Owner Cynthia Markowitz (who
still "commutes" between Toronto and Montreal, where her husband
operates a well-established store), comes from the fashion industry
so their reupholstered furniture is particularly fresh and funl<y.77O
Queen Street East, M4M '1H4. Tel: (416) 461-9913; and 286 College
Street, IVOG 1 C6. Tel: (41 6) 536-3498.

Blessed with a good eye and a passion for collecting, John
Silverstein's Hot Property began as a props house but has long since
morphed into 4,OOO-square feet of eye candy for design afficionados.
Virtually all the design classics are represented, along with lesser-
known but just as worlhy objects. ln addition to European glass,
ceramics, and the expected props-related housewares, John has an
eclectic selection of 20th century graphics ranging from Japanese
film posters to pulp novel covers. 1024 Dupont, M6H 126. Tel: (416)
538-2127. Fax: (416) 588-6555.

Located in an area better known for its antiques, brother and
sister Peter and Mary Jane Lancaster are carving a niche for > 101
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Modern Traveler
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lVarilyn N/onroe called room 305 at the Beverly Carlton home for two years. Now renovated and reborn
as the Avalon, this Beverly Hills landmark has retained its ambiance of cool post-war luxury

Situated on the south side of Beverly Hills, the Avalon, formerly known
as the Beverly Carlton Hotel, was originally designed by the infa-

mous graphic artist Alvin Lustig in 1949. The three mid-century mod-
ern buildings which house the hotel's 88 rooms have recently been

brought up to date by the architectural firm of Koning Eizenberg and
designer Kelly Wearstler. Wearstler's rooms - appointed with a clas-

14

sic mix of Nelson Bubble lamps, Noguchi tables, Heywood-Wakefield
chairs, and Eames ESU cabinets - complement the informal Califor-
nia modern architecture of the hotel and the courtyard's amoeboid
swimming pool. Just the type of place one can imagine entertaining
friends with martinis.
Avalon, 9400 W Olympic Blvd., Beverly Hills. (310) 277-5221 . Doubles from $150.
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MOdgfn Eye Facts, Details, Connections, Text by Steven Cabella

Loewy's leisure world muscle car
Raymond Loewy designed a number of modern-styled automoblles during his
long career. Starting with the streamlined 1934 Hupmoblle, Loewy went on to
design the 1947 Champion, the 1950 Landcruiser, and the j9S3 Comander V-
8 Starliner Coupe for Studebaker. The Loewy-design ed Startiner was the only
American automobile to be chosen for the exhibition "Ten Automobiles" held at
the lVuseum of Modern Art in 1953.

ln 1962 Raymond Loewy was hired by the president of the Studebaker
Corporation to design a brand new sports car for the American market. The
astonishingly quick result was America's first production muscle car, as well as
the first real hand-made American safety-conscious automobile. The 1963 Avanti
was designed and ready for production in a matter of three months, a feat that
ordinarily took other manufacturers three or more years to accomplish. A small
four-man team led by Loewy designed the Avanti while in Palm springs, califor-
nia, during a bikini-filled spring break holiday. rhe Avanti, with lts distinctive
coke@ bottle-shaped styling, was made with that icon material of the leisure
world - fiberglass. With a total production run of just over 4,000 cars produced
by Studebaker during 1963 and 1964, this auto was way ahead of its time.

The Avanti was rumored to have had its production strangled by GM, who
had the fiberglass bodies of its sports car - the Corvette - made at the same
plant as lhe Avanti. The fact that GM demanded that the manufacturer produce
the corvette bodies first or GM would take their long-standing order elsewhere
led to a less-experienced and less-supervised work crew producin g lhe Avanti
fiberglass bodies late at night. This resulted in the Avanti being put out of pro-
duction in late 1964 due to a combination of sagging doors, lagging deliveries,
and several unique production problems (such as having the rear window blow
out of the car if you rolled your side door window down while going over 1 00mph).
The first American car with disk brakes, padded roll-bar, safety dash, and mid-
body gas tank, this super-charged piece of sculpture could really go, go, go!

Vintage fax
Home faxing. What year did you get your home fax machine? ,gOs? ,90s? Late
'70s? lf you were on the forefront of the electronically hip you had better have
gotten yours by 1946. offered by Bell Laboratories, the concept was a reallty for
your home environment if you had the space, alongside those other reputed space
and time savers you bought back then: vacuum cleaners, food mixers, garage door
openers, reel-to-reel answering machines, inflatable furniture, flying cars, and self-
building home additions.

Big plastics popularity booster - premiums
Sure, plastics were big business once scien-
tists discovered loads of Bakelite, Celluloid,
and lucite deep beneath the earth's crust. But
what made plastic popular? Was it that line in
The Graduate where the main character is
given that one word of advice, "Plastics"? No,
but Hollywood was responsible for creating
the circumstances that launched the incred-
ible demand for plastic products.

Little Jackie Cooper, America's and
Hollywood's favorite cute movie tyke during
the Great Depression, had his face plastered
everywhere in attempts to cash in on his su-
perstar status as the spokesperson for our
nation's climb out from under visible poverty.
Candy, clothes, toys, bikes, books, and ce-
real giveaways had the happy face of the tiny
champ; nothing was safe from the little fellow's
optimistic likeness. When a little plastic bowl
that carried Jackie's likeness was offered as
a premium from a cereal company, they re-
ceived over 5 million requests from fans for
the plastic giveaway. The sleepy little plastics
industry was awakened by the tremendous
demand for this cheaply-made little nothing,
creating a new industry almost overnight in
an effort to keep up with the demand for easy
to produce affordable junk for the impover-
ished masses. Yes, plastic made us feel like
we had bought something, something mean-
ingful, something that showed we had recov-
ered from the miserable Depression.

Death of a disk
drive designer
ln 1956 Reynold
Johnson led the IBM
Lab team which de-
veloped a way to
store computer data
on a disk instead of
a drum or tape reel.
The Random Ac-
cess lvlemory of Ac-
counting Control, or
RAMAC, launched

the computer disk drive industry
Mr. Johnson was originally hired by IBM

in 1935 when the company took note of his
invention of the electronically-scored test. At-
tention all students: the guy who designed the
multiple choice test using a #2 lead pencil is
deadl

Steve cabel/a ha s been collecting madern furniture, products, and des/gn facls for nearty 20 years, and he is happy to answet yaur guestrbns and share your intercsts. Write
to (include SAS9: Steye Cabella, Modem i Gailery SAA Red Hiil Avenue, San Ansetmo, CA 94960.
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tening. lt calms you when you're under the
drill at the dentist, or in elevators so packed,
they're ready to break their cables.

Just what makes easy listening so appeal-
ing? Go to any aficionado of mid-century
modern and they'll tell you: To get the most
out of your luxe interior, you must have mu-
sic that enhances and complements it. ln this
sense, the appropriate music is second only
to mood lighting.

lnnovations in stereo sound and the long
playing format led to greater marketability and
helped to promote leisure listening amidst a
post-war world of tumultous change. The
degree of prosperity is evident in the bigger
budgets for larger orchestras, higher produc-
tion values, and glamourous cover designs.

So who were the innovators of modern
music? Some would name Schoenberg and
Stravinsky. Or Bird and Monk. Or Cage and
Stockhausen. Anyone of these would be
right, of course, but it goes on from there into
surprising territories, which must have
seemed far out to the average early audio-
phile in search of startling stereo effects in
the '50s and early '60s. Some call it bach-
elor pad music, others lounge. lt's cocktail
)azz and swing; it's the mambo, samba,
rhumba and cha cha cha; it's exotic and it's
erotic; it's easy, and depending on the era,
sleazy. lt's easy to get taken in by its many
and varied charms.

Consider the commonly reoccuring motif:
the modern bachelor pad, with an elegant
long-limbed beauty lounging on > 100

OPPOSITEANDABOVE: Lounge album coverart, includ-
ing cocktail swing, crime and spy jazz, exotic, space
age, mambo, and easy to sleazy listening.

lmports
Since the mid-9Os, a host of highly desirable

discs have washed up on our shore.

French singer/song-auteur Serge Gainsbourg

was one of the most welcome additions to the

lounge god pantheon. Philips Records has

released three essential compilations of Serge

doing pop, jazz and world beat, all of which were

originally recorded in the late '60s and early

'70s. Those who can't help but wonder what

Serge is singing about should check out Mick

Harvey's translated interpretations on the

indispensible /ntoxicated Man and Pnk

E/ephants, As Nick Cave's long-time Bad Seeds

bandleader, Mick has learned a thing or two

about ambience and dark humour; it's certainly

evident on his Serge albums.

The French GetEasyCD compilation on Motor

Music Records features other French artists, like

France Gall and Brigette Bardot. lf you like

Serge, you'll want this disc. The French,

however, weren't the only Continentals exploring

popular music forms. The Germans and the

Italians were particularily prolific when it came to

lounge.

Witness the spate of rereleases from labels

such as QDK Media, Crippled Dick Hot Waxl

and Motor Music (Germany) and lrma and Easy

Tempo (ltaly). Fans of crime ja,, d la > 101
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Listen to the innovative sound stylists of to-
day and you'll hearlhe sound of lounge. Ren-
egade thrift shop record collectors have mar-
ried lounge styles to funky break beats.
They've become hip-hop, trip-hop, and
electronica "stylists" by rearranging other
people's music. One listen to Portishead's
Numb and Beck's Ihe New Polution - not to
mention Stereolab and the Pizzacato Five -
and you'll hear what I mean.

Take the lounge rock electronica muta-
tions found on Tipsy's Triptease and Dimitri
from Paris' Sacrebleu. Lounge samples take
a romp with break beats and kitsch snippets
and sound bites. We're talking style over sub-
stance, which just goes to show: the more
mood music changes, the more it stays the
same. Easy is as easy does.

So, what's easy listening all about? Maybe
you imagine granddad gettin' bubbly over
Lawrence Welk on the boobtube. Tonight's
guest? Steve and Eydie! You were afraid of
that. Perhaps you'd prefer the "Rat Pack."
Sure, the thought of Frankie and Dino,
Sammy, and what's his name at least con-
jure up swinging Vegas.

It's nostalgia alright, but the appeal runs
deep. After all, it started when you were a
toddler cruisin' around the A&P with Mom,
And where there's shopping, there is easy lis-
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFI: Getty Museum as seen from the Arrival Plaza;

Aerial view of The Getty Center and West Los Angeles to the sea;

RestauranUCaf e overlooking Brentwood Hills.

fne Gett!: This billion dollar beacon of culture presently outshines the collection it houses

Richard Meier's Getty Center is the most beautiful museum in America,

ln 25 years, with its multi-billion dollar endowment, it may well have

one of the finest art collections in the country. Presently, the 24-acre
campus encompassing six major buildings in the foothills of the Santa
Monica mountains outshines the collections it houses.

A worldwide search was made for the right stone for The Getty.

Finally, cleft-cut traverline was quarried in Bagni di Tivoli outside of
Rome (stone from the same quarry was used for the Coliseum and
the colonnade of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome). The travertine was
split by a special guillotine process along the natural grain to present

a textured surface. Stones bearing fossils said to be 80,000 years

old were set into the museum courtyard walls like prehistoric sculp-
tures. The travertine squares are complemented by curvilinear, ivory
enamelled, aluminum panels. As the sun sets over the ocean the
stone turns from beige to a rich, golden honey.

A freeway buzzsaws through the Sepulveda Pass, but it's nei-

ther seen nor heard at the museum. The climb up the hill from the
parking structure below ($5 parking, museum entry free) is a five

minute glide in an electric cable car. Passengers are filled with antici-
pation as they approach the dramatic site. "ls this Disneyland?!" one
excited child asked. Panoramic views of mountains and city greet

visitors at the arrival plaza. Wide steps lead up to the soaring en-
trance hall.

Richard N/eier won the challenging Getty commission over 33

20

other architects. (Among Meier's acclaimed pro1ects are three art
museums in Atlanta, Frankfurt, and Barcelona.) While resident archi-
tect at the American Academy in Rome in 1973, he became fasci-
nated by the enduring nature of the cathedral-centered ancient hill

towns of Umbria and Tuscany set in craggy terrain. He never imag-
ined that this fascination would later be applied to his conception of
an art museum on a rugged promontory in Los Angeles. Meier took
his design team to ltaly to absorb the wonders of Orvieto and Siena.
This experience inspired the massing of buildings around the central
piazza, and a feeling of openness between the pavilions of the mu-
seum. Grassy slopes in the garden greet exhausted art lovers who
sprawl flat on their backs, bare toes to the sun. Why is there no
campanile bell tower? Because the Brentwood homeowners did not
want to be spied upon while sunbathing. Elevation limits of 65 feet
were imposed. Eventually a rotunda in the lofty, airy entrance hall
took the tower's place.

As the lobby sequence unfolds, there is a constant dialogue
between interior and exterior, galleries and courtyards, with the framed
city an important part of the scenario. Each of the museum's five
pavilions is built around a courtyard or atrium, so the visitor can ei-
ther roam chronologically from Classical antiquities through 18th cen-
tury European decorative arts to 20th century photography, or choose
to concentrate on one gallery. trleier kept the scale intimate and hu-
man. Families make a day of it; there's a festive atmosphere >1a2
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104 Franklin St
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Sculpture.
Estimote:

$3,000-
4,000

PHILLIPS NEW YORK

20th Century Decorative Arts
lncluding N4odern Design

AUCTION: MARCH 16TH, 1999

For further information please contact
Usha Subramaniam at B0O-825-2781

FouNonn ry96

406 East 79th Street, New York, NY 10021

Tel: (ztz) s70-4830 . Fax:(2"t2)57o-22o1
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MOdefniSm, eh? Reporling on Modernism in Canada. Tert by Cora Golden

Offered by Sotheby's Canada,
this rare cubic, five-piece silver
tea and coffee set was designed
by Charles Boyton in 1946.

Al Air*ti*rr
(All prices expressed in Canadian dollars before buyer's premium,) A rare cubic,
five-piece silver tea and coffee set was offered at Sotheby's Fine Jewels,
Silver, Decorative Art, and Paintings Sale held December 1st. Designed in

1946 by Englishman Charles Boyton, the set weighed a total of g8 ounces
and included tea, coffee, and hot water pots as well as a cream jug and
sugar bowl. The handles were square composite; the tops and knobs,
pyramid shaped. Though the final results of the sale were not in by press-
time, the set was estimated to sell for $25,000 to $35,000. A matching
cubic condiment set (salt and pepper shakers, mustard pot, and sugar
dish) was estimated to sell for $3,000 to $4,000.

Some terrific examples from Georg Jensen Silversmithy, Copenhagen,
were also available, including Cypress-patterned flatware designed byTias
Eckhoff in 1953 ($4,000 to $6,000); a stylized, pear-shaped silver tea set
(No. 1017) designed by Henning Koppel in 1952 ($9,OOO to $12,000); and
the renowned Acorn silver flatware designed by Johan Rohde and intro-
duced in 1915 ($15,000 to $20,000).

For over 30 years, C.P. Peterson & Sons Ltd. of Montreal produced
prized silveru,rare that employed natural motifs and Danish Modern styl-
ing. The firm's owner, Carl Poul Petersen, apprenticed with Georg Jensen
and Kastor Hansen at Jensen's silversmithy. A number of Petersen's pieces
from the mid-century were also up for auction at Sotheby's. These in-
cluded a hand-hammered cocktail shaker ($1,000 to $1,500); a pedestal
bowl fashioned like a lily pad ($1,OOO to $1,500); and a four-branch can-
delabra ($4,000 to $6,000). Sotheby's Canada (416) 926-1774.

At Ritchie's recent auction of fine jew-
elry and decorative arts, buying was
mixed. An Omega ladies platinum and
diamond bracelet watch, circa 1940 (es-
timate $15,000 to $18,000) did not sell.
Conversely, lower priced items, such as
a gold cocktail bracelet with a shell mo-
tif, circa 1940, sold for $1,700, above
its estimate.

An Arts & Crafts style pewter tea set
by Liberty & Co. of London, circa 1920,
failed to find a buyer despite being of-
fered for $300 to $500; while a Weiner
Werksttitte amethyst glass vase, attrib-
uted to Joseph Hoffman for Moser, circa
1915, achieved $500. A Durand King Tut
patterned iridescent glass table lamp,
from Vineland, New Jersey, circa 1928,
sold for $1,400.

A Clarice Cliff, Art Deco-styled trum-
pet vase from her Aly Garden series,
circa 1940, didn't reach its low estimate
of $500; while a trio of Steiff stuffed ani-
mals (lion, bear, and dachshund) from,
respectively, the 'l 950s, 1960s, and
1970s, all sold, although for less than
their estimates. Six Murano glass clowns

from the late 20th century achieved a total of $515

ili The G;:iierie.q
As prices for original 20th century furniture soar,
attention is now turning toward works on paper
(posters, package designs, album covers, and so
on). These items have all the high-style of their cor-
responding decorative arts, yet still remain within
reach. A number of galleries have simultaneously
chosen to reflect that emerging market with exhib-
its of vintage graphic arts. At the Ganadian War
Museum, curators have assembled a colorful col-
lection of "Canadian Posters of the First World War."
Used for recruiting, propaganda, and fundraising,
the exhibition examines how the posters influenced
a generation at war. (Until April 1 , 1999.)

The Design Exchange, Toronto, recently
hosted a retrospective on the graphics of Clair
Stewart, who, in 1960, co-founded the well-re-
garded design firm Stewart and lt/]orrison Ltd. The
Toronto-based company created corporate identi-
ties for the lvlontreal Expos baseball team and Air
Canada, as well as package designs for Maxwell
House coffee and Laura Secord chocolates. ln
1949, Stewart co-founded the Art Directors Club
of Toronto.

Even Canada Post jumped on the > 1Al
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Ray Eames

splint sculpture

25,ooo-35,000

Treadway/Toomey prese nts

Eames Auction:
a sale consisting

of designs hy

Gharles and Ray Eames

May 1999

For information
contact

Richard Wright
708.383.5234

EAMES
AT]CTIOI\
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EChOeS AbrOad rne N/odern lvarket in Europe, Text by Sim

CLOCK\itltSE FROM TOP LEFT; From Christie's SK's October 7 sale -
Ribbon chairs by Leonardi and Stagi,1961 (t3,500); Timo Sar-

paneva's Orchid vase,1954 (82,a00); Cabinet by Ettore Sottsass,
1 969 (t7,000); Gerrit Rietveld side cabinet, 1 91 I (t1 3,000)

London's post-war design market is becoming
i ncreasin g ! selective towards design/historical
relevance and ready-to-use practicality

Christie's South Kensington's lr4odern Design sale of October 7 was
the only general sale concentrating on post-war design during the
London fall season. lt was the first general sale to be held since the
Bonhams' Design sale earlier in lvlay. ln a city used (in recent months)
to seeing the major houses competing for a dominant share of this
competitive market, a period of five months without auction activity
is unusual.

The especially long run-up for gathering consignments for the
Christie's October sale resulted in a large sale of nearly 400 lots of
furniture, glass, and ceramics. The highest prices attained belonged
to the pre-war section of the sale, which saw e 13,000 bid for a Gerrit
Rietveld white stained beechwood side cabinet, a 1919 design ex-

24

ecuted later, which exceeded its estimate of e7,000-9,000. Curiously,
this exceptional result was not reflected by an example of Rietveld's
Beilin chair, which sold slightly below estimate at 84,500. Gerrit
Rietveld furniture has been responsible for some of the strongest
competition in recent months, as items that had previously remained
dormant in European collections begin to surface. However, a pair of
reupholstered lounge chairs designed by Rietveld in 1935 did not
attain their reserve of t3,000, again illustrating the importance of
original condition. Other highlights from the pre-war section included
a rare tubular steel side chair designed by Poul Henningsen in 1932,
which sold above estimate at 16,500.

Elsewhere in the sale strong prices were bid for a unique wall
unit from the Casa Ceccata Milan, designed by Gio Ponti and deco-
rated by Piero Fornasetti in 1950, which sold for e7,500, a strong
figure though not expressing the determination that was characteris-
tic of bidders at the Christie's Los Angeles sale of Fornasetti eadier in
the year. Gio Ponti was again responsible for one of the more > 107
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The Deco
Echoes site

has been
completely
redesigned

- come visit!

the deco echoes web site
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Modern
Shopping:

Over 50
classic

modern
shops online

Bookstore:
Hundreds of
titles related

to classic
modernism -
order online!

Online
Catalog:

Herman Miller
Vitra Miniatures

Posters/Prints
Cards, Gifts
Yayo Lamps

[r/odern
Auction:

Live, real-time
auctions of

classic
modern items

www.deco-echoes.com
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ParrYN LAMP, CrRca I 93O
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ART Gr-A.ss & LaltPs, Ams & Cnae, s.' ART Dsco & MonuRN Ar AucrtoN

SKINNER's specialty auctions fbaturing Art Glass & Lamps with 20th century. furniture_ and accessories are held
threc times a ycar. We are currently aciepting consignmehts for our next auction to be held on March 6,1999.

For further information, please contact |ane Prentiss or Stacy Thomas-Vickory at (978) 779-6241.

Fiye -Piece Silver Wiener Werhstatte Tea Set, auctioned for $27,600 on October 24, 1998,

SKINNE,R
Auctionm and Appraiw of Antiqws and. Fine An

Tbe Heritalle ()n The Gaulen, 6i Path Plaza, Boston, MA 02116 Tel: 612350.5400 . 357 Main Street, Bobon, MA 01740 Tbl: 978.779.6241
www.sbinnerinc.corn
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FaShiOn FOfeCaSt Text by Sarah Bergman, Photographs by lViguel Gomez

Each season the staff at The Wasteland, a vintage clothing
store with locations in Los Angeles and San Francisco, com-
piles a fashion forecast for the coming season where they note
what's hot and whats not.

Romance and individual style are the key words for this sea-

son. Corsets and petticoats abound as fashion looks back in

time to distant centuries for inspiration. Contemporary design-

ers have influenced a trend toward the softer, voluptuous

shapes of the Renaissance and ttr'ledieval periods, By showing

elaborate ensembles detailed in the style of courtesans, they

have inspired a move towards romanticism in fashion.

This recent appreciation of styles far beyond the memory

of the wearer makes the fashions appear almost magical and

otherworldly. Updated versions of the once-torturous corsets

and bustiers have softened their grip, while still appearing to fit

like a glove.

fhe fin de sidc/eversion of the confined maiden brings to

mind the trappings of deconstructionism: jagged edges, un-

finished seams, and uneven hems update the look for the new

millennium, creating an image of a battle-worn princess. As in

the romantic rebellious "punk" days of old, trendsetters are

insisting on the freedom to create private styles. No designer

exemplifies this combination of the romantic with

deconstruction better than Vivienne Westwood, Vintage

Westwood garments from the advent of the punk era are highly

sought after. Clothing produced by Westwood during the hey-

day of the Sex Pistols and the Clash is selling for serious prices

on the collectors market.

Deconstruction appears most visibly as a celebrity trend.

Courtney Love and Gwen Stefani both admit to customizing

their couture clothing by slashing, dyeing, and restitching to

ensure the singularity and originality of their appearance. Nrlany

new designers are purchasing vintage by the bundle only to

take the pieces apart and reconstruct them to form an indi-

vidual look from classic styles.

The 21st century's style will be mined from the distant

past. Future trends can be expected to continue to move more

toward individualism, producing signature looks that don't walk

off the runways, but form from personal style.

- The Wasteland currently has two locations, one in Los Angeles at
7428 Melrose Avenue, LA, CA 90046, (213) 653-3028 and one in
San Francisco at 1 660 Haight Street, SE CA 941 1 7, (41 5) 863-31 50,
as wel/ as a web site at www.thewasteland.com. They buy, sell, and
trade vintage and contemporary clothes and mid-century collectibles.
Please call with any questions.
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It/en's dress shirt coated in latex

with chiffon detailing
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JTaffeta dress, belt, and shawl
(Courtesy Patricia Pastor, NY. By
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Fashion Follows Function: Claire McCardell's Design Revolution

Claire McCardell in
the late 1 920s as a
model for B.

Altman's

Among the visionaries who applied the spirit of modern-
ism to the design of objects, furniture, architecture, ty-
pography, and transportation was a designer who revolu-
tionized clothing forthe Modern woman. Claire McCardell
(1905-58) embodied all the qualities of the new, twentieth
century woman for whom she designed: she was inde-
pendent and confident, athletic and daring, practical and
beautiful. And so, too, were her clothes.

To find out more about the innovator of American
women's sportswear, Echoes tracked down New York's
queen of fashion past and present, Valerie Steele."

Let's talk about modernism. For most people the word
brings to mind the development of machines for
greater speed and mobility, the efficiency of mass-
production, functionalism in design, and an idealized
view to the future. Claire McCardell was born in 1905.
ln what ways was she a product of her time?

VS Claire McCardell said, "l live in a mass-production
country. Good clothes should be available to everyone."
What she did that was so important was to learn from the
couturiers, like Vionnet, but to produce clothes that didn't
need expensive material, didn't need to be hand-sewn,
could be mass-produced and sold for as little as $6.95.

One of the tenets of Modern design is that form fol-
lows function. What was the new function for women
that McCardell was responding to?

VS McCardell herself was a tomboy as a child, and her
clothes were very much influenced by active sportswear
and by menswear. She skied, she swam, she played ten-
nis, and I think sports clothing in particular, and its func-
tionalism, was something she responded to.

And how did that affect the form of her clothing? She
adapted elements of sports clothing to her designs?

VS Yes, she used hardware, for instance - like buckles
and snaps, hooks and eyes. She was very interested in
pants and in separates. As early as 1936 she had con-
ceived of a wardrobe of separates that could be inter-
changeable.

So women were mostly, early in her career, wearing
complete suits of clothes...

VS Right. She thought of interchangeability, and of clothes
that could be worn throughout the day, or for a variety of
different occasions. During World War ll a lot of American
designers came into their own because American depart-
ment stores and manufacturers weren't able to get cloth-
ing from Paris because of the Nazi occupation, and this
really challenged McCardell. She loved to make clothes
that were functional, like her famous Popover dress >33
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Wool plaid suit
(Courtesy l-Elywood
Pound Ridge, NY. By
(203) 8s2-0649.)

l
I

which was a dress that you could pop over clothes as an
apron - it was very easy to wear for a variety of occasions.

So many of McCardell's innovations involved this loos-
ening of structure, like her adjustable waisflines, drop
armholes, and her use of jersey and elastic, which were
relatively new at the time - yet her clothes aren't at all
shapeless. What gave them form?

VS She wanted the clothes to be able to fit the form of the
woman, to move with the woman, so you could adjust the
waist to tit you. Al the time they were somewhat shocking.
Look at her swimsuits, for example. Cosmopolitan said in
the 1 940s that you had to be young and have a good figure
and be very brave to wear them because they didn't > 107
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MuSeum WatOh pnotographs Courtesy Knoll lnc
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Last fall KnOll quietly opened a modest
m useu m fi I led with out-of- prod uction classics
selected from the company's 60-year history

"The urge for good design is the same as the urge to go on living.

The assumption is that somewhere hidden is a better way of doing
things." - Harry Beftoia

Knoll began as a company with a commitment to design. Atten-
tion to design in all areas of its business is the reason for Knoll's early

and continued legacy of design excellence. Hans and Florence Knoll

not only created the spirit that infiltrated the aesthetic and quality

solutions to Knoll's products, but also applied the same set of stan-
dards of design to insure the showrooms, offices, graphics, and ad-
vertising were of equal creative value.

This commitment to design has most recently taken shape in
the new Knoll Museum, located in one of Knoll's manufacturing fa-

cilities in East Greenville, Pennsylvania, just a few miles from the origi-
nal Knoll factory. During a downturn in the 1980s, two Knoll employ-
ees realized that no steps had been taken to preserve the company's
legacy, and if the company were ever to close, this important design

34

cLocKWlsE FRoM ToP LEFT: Knoll's hall of
fame - classic designs now out of production
are on display at the Knoll Museum; Pierre

Jeanneret's Scissor chair, designed in 1947,

was one of the first Knoll chairs to be
upholstered. Jeanneret, who worked with Le

Corbusier and Charlotte Perriand, was one of
the early designers for Knoll who had an

international stature; A 48-foot timeline of
Knoll designs flows across a curved wall in
the museum, tracing the company's history.

history would be lost. Nothing had previously been done because,
as Florence Knoll Basset once said, "We never believed we were
making history."

Albert Pfeiffer, a longtime employee and now the Museum's
Curator, and Carl Magnusson, Knoll's Director of Design, began col-
lecting out-of-production Knoll products, eventually assembling the
50 objects which are currently displayed in the Museum, and an-
other 50 which are being held for the ltzluseum's eventual expansion.
Designed by such modern masters as lt/ies van der Rohe, Breuer,
Saarinen, Bertoia, Noguchi, Sottsass, and Risom these products span
Knoll's entire 60-year history - from lt/lies van der Rohe's Tugendhat
chair (1929) to Robert Venturi's No.663 Empire chair (1984).

ln addition to the furniture, there are display cases which house
study models and artifacts, such as an original piece of glass from
the "X" coffee table (Barcelona table) from the Villa Tugendhat in Brno,
Czech Republic. A 48-foot timeline of events, product introductions,
and designer names sweeps across a long curved wall in the space.

ln the future, the objects in the Museum will be periodically
changed to create exhibits which will continue to illustrate the design
heritage of Knoll, and allow for loan-outs to other museums,
The Knoll Museum is open to the general public by appointment. (21 5) 679-1 945.
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The Clossic Design Colologue
Over 50 originol Kogon Designs doting

from the mid-40's to the present.

Send $29 95 for o limited edition
(refundoble ogoinst purchose)

Vlodimir Kogon Design Group,
PO, Box 6434, NY NY 

.l0]28-0008

ph 21 2-289 -003 I f ox; 21 2-360-7 307

www. kogonf urnitureclossics, com

BARREL CHAIR . 1947

CHARLESVC,BB
CLASSICS FROM THE '50s AND '60s - STILL BUTLT RtcHT HERE

Down Sofa and Chair are shown with our popular Shelf System
Coffee Table to create this inviting classic modern interior.

HARVARD SQUARE sHowRooM: 6 story street, cambridge, MA (61 7) 541-z1oo Hours: Mon-sat 't0-6,
Sun 1 -5, Thurs,eves. til 8
FACIORY & SHOWROOM: 51 McGrath Highway (Rt. 28), Somerville, MA 02143 (r/4mile outbound from
Boston's l\,4useum of Science) (617) 776-7100 Hours: Mon-Sat 9-4. Write or call for catalog.
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Object Focus Text by N/arianne Lamonaca

Cover, Depero F utu ri sta, 1 927
Designed and written by Fortunato Depero (ltalian, 1892-1960)

Published by Dinamo-Azari, Milan
Hardware manufactured by G. Bologna & C., Milan

Materials: Aluminum nuts and bolts with steel cotter pins,
cardboard, printed paper

Dimensions: 9.625 x 12.625 x 1.875 inches

Depero Futurista is a Futurist self-portrait, an "autobiographical syn-

thesis," Conceived as a promotional piece for its creators, the artist
Fortunato Depero and publisher Fedele Azari, the book is dedicated
to the leader of the Futurist movement, Filippo Tommaso Marinetti.
The Futurists burst onto the international cultural scene in 1909 with

a radical call for an artistic idiom to celebrate the speed, machines,
materials, noise, and even violence of the industrial age. The move-
ment's leaders were determined to move an industrially underdevel-
oped ltaly into the 20th C. with their mechanically-inspired works.

Depero Futurista chronicles Depero's artistic development from

1913 (the year he was introduced to Futurism) through 1927. Using

words, typographic devices, and photographs, Depero - architect,
painter, sculptor, decorator - celebrates his own accomplishments.
He includes a list of 52 exhibitions in which he participated; ex-

cerpts from press reviews; testimonials from admiring fans; and
quotations by Marinetti, Umberto Boccioni, and Benito tVlussolini. lt

includes his first official contribution to the Futurist movement, the

manifesto entitled Futurist Reconstruction of the Universe, written in
1915 with the older artist, Giacomo Balla. The document, hailed as

an ideological "second wind" for Futurism, called for a vital interac-

tion between man and machine-oriented art forms; an encounter

that would awaken man to a world of laughter, imagination, sharp-

ened senses, and courage. Photographs and design drawings docu-

36

ment the dynamic works he produced at the Casa dArte (House of
Art) in Bovereto - wall hangings, cushions, furniture, toys, avant-garde
theater design, marionettes, advertising posters, and painting - char-
acterized by geometric shapes, bold colors, and mechanistic forms.

The book is a masterpiece of Futurist "free word" typography.
No longer is the arlist confined by grammatical rules and linear com-
positon. lnstead, Depero employs signs and symbols for words and
juxtaposes disparate font styles and sizes in order to bring his world
to life. Each page is composed with the meticulous skill of a crafts-

man. Words leap from the page. Whole paragraphs move sideways,

spin in circles, and stretch forward in dart-like formation to accentu-
ate the text's meaning.

Popularly known as the "bolted book," Depero Futurista was
produced in two formats: 2,000 copies with cardboard covers and a
special edition of only 1O copies (according to period correspon-
dence) with aluminum covers, to be presented to Mussolini and
lirlarinetti, among others. According to the author's preface, the book
"is mechanical/bolted like a motor/Dangerous/...UNCLASSlFlABLE...'

The Wolfsonian-Florida lnternational University will host "Depero
Futurista Rome-Paris-New York, 1915-1932,' the first major U.S.

exhibition to examine the full range of Depero's works during this
vibrant period of activity, Opening Nrlarch 1 1, 1999 and continuing
through June, it presents an overview of the artist's career from his

first encounters with the Futurist movement through his work as a
commercial artist in New York City. Curated by Dr. Gabriella Belli,

Director of the lvluseo d'Arte Moderna e Contemporanea in Trento

and Rovereto, the exhibition will present over 100 works from the
museum's collection. lt is accompanied by a fully illustrated catalog.

- Marianne Lamonaca is the Curator of The Wolfsonian-Florida lnternational
University Museum located in l,lliami Beach, Florida.
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City Barn...the most
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selection [of vintage
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The Little Apple: Souvenir Buildings
There is nothing quite like seeing the Statue of Liberty or the Empire
State Building for the first time. A quick trip to the closest souvenir
shop for miniature versions of these architectural icons will surely
help preserve the memory of that trip to the Big Apple! Souvenirs are
collected by thousands of tourists each day from places all over the
world. David Weingarten and Margaret Majua have taken the prac-
tice of collecting miniature buildings to a new level, creating a re-
markable collection of miniature cities. "The Little Apple: Souvenir
Buildings from the Collection of Ace Architects," on view at the Mu-
seum of the City of New York from November 21 through March 28,
1999, offers a sampling of New York miniature buildings from their
extensive collection.

Over a dozen years ago, Ace Architects began collecting sou-
venir miniature buildings. Their collection stafted with cast metal rep-
licas of the Empire State Building and the Statue of Liberty and soon
included more arcane New York places like the Bronx Hospital and
the Gotham Bank Building. Since then, the collection has grown to
include souvenir buildings from all over the world and has become
the most extensive of its type, including more than 3,000 miniature
architectural wonders.

Among this vast collection are more than 350 New York City
miniatures of nearly 40 different buildings and monuments. The col-
lection contains New York City souvenirs from as early as 1800 to as
recent as this year - revealing to visitors a miniaturized architectural
history of America's great metropolis. The exhibition showcases a

On View

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: A gelatin silver photograph, Parisian, masked ball at
Pr6 Catelan, Eors de Boulogne, July 1946 by Brassai, part of the exhibition
"Brassai, The Eye of Paris."; The Empire State Building, Gotham Bank, and Chrysler
Building as miniature souvenir buildings, part of the exhibition ,,The Little Apple:
Souvenir Buildings from the Collection of Ace Architects"; Silver centerpiece bowl
by Dagobert Peche, part of the exhibition "Forging a New Century: Modern Met-
alwork from the Norwest Collection, 1890-1940"

selection of over 125 of these New York souvenirs, ranging from the
familiar replicas of the Statue of Liberty cast over the last 100 years
to an unexpected miniature of the Williamsburgh Savings Bank. The
exhibition would be incomplete without a display of little replicas of
Shea and Yankee Stadiums, the Polo Grounds, and [r/adison Square
Garden.

I\4any of the miniature buildings represented were built by ten
New York foundries that worked between the late 19th century and
the late 1930s. ln the late 1930s, production of New York souvenir
buildings began to shift to foundries outside the city and overseas.
By the 1950s most building replicas were cast in Japan. Today, >40
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there is a new interest in souvenir buildings, and the exhibition in-
cludes several recent, well-made New York miniatures.

Like many souvenirs, New York miniature buildings were cre-
ated as keepsakes and often possess an ostensible function. On
display in the exhibition are little building pencil sharpeners, inkwells,
pen stands, and paperweights; clock thermometers, calendars, and
rulers; ashtrays and lighters; coin banks and boxes; bells and salt
shakers; even aTrylon and Perisphere-shaped kazoo. Some souve-
nir buildings combine two or more functions. lnteresting examples
include a Statue of Liberty inkwell/penholder/lamp and an Empire
State Building pencil sharpener/cigarette lighter.

The Statue of Liberty is the most versatile of New York souvenir
buildings, and the exhibit includes miniatures ranging from clocks,
lamps, and cigarette lighters to a postal scale and coinbanks. The
earliest Statue of Liberty miniatures predate construction of the ac-
tual Statue and were used as fundraisers for the Statue's base, One
especially interesting replica represents the first, and unbuilt, Pharos
I scheme for the base.

The exhibit also showcases several of the City's best known
sights cast in a variety of materials: the Flatiron Building manufac-
tured in glass, c.1920; a ceramic Woolworth Building, c.1920; the
Singer Building cast in pewter during the 1990s; a wooden Guggen-
heim Museum; and even the BCA Building, c.1950, made of soap!
For further information call (212) 534-1672.

Brassai: The Eye of Paris
ln celebration of the 100th anniversary of the photographer Brassai''s
birlh, the [\4useum of Fine Arts, Houston has organized "Brassa'i': The
Eye of Paris," the first major retrospective of the artist's work in the
United States since 1968. This landmark exhibition, on view through
February 28, 1999, of approximately 140 photographs, drawings,

40

sculpture, and books marks the first exhibition to showcase pieces
from all media in which the artist worked. The culmination of 15 years
of research by Anne Wilkes Tucker, the Gus and Lyndall Wortham
Curator of Photography at the IVFAH, this exhibition draws from more
than 40 collections throughout the United States, Europe, and Ja-
pan, along with 30 photographs from the collection of the MFAH.

Brassai inherited a love of Paris from his father, moved there in

1924, and in 1929 discovered photography - the ideal medium to
document the nocturnal explorations of his first years there. Dubbed
"the eye of Paris" in an essay by Henry Miller in 1934, Brassai cap-
tured the essence of the city in his photographs. Brassai's classic
and widely-acclaimed Paris at Night series, photographed during his
nighttime wanderings with the famous Paris pedestrian and poet L6on
Paul Fargue, highlights the exhibition. Light and shadow set the mood
of these evocative photographs of night workers, streets, buildings,
and bridges.

Unlike many "street photographers," Brassai did not approach
his photographs randomly. Contemplative and deliberate, Brassaifully
developed ideas and themes through cohesive and interlocking pho-
tographic series. Though his Paris at Night series is his best known,
Brassal planned and executed many different series on view in the
exhibition: Dance, Society, Secret Paris, Nudes and Transmutations,
Porlraits, Paris at Day, France and the Riviera, Foreign Travels, and
Graffiti. He photographed the whole flow of humanity in Paris, en-
compassing its high society, prostitutes, aftists, pedestrians, lovers,
Folies Bergdres dancers, and even its pets. Brassai also made for-
mal studies of graffiti, public monuments, and sculpture in France
and a dozen other countries. Many of the photographs were pub-
lished in well-known magazines during his lifetime but are littie-known
today. Several of these series have neither been exhibited in the last
three decades nor published since the 1950s.
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TH|S PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVe: The Chariot of Aurora plaster and gold leaf wall relief by
Jean Dupas and Jean Dunand, 1 935; Louise Nevelson's Royal Tide 11,1961 -1963, part of the
exhibition "Louise Nevelson: Structures Evolving;" Winold Reiss' architectural rendering for
the She// Ball Apartments, Kew Gardens, New York, 1929, part of the exhibition "Zig-Zags
and Speed Stripes: The Art Deco Style."



"Brassai had the ability to identify iconic mo-
ments," says Tucker. "He made pictures that
are as interesting to us today as they were
40 years ago because they are about time-
less kinds of things. Brassai'could distill a
subject to its essence and make and every-
day event worthy of our attention." For fur-
ther information call (713) 639-7300.

Zig-Zags and Speed Stripes
On November 7, 1998, the massive gilded
and lacquered relief, The Chariot of Aurora,
was unveiled at the Carnegia Museum of Art.
The 32-panels which comprise the bas-re-
lief, a brilliant representation of Art Deco which
was once part of the decorative scheme of
the oceanliner Normandie, were a gift to the
museum from renowned collector, Frederick
K. Koch. ln addition toiheAurora panels, the
permanent installation also features the gilded
and red lacquer doors which opened through
the retractable wall on which theAurora pan-
els hung while on lhe Normandie. The doors
were a gift of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Chow.

"This is one of the finest pieces of Art
Deco in the country" says Louise Lippincott,
curator of fine arts at the Carnegie Museum
of Art. "lt transforms our collection of mod-
ern European art."

Developed to complement and celebrate
The Chariot of Aurora's debut, the exhibition
"Zig-Zags and Speed Stripes: The Art Deco
Style," on view at the Carnegie Museum
through March 28, 1999, explores American
manifestations of Art Deco in architecture and
selected areas of design.

Drawing on a wide variety of historical
and avant-garde styles, Art Deco sought to
convey the modernity and exuberance of
contemporary life through abstraction and
stylization of decorative motifs and the use
of luxury materials. A truly international de-
sign tendency, it evolved from the angular,
geometric style of the 1920s - the so-called
"zig-zag moderne" - to the aerodynamic style
of the'1930s known as "streamline moderne."
Although the style was applied to everything
from tea services to skyscrapers, furniture to
bookbinding, fashion design to movie sets,
in the United States it was perhaps most ef-
fectively used in architecture and architectural
ornament. The Chrysler Building (1928-30)
in New York City is one of the United States'
best-known Art Deco buildings.

This exhibition examines the essential
modernity of this style, the means by which
it was spread in the United States, and its
influence on architecture and design. A sec-
tion on critical events in the history of Ad Deco
documents the popularization of the style via
the 1933-34 "Century of Progress Exposition"
in Chicago and exhibitions mounted by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York in
"1 929 and 1934-35. Art Deco's impact on
American architecture and design is explored
through approximately 150 objects > l0B
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A Pigcg On GIaSS 2Oth Century Glass Designers, Text by Howard Lockwood

rs Vicke Lindstrand the most
underrated designer of glass?

For the past five years, I\r1ark l\rlcDonald of Gansevoorl Gallery has
been saying that "Vicke Lindstrand is the most underrated designer
of glass." When one looks at his work, they can see why ttrlr. NrlcDonald

feels that way.
Throughout the 20th century only two distinct centers of glass

blowing have maintained a position of prominence within the glass
community: ltaly and Sweden. ln Sweden, Orrefors was the best-
known of the factories, recognized throughout the world for its inno-
vation and creativity. A second, smaller company, Kosta, also be-
came well known. Part of the success of Kosta was due to its deci-
sion, in 1950, to hire Vicke Lindstrand as its artistic director. There
for a period of just three short years, Lindstrand reached the pin-
nacle of his career.

Vicke Lindstrand was born in Goteburg, Sweden in 1904. Be-
tween the years of 1924to 1927 he attended the Swedish Society of
Arts and Crafts and soon went on to become a designer at Orrefors.
This in itself was remarkable because Orrefors was, at the time, tightly
controlled and run by Edvard Hald and Simon Gate. lt was Gate and
Hald who had brought the small company to worldwide fame for its
etched glass vases, winning design awards at every major exhibi-
tion, including the 1925 Paris Exposition.

Some of the first pieces Lindstrand produced at Orrefors were
engraved clear glass vases in a very "deco" style. His Venice vase
was a round, clear glass vase sitting on a conical-shaped foot, The
shape was reminiscent of the contemporary work of Carlo Scarpa.
The vase was etched with five gondolas with gondoliers. The foot of
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OPPOSITE PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Vicke Lindstrand's Unrk vase (Model
No.930) for Kosta, c.1952-53; Unrkvasesfrom the Colora series, c. late 1950s-
early '60s; Trees in Fog and Autumn vases by Lindstrand for Kosta, c.1 950-51 .

THIS PAGE CLOCKWISE FBOM TOP LEFT: Unik vases for Kosta, c.1 955; Unik vase lor
Kosta, c.1 952-53; Striking red, yellow, and green Lindstrand vase for Kosta

the vase was also etched with waves of water. Lindstrand's etched
glass vases The Pearl Diver and Shark Killer are also well-known.
Lindstrand's etched designs of this era were much simpler than the
work of Simon Gate, whose work was extremely detailed, exact, and
many times would tell a story. lt was repofied in Wollin's Modern
Swedrsh Decorative Art thal, "at this time, Lindstrand's most inde-
pendent work so far is painted glass, though sometimes it lacks the
harmony and maturity which characterize the creations of Hald and
Gate."1

Lindstrand starled, in 1936, to design work in the famous Graal
technique. Graal glass was thick-walled with a design embedded
within the glass. lt was created in steps. The first step was to blow a
clear glass vase with an outer layer (or layers) of colored glass. A
design would be etched or sandblasted in the outer layer and then a
thick layer of clear glass would be flashed onto the whole vase, en-
casing the design into the thick wall. Lindstrand's work of this time
was very artistic; the influence of Matisse could be seen.

At the same time, a second technique was introduced at Orrefors,
the N/ykene. This technique never received the praise and accep-
tance of the Graal technique; thus examples are very rare. lt con-
sisted of a design created in masses of small bubbles encased in
thick glass. The bubbles were achieved by painting the decoration
onto the inner core of glass with a chemical - carborundum. The
glass blower would then add another wall of glass. The heat of the
glass would cause a chemical reaction, which would create air
bubbles, which would be trapped into the design. Lindstrand was
responsible for designing several pieces in this technique' , ,:u^
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William Doyle's lmportant Estate Jewelry
William Doyle Galleries' lmportant Estate Jewelry auction on Sep-
tember 11 featured an extensive assortment of antique and modern
jewelry fine watches, and obTets de vertu. Highlighting the exquisite
estate jewels were several sought-after rings such as one square-
cut emerald ring flanked by two triangular-shaped diamonds, which
outdistanced expectations at $34,500; and a sapphire ring set in a
fancy floral engraved mounting, which realized $25,300. Also attract-
ing attention were several diamond engagement rings, including one
with a round diamond of approximately 3. 19 carats that brought
$23,000 and another ring with an octaganal-cut diamond set in an
elegant engraved mounting that sold for $17,250.

Platinum and diamond flexible link bracelets proved popular as
evidenced by the $1 4,950 achieved for one designed as three ar-
ticulated rectangular-shaped panels, the $1 6,000 attained for a Black
Starr & Frost diamond straight line bracelet flanked by ruby bands
and intersected with oval loops, and the $7,475 fetched for a brace-
let designed as nine X motifs alternately set with round diamonds in
a quatrefoil form.

More whimsical gold bracelet designs by Webb also commanded
premium prices such as the $13,225 paid for a tapered band culmi-
nating at one end with a sculpted zebra head and at the other with a
diamond-set ring, and the $6,900 yielded for a hinged bracelet natu-
ralistically modeled as a frog with emerald cabochon eyes.

Diamond pins were well received with one bar pin generating
$9,775, a jabot pin of typical design earning $8,050, and a double
clip brooch composed of one gold leaf and one platinum leaf pav6
set with 50 assorted round diamonds garnering $7,475.

Treadway 20th Century Art & Design
The September l3th, 20th Century Art & Design sale held in Chi-

CLOCKWISE FROM FAR

LEFT: This Suzanne
statuette, circa 1925, by
Ren6 Lalique, realized
$5,750 at William Doyle
Galleries' and Bonhams'
joint Art Nouveau and Art
Deco auction; At William
Doyle Galleries' Couture
& Textiles auction held
November 10th, this
group of Hermds Kelly
bags far exceeded their
presale estimates - black
crocodile ($7,475), deluxe
mahogany ostrich
($4,31 2), forest green
calf ($4,025) - and a
Schiaparelli silk dress
from the Spring/Summer
1 947 collection garnered

$4,312.

cago was strong, start to finish. This sale held by the Toomey and
Treadway Galleries is normally in August, but was moved to Septem-
ber to avoid late summer vacation and school plans. The switch in
time proved valuable as prices were exceedingly strong throughout.

Itllodern Design, the third session of the sale, saw active phone
and absentee bidding complemented by floor bidders, resulting in
record prices for several forms. An lsamu Noguchi dinette table from
the 1950s sold for $6,050, a record price. Other records were set by
a George Nelson slat bench which sold for $4,950, double the previ-
ous record; and a Sori Yanagi Butterfly stool which brought $4,400.

Evidence of a hot market was clear throughout the sale with
many lots selling well above their high estimates. George Nelson
designs did particularly well. A pair of Thin Edge nightstands in teak
veneer sold for over four times their estimate at $4,400. A small desk
clock from 1951 also designed by Nelson brought $4,125, over six
times its estimated selling price.

Decorative designs from the 1940s also did well. A black leather
cabinet designed by Tommi Parzinger sold for $0,OSO. Furniture by
Edward Wormley for Dunbar did extremely well with all lots > 46
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Auction Highlights

selling at or above their estimates. A game table and chair set from
the early 1960s sold for $4,125 while a rare magazine stand from
1948 brought $2,860, Art Deco designs were also in demand. A
good Gilbert Rohde lounge chair by Herman Miller sold for $3,850,
while a chrome and glass coffee table by Wolfgang Hoffman brought
$3,575.

The fourth session of the auction featured the third selection
from the world record-setting Ripley Collection of costume and
Bakelite jewelry. Bakelite continued to pefform well with items selling
from levels of below $100 to the premier price of $6,050 for an inlaid,
crosshatch bracelet. Rare and desirable pieces continue to set record
prices. A cigarette charm pin sold for $4,675 and a stylized carrot
charm pin realized $3,080. These are only a few examples of the
best of the Bakelite, The costume jewelry also did well. Stimulated
by reasonable estimates, Haskell, Eisenberg, Trifari, and Coro were
the strongest performers. A fine Haskell set with faux pearls sold for
$t ,AZO, and a Trifari Jelly Belly clip with birds silhouetted against a
moon sold for $2,090. Eisenberg was led by a Puss'n boofs clip,
which realized $1,760. A Coro bird trembler sold for $990.

lncluded for the first time in this sale was consignment Bakelite
and l\rlexican silver. Consignment Bakelite performed well with a lion
and a tiger pin selling for $2,750 and $2,530 respectively. A Spratling
bracelet that sold for $1 ,430 led lvlexican silver. To inquire about sell-
ing or consigning Bakelite, costume, and Mexican silver jewelry please

contact Dan Ripley Antiques at (317) 955-5900.

Joint Art Nouveau and Art Deco
William Doyle Galleries and Bonhams London held a joint Art Nouveau
and Art Deco auction in New York on October 6. The demand for
Rockwood pottery from a single owner collection translated into
$A,OSO for a vase delicately painted by tvlatthew A. Daly with a great
blue heron, and $8,050 for another vase decorated by Sara Sax with
a floral band. Competition between several determined bidders el-
evated prices of Edward Diers decorated pottery to reach $5,980 for
a matte glaze vase carved with fish and seaweed in shades of aqua
blue, and $5,635 for a vellum glaze vase painted with flowers.

Reflecting the tremendous output of designs Rene Lalique cre-
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

From Phillips'20th
Century - Chiparus'
The Pyjama Girl, c.1925
($42,900), and an Art
Deco salon suite
($24,200); From

Treadway's 20th
Century - Hans Wegner
daybed ($4,250), ltalian
floor lamp by Stilux
($900), early Eames
rocker ($1 ,1 00), and
Nelson slat bench
($4,500).

ated over his lifetime were various dressing table items, glass per-

fume bottles, stemware services, vases, and glass sculptures. Clas-
sic representations of Art Deco style proved most popular, such as
the clear and frosted amber glass Suzanne statuette, circa 1925,
which reached $5,750; and a frosted opalescent glass figure of lhar,s
modeled as a draped dancing nude, which brought $4,887.

Phillips 20th Century Art and Design in Sydney
Phillips conducted their fifth 20th Century Art and Design auction on
October 26th at Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery in Sydney, Australia. The first
half of the 340-lot sale presented Contemporary and Aboriginal Works
of Art followed by a strong selection of Australian and British Studio
ceramics. Contemporary art was highlighted by Andy Warhol's im-
age of tVick Jagger from 1975. The ten screenprint images in Warhol's
Jagger series present the pop star in various guises from bold, brash,
and beautiful to the contemplative cultural muse - it is this represen-
tation which was offered at this sale, realizing $16,500.

Other works of note included a serene 1968 landscape by New
Zealand artist Colin McCahon, entitled Helensville, which garnered
$38,500; and Bobert Dickersonb Young Boy, which broughl$2,420.

A significant collection of Art Deco and post-war design high-
lighted the furniture and decorative arts section. Of particular note
was a dramatic Art Deco salon suite of bold curvilinear form, inspired
by the 1928 salon interior of French designer Gabriel Englinger. This
suite was most likely executed by lVelbourne cabinetmakers Branch-
flower who were admired for their accurate and detailed reproduc-
tions of high style French Art Deco furniture. The suite, comprising a
sofa, two armchairs, and a footstool commanded $24,200. An Art
Deco cocktail cabinet, decorated after a design by Donald Deskey of
black and red lacquer and silver leaf, realized $Z,AOO.
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A rare D.H. Chiparus bronze and ivory sculp-
ture entitled The Pyjama Grrl, c.1925, which
had not appeared on the auction market for
over a decade, soared to $42,900 over a
presale estimate of $20,000-30,000. From
the same collection was Chiparus' Leaving
the Opera, on a stepped, red marble base
($10,+SO); and a pristine ivory figure entitled
Reflections by Ferdinand Preiss ($2,970).

Post-war design included Grant Feather-
ston's Scape chair, c.1960 ($1,100); the
Embryo chair, c.1988 ($3,S001, and Orgone
lounge, c.1991 ($1,980) by Marc Newson;
and an Ultrafragola (Superstrawberry) mirror
by Ettore Sottsass for Poltronova, c.1970
($4,e50).

The furniture was complemented by im-
portant examples of ltalian and Scandinavian
mid-century glass, including an Orrefors
Fishgraalbowl by Edward Hald ($1,650); an
Orrefors Sirp Graalvase also by Hald ($1 ,320);
a Barovier and Toso Canne Policrome de-
canter ($4,070); A Fratelli Ioso decanter by
Ermano Toso ($2,420); a Venini Sommerso
con Bollicine e Oro vase designed by Carlo
Scarpa, c..1 955 ($4,.l aOl; and a Venini Occhi
vase by Tobia Scarpa, c.1960 ($6,0001.

Doyle's Haute Couture
William Doyle Galleries' Couture and Textile
auction on November 10 represented over
100 years of fashion history. Extraordinary
creations by the most legendary European
and American deslgners included a 1970s
Norman Norell evening ensemble compris-
ing a mint green, sequined, mermaid dress
and mohair taxi coat, which reached 97 ,475,
more than double its pre-sale estimate.

The impressive prices for gowns by
Norell, Galanos, Halston, and other Ameri-
can designers revealed the first signs of a
strengthening appeal for American evening
wear of the 1960s and 1970s. A number of
Norell evening gowns proved popular with
buyers, such as a stunning black sequined,
halter mermaid dress and jacket purchased
for $3,737. Several Galanos designs sparked
great interest with bidders. An exquisite, one-
shoulder, black chiffon evening gown of the
1960s sold for $2,990; and a bare-backed,
paisley silk evening dress fetched $977. This
new-found appeal for American style is also
exemplified by the strong prices demanded
for accessories, as reflected in several lots of
Bes-Ben hats of the 1950s selling for two,
three, and four times their pre-sale estimates.

The timeless gowns of Givenchy,
Schiaparelli, and Christian Dior always allure
couture auction enthusiasts. Schiaparelli's
designs from the late 1940s were well re-
ceived, as evidenced by the elegant black
evening gown with a wrap skirt, which
reached $4,887, and a vibrant, lavender silk
dress with an oversized bustle bow that sold
for $4,312. High regard for Givenchy designs
translated into prices that eclipsed > 1 10
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pierre koenig
a commitment to the ideal

Text by James Steele
Photographs by Julius Shulman,
Tim Street-Porter, and Richard Fish
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Pierre Koenig was born in San Francisco in 1925. ln architecture it
was the year of the landmark Paris Exposition des Arts Decoratifs - at
which Konstantin tvelnikov's USSR Pavilion and Le Corbusier's pavrl/on
de L'Esprit Nouveau made such a revolutionary impact - and Euro-
pean lvlodernism was beginning to stretch its legs. The same year in
the United States saw the foundation of the Chrysler Motor Com-
pany in Detroit, as American industry set itself on a last accelerated
dash before encountering head-on the economic crash and ensuing
Depression in which Koenig was to grow up.

His mother and father were respectively of French and German
descent. His father was a sales representative for an English woollens
firm, and his mother looked after the family. It was the city in which he
grew up, rather than any inherited sensibility, which was to spark the
young Pierre's interest in architecture.

San Francisco in the 1930s was a busy Navy base, as well as
being heavily industrialized in certain areas, and Koenig absorbed all
of this. His parents' house was less than a block from the water, and
Koenig remembers long solitary walks along the shore in what he
describes as an "enriched environment." He would take a sketch-
book and draw whatever caught his eye - construction sites, > 55
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THls PAGE cLocKWISE FRoM ABoVE: Living room and entryway of the Bailey House/
Case Study House #21with Pierre Koenig and a model posing for the shot; Large
sliding glass doors open the Stahl House/Case Study House #22 to the outdoors;
Exterior carport of Bailey House/Case Study House #21; A channel of water cir-
cumscribes the Bailey House/Case Study House #21; Living room of Bailey House/

Case Study House #21. oPPoslTE PAGE: Nighttime view of the Stahl House/Case

Study House #22 with the lights of Los Angeles below.
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ships, the Golden Gate Bridge, even automobiles.
At high school he remembers he could draw anything and al-

ways got straight 'A's' in art, but in other subjects he was a weak
student; he didn't study and got very poor grades. Architecture for
him at that time was only a source of practical pleasure. Among the
sites he explored along the shore front, Bernard lVaybeck's domed
Rotunda and the surrounding park was a favourite playground. Ex-
ploring the buildings one day Koenig discovered a construction lad-
der concealed within one of the building's hollow columns leading up
to the dome itself, which became a secret hide-away.

During the summer months, rural Sonoma replaced San Fran-
cisco, as Koenig went to stay with his paternal grandfather, and ex-
tended periods of solitude continued there. Koenig credits these long
periods of being alone for the development of his creative imagina-
tion, since he was "forced to make things up" in order to keep his
mind occupied.

ln 1939 two things happened that were to prove significant in
propelling Koenig along the road to architecture. The first - although
it would be awhile before its personal impact would be felt - was the
outbreak of WWll; the second was his father's decision to uproot the
family to escape the Depression, which had gained a final >86

OPPOSITE PAGE: FOP) Rear of the Schwartz house showing spiral stairwell; (BOT-

TOM) lnfrared photograph of the Oberman House showing Koenig at the edge of
the pool and Santa Catalina lsland in the distance. THIS PAGE cLocKwtsE FRoM
ToP LEFT: Living area of Koenig House #1; Seidel Beach House interior; West el-
evation of Seidel House; View of Koenig House #2 from the street; Living room of
Koenig House #2 with bedrooms above.
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pierre koenig
interview with the man of steel

Text by Peter Loughrey
Photograph by N,4odernage Photo Service,

Courtesy of Phaidon Press

Peter Loughrey, the owner of Los Angeles Modern Auctions which
specializes in 20th century designs by architects, spent an afternoon
with Pierre Koenig discussing his career, both past and present.

You began your career working for Raphael Soriano.

PK Yeah, one summer. I was working on my house, I did my first
steel house in 1950 (while I was still in school), and I needed a job so
I went to Soriano. He hired me to do his renderings, so I did. They
were for his Case Study House in 1950, I did those. I could say I did
a lot more, but I am not going to because I don't believe in that, but
the drawings are mine, they are not the architect's. That was it, on
and on - 150 drawings I suppose.

Your first Case Study House #21 came in what year?

PK 1958

Had your opinion changed since you were working on Soriano's
Case Study House #8 years earlier?

PK I did not change. I was doing the same thing, doing these steel
houses, evolvlng my work as I went. And one day John Entenza
came to me and said, "Pierre, if you ever get a decent client and a
decent house, let me know and we will make it a Case Study House."
I said, "John, every house I have been doing has been a decent
house, you have been publishing them for years." He said, "What
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have you got now?" I showed him and he said, "lt's beautiful, and I

want it for a Case Study House. We will make it #21." And that was
it. When that was finished, he asked, "What else you got?" I showed
him what I was doing, and he said, "Fine, we'll make that one a Case
Study House," and that was #22. They would have been done,
whether they were a Case Study House or not. And then he said,
"What do you got now?" and I said, "l had enough." lt was fine, it
was great, but it's like having an extra client. You have to satisfy so
many people. You have the client, and then all of the contractors,
and then you've got the magazine. We had a deadline. He said, "When
are you going to finish; we have to get this into the magazine by the
end of the month." lt takes a month or so to get it published, bla, bla,
bla. The client is saying, "When are you going to get it done?" Every-
body is pressuring you. lt was too much.

I read the introduction to the Case Study House program in an
old Arts & Architecture magazine and John Entenza said his
idea was to pick the original eight architects for their 'reason-
ableness' and to give the architects full reign to do whatever
they wanted within reason. Did this continue by the time Case
Study House #22came around?

PK Absolutely, he did. John Entenza's idea was to buy the land and
hire the architects and build these houses and show them, publicize
them, sell them, take the money and buy some more land and do it
again. That was his original idea. But what happened was things
cost more than he anticipated; he lost a lot of money on those first
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eight. I won't say which one; you could probably guess. There were
a lot of changes. Everything cost more. John Entenza was a very
wealthy man,-; he lost an awful lot there. ln fact, eventually he lost
everything on the magazine. So, he said after this I am not going to
do it this way. I am going to get a client. The client owns the lot and
builds the house with the architect, l'll back it and support it.

What do you think was the lasting impression the Case Study
House program had on architecture?

PK Apparently quite a bit. At first we thought none because actually
the program didn't continue. First of all the magazine went under
because of John's high standards. John Entenza was not an archi-
tect. He is an highly educated man; he had high scruples. He was
way up here on cloud nine. lf anybody did one little thing wrong, then
they were off his list. lf they weren't really top then he didn't want
them. He had very high standards. You couldn't put an ad in his
magazine unless it was designed. He wouldn't accept the schlock
that you see in other magazines. I designed ads myself just to get
them in there to help him. I knew he needed the ads. The manufac-
turers were my friends so I said, "Look, l'll lay it out for you so you
can get it in."

Then the time came where he was told by his business manager
that he had to expand, he could not stay small. He had to get big,
and the only way to get big is to increase the size of the magazine.
To increase the size of the magazine then he would have to drop the
standards and to accept a lot of things that he would not ordinarily
accept. He would not do that. So he stayed. So postage rates went
up, but the magazine was the same size and it didn't pay. So he lost
money, lost money, lost money. He took all his money he had and
dumped it into the magazine, and it still went under. He couldn't
maintain it. Then David Travers took it over.

There was a lot of idealism in the post-war architectural era that's
well known and well written about, but the people who seemed
to never conform and continue to go against the grain and build
ideal buildings have become fewer and fewer over the years...

PK Yeah, and poorer and poorer.

But you seem to be someone who has continued building build-
ings that have that same powerful idealistic feeling of the post-
war era. How do you explain?

PK Yeah, I don't want to do it unless I can do what I want to do. lt's
not worth it to me to go out and spend all that time and all that effort
to do something lam not proud of.

Why do you think it faded away? There were so many architects
working in the same...

PK The economy. lt takes extra time to do something. And this day
and age it takes extra time to do something esoteric cause there's
no standards for it and everything is special. Like I tell people, it's like
doing a wood stud house and drawing every nail. lt takes money.
Nobody can afford it, and a lot of people say it's not worth it to them
to fool with it and spend all of their time. To me, it was, and I paid for
it heavily.

ln what respect? Financially?

PK Yeah.

But there are certainly ways you benefited?

Case Study House #22 is probably one of the most published
houses......

PK Now it is, yeah. lt's different now, I call it pay off time. Now it is all
coming back. All those years I have put into it, it is coming back,

Of all the houses in Southern California, that's probably the house
that epitomizes Southern California living to the rest of the world.

PK Next lo Fallingwater, it is the most printed/published house in the
world. lt's so well known, it's an icon. Even in China they know about
it. My notoriety has increased, but I have always been pretty well
known from day one because of the association with Arts & Archi-
tecture, but lately it has just been absolutely...l have people like you
lined up wanting to interview me!l

You were 25 when you built your first steel house, in 1950. Were
your contemporaries doing your type of work?

PK That's funny you should ask that. I have been thinking a lot about
that. There were 64 in my graduation class, and a lot of them you
know about. You know about Conrad Buff and Don Hensman,
Thornton Ladd, Calvin Straub, Dion Neutra, you can go on and on!
We had a lot of people you know, but the rest of them didn't con-
tinue. They went off and did different things. They went into offices,
they got started in different directions. Of course you understand
that in those days everybody was doing modern work. There are
various facets of modern work. Contrary to what a lot of people think,
I didn't get any ideas from individuals. We didn't have individual no-
toriety to pick. We didn't have icons like they do now; we didn't have
information then. Nothing was in the books; there were no books,

Was the Bauhaus a large influence on your work?

PK No, the Bauhaus was based on hand craft. We learned the beauty
and the joy of hand craft work and the honesty of the materialism,
which came from the Bauhaus. That was the way all of the schools
were taught at the time. I learned most of my design from industrial
design. I took industrial design too because I had already been to
college for so long that I had units to spare and I took industrial
design courses as well. I learned from industrial designers about mod-
ern art design. That's how I studied Maholy Nagy, Nelson, and Whitney.
It was more basic for me. I guess that is why I am still doing what I

am still doing because I never really did buildings per se in school. I

could not do what I really wanted to - I had to get out of school to do
that. The others just sort of stayed on. Cas Namura, who was in my
class, was Jones & Emmons' chief designer - evefihing you see
when you look at Jones is Namura. I worked with Jones & Emmons
for a little bit, two years. We all did that for the summeftime.

You mentioned earlier when you first began your technical un-
derstanding of steel?

PK Yes, I learned in my first job

Was it all completely learning on the job or did you have a fasci-
nation with materials beforehand?

PK Yes, I suppose intuitivelyl When I was a little kid in San Francisco
we played in buildings under construction. ln grammar school I was
drawing/making parodies of wood stud construction and making jokes
out of it. So I must have been picking up something. By the time I got
to high school I was advanced; they skipped me out of drafting. I

went into isometric drawings. By college I seemed to understand all
this stuff. Nobody ever taught me, but it was in my head. This came
very easy. Steel wasn't; that was something different. > BB
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PK Sure, I benefited a lot. But not financially.
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LEFT: Kaufmann
House in Palm Springs,
California 1947.
Designed by Richard
Neutra in 1946. BELOW:

Boulder Dam, 1936.

Text by Julius Shulman, edited by Peter Gossel
Photographs by Julius Shulman

julius shulman
my beginnings as a photographer
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Sparse is the way I would describe my first decade as an architectural pho-
tographer. tVy log book registers only a few names. Yet they were to become
iconic: Richard Neutra (my first client), Rudolf Schindler, Raphael Soriano,
Gregory Ain, J.R, Davidson. With their earliest designs, they brought to this
country the lnternational Style of architecture which had then been widely
practiced in Europe. Those architects have all departed; but what images
they dedicated to the history of their profession! The first houses I photo-
graphed for them could be designated as primitive. After all, the Depression
years from 1929 to 1936 had hardly been kind to architects and theirfew
clients. But I recall that adherence to budgets was disciplined. With the short-
age of funds for a few accessories, even draperies and carpeting, coupled
with meager landscaping, my photographs were often drab. Beyond satisfy-
ing the architects' personal uses, it was difficult to persuade editors to con-
sider publication.

Fortunately, a few projects were accepted for publication. Neutra, for
example, had designed his Grace lViller house in Palm Springs, California in

1936. Foroverthreeyears - late 1936, 1937 into 1939 - Neutraand lspent
many days at her home. As the seasons changed and the landscape evolved,
we were constantly discovering new moods. lr/rs. Itr'liller was adept at ex-
pressing her observations of my photographs. tt/any of my earliest archival
prints have inscribed notes in which she analyzed my compositions. How
fortunate for a beginner in photography (my first years as a professional) to
receive such constructive comments. On rereading them, 60 years later, I

realize the import of her critiques - not always favorable, but admittedly ob-
jective. By the end of our third year of photography there was a marked im-
provement in the quality of my compositions and prints. House Eeautiful maga-
zine, on publishing a report on the house in 1941 , declared it "the best desert
house in North America."

I had no way of anticipating the significance of the work performed in

close collaboration with my first clients. Our relationships were amicable. No
one was hurried, and our foremost aim was to record and document the
architectural designs. I will never forget the exchanges as we moved from
scene to scene, mutually arriving at favorable concepts in the composition of
a statement. Today, those first photographs are in constant demand for on-
going publications. The fruition of our efforts is manifested in the expressions
of respect for the trailblazers of modernism.

ln 1933 | had received, for my 23rd birthday, an Eastman KodakVest
Pocket camera which accompanied me in my exploratory jaunts around Los
Angeles. But at that time, becoming a photographer was still the farthest
thing from my mind. I hadn't the slightest notion of what I wanted to do with
my life.

By Februrary 1936, after seven years at universities, I had not found a
subject to consider for a degree application. I felt that I had received ad-
equate education and that I had better return to my home in Los Angeles. Itrly

sister, Shirley Baer, was an acquaintance of Dione Neutra, the wife of the
famous architect, Richard Neutra. Dione called Shirley: "Do you know where
I could find a room to rent? Richard has a new apprentice." The response
molded my life. "Yes, I have a spare room in my home - a short distance from
your studios." During the following days my sister introduced me to Richard
Neutra's new associate. One day he called inviting me to accompany him:
"lv'lr. Neutra has asked me to meet with a contractor at a nearly completed
home in the Hollywood Hills." That was l\rlarch 5, 1936. While my friend met
with the contractor I wandered about equipped with my Kodak camera. The
six photographs I took were printed during the following days - | sent them to
my friend who showed them to Neutra. The ensuing call came: "lt4r. Neutra
liked your photographs. He would like to meet you and asked if he >62

RIGHT: Raymond Loewy residence in Palm Springs,
California 1947. Designed by Albert Frey in 1946/47 .
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could obtain copies." I was puzzled, for I had never met an architect,
and the house I photographed intrigued me with its strange forms -
beyond any previous identity of a house in my experience. Neverthe-
less, I accepted the invitation. Neutra asked me if I was a photogra-
pher - or "was I studying architecture?" He had appraised my prints
with enthusiasm. With his invitation to photograph other projects I

was suddenly a photographer. Not only did he request six additional
prints of the six photographs, but he also suggested that I meet with
an architect who had, until recently, been his apprentice. He was
completing his first house nearby.

At the location I met Raphael Soriano, sitting on the newly-car-
peted living room floor eating lunch. I shared a sandwich with him
and described my meeting with Neutra, which surprised him. Neutra,
he stated, was a tyrant with photographers. That utterance was fol-
lowed by his asking, "Would you photograph this house when it is
completed?" Not only did I photograph the house several months
later, but subsequently its publication in this country and abroad
served to showcase Soriano's design and my talents. Now, in retro-
spect, I have revisited that fateful day in March, 1936. Our friendship
62

continued during the ensuing years when I photographed all of his
projects. ln 1947 , acquiring land for a future home and studio, I asked
if he would design them for us.

On a recent walk down the path where I stepped in 1937 for my
first meeting with Rudolf Schindler, my mind responded with a glow
of warm memories. Entering his studio space I had observed him
seated at his desk, next to a warming fireplace, Nodding to a chair
for me, he completed his telephone conversation. "There, I have just
contracted my next house's construction." Of course, I had no idea
what he was referring to. I knew very little of the practice of architec-
ture in those days. "Now," he asked, "who are you? I understand
that you are beginning to take photographs of architecture." I >gO

THts PAGE cLocKwtsE FRoM Top LEFI Golden Gate Bridge, lg4S; Steeves Resi-
dence In Brentwood, California, I 959, designed by Frank Gehry (his first house);
Engleberg House in Los Angeles, California, 1949, designed by Harry Harrison,
1945; Drake House in Los Angeles, California, 1945, designed by Gordon Drake,
1945. OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: Taken with the Vest Pocket Kodak, the Buck House in
Los Angeles, California, 1 937, designed by Rudolf Schindler, I 934; (BoTToM) Sun-
day morning on Mount Hollywood, 1933.
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piero fornasetti
master of illusion and allusion

Text by Ginger lvloro

oPPOSITE: Fornasetti peering through a Venetian blind of
the Venetian Pia77a San Marco. LEFT: Fornasetti sporting
one of his silk vests, circa 1980. BELow: Viso di Donna
lithograph and transfer-printed porcelain moneybox and
Sori glass and brass mirror.
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"l believe neither in periods nor in dates, I refuse to define the value of
an object in terms of its era. lwill not limit myself." - Fornasetti

ln the early '80s, visitors to London's Portobello Road Antique Mar-
ket who wandered down a side street were startled to be confronted
with the mirages of Classical Roman ruins, and Milan's Duomo ca-
thedral mysteriously submerged under a shimmering blue sea. How
had anclent ltaly come to roost in Westbourne Grove in North London?

The unsettling visions were actually trompe I'oeil screens by Piero
Fornasetti arranged along the front of a new shop, Themes & Varia-
tions. The owners, Giuliana Medda and Liliane Fawcett, had trans-
ported Fornasetti's dreams and illusions to London from Milan, spark-
ing a Fornasetti renaissance. I was one of the curious who stumbled
on this amazing boutique in 1980. lntrigued, lentered the shop to
find 100 dinner plates on the walls, each depicting an enigmatic 19th
century young woman's face in different transformations and guises.
Shakespeare wrote of Cleopatra: "Age cannot wither her, nor cus-
tom stale, her infinite variety," so it was only fitting that Fornasetti's
muse should be rediscovered in England after suffering nearly two
decades of neglect in ltaly. His highly decorative work , so popular in

the '50s and '60s, had fallen out of favor - the victim of the minimalist
decor of the '70s.

Giuliana Medda's former shop in [t/ilan was located near
Fornasetti's. "We decided to adopt Fornasetti's "Tema e Variazion|
logo for the London store because we wanted to deal with the Fif-

ties, but not exclusively, so the name was a reflection of that eclecti-
cism," Liliane remembers. Liliane and Giuliana opened their shop with
adazzling collection of Fornasetti screens, plates, and furniture which
galvanized the London scene. Themes & Variations is still the sole
agent for Fornasetti in the United Kingdom and lreland.

Piero Fornasetti, master of illusion and allusion, was born in Milan

OO

in 1913. He began seriously drawing when he was ten, and contin-
ued without interruption the rest of his life, producing over '1 1,000
designs before he died in 1988. His father wanted him to study ac-
counting so that he could manage the family business. Piero rebelled.
It wasn't the first time. He enrolled in the Accademia delli Belle Arti
for two years, after which he was expelled for insubordination be-
cause he would not conform to the traditional methods taught at the
school.. "Nobody there could teach me what I wanted to learn - how
to draw the human body from life."

Fornasetti was a self-educated graphic artist, who voraciously
devoured art books as well as the rich architectural legacy which
surrounded him - from the ruins of Rome and Pompeii to the Palla-
dian villas of the Veneto. He was inspired by the paintings of the 15th
century Primitives (Giotto in particular), and the 18th century archi-
tectural prints of Piranesi. ln the '30s, his friends were the meta-
physical painters Giorgio de Chirico, Alberto Salvinio, and Carlo Carrd.
He absorbed all of these influences like a giant sponge. An obses-
sive collector of prints and books on design and crafts, he created
his vision of a fantasy world with an ironic twist and a wicked sense
of humor. He refused to be categorized. "l believe neither in periods
nor in dates, I refuse to define the value of an object in terms of its
era. I will not limit myself." He also evaded decorative arts labels,
which may be why his work is underappreciated. He was not a mod-
ernist. His form not only did not follow function, the form was often
designed by another artist. lt was his provocative decoration of the
surface that made him unique. That surface could be wood, porce-
lain, ceramic, glass, masonite, tile, fabric, or even toilet paper. What-
ever the surface, Fornasetti intended his objects to be for everyday



OPPOSITE PAGE FRoM LEFT: Oak chair by Gio Ponti, 1950s for Lucano Residence,
Milan. Silk fabric by Fornasetti; Four Seasons chairs by Fornasetti - original
sketches after 18th century theme. TH|S PAGE CLOCKwtsE FROM TOp LEF1 Acro-
bats 4-panelled pochoir and silkscreen printed wood screeni Architettura litho
printed and hand-painted wood and metal trumeau; Fornasetti exhibition at
Themes & Variations, London, 1 980. House of Cards screens and 1 00 plates with
lhe Woman's Face.

use, not as displays in an art gallery or museum.
As a teenager, Fornasetti began experimenting in various me-

dia, from the printing techniques of lithography, engraving, and silk-
screens to fresco painting. ln 1933, for the Fifth Milan Triennale of
decorative arts, he submitted silk scarves based on newsprint which
were rejected by the committee. For the Sixth Triennale he contrib,
uted a bronze stela commemorating the Abyssinian campaign, and
a decorative ceramic trieze. A fortuitous meeting with Gio ponti at
the Seventh Triennale in 1940 changed the direction of Fornasetti,s
artistic career. Piero's tabletop oI scagliola inlay of unrelated ob.jects
caught Ponti's discerning eye. He commissioned Fornasetti to de-
sign the first of many lunaria calendars.

Gio Ponti, architect, designer, and editor of Domus (the archi-
tecturaljournal which he founded in 1923), was a major force in shap-
ing ltalian design. The two men shared common tastes: love of ltal-
ian heritage and Neo-Classicism, visual inventiveness expressed with
economy of line, a passion for print and typography, and a quirky
sense of the absurd. Their fruitful collaboration began with Domus
magazine covers, textiles, calendars, and objects, culminating in in-
terior decoration of buildings and ocean liners.

ln 1940, Fornasetti, who was then 27, was conscripted lnto the
army. He was commissioned to paint the regimental barracks in Milan,
which he proceeded to embellish with highly detailed frescoes of
landscapes and fruits. These were certainly more than the military
required, but devotion to his work kept him from being sent to Alba-
nia where the rest of the men in his unit perished.

Ponti and Fornasetti (along with most of their compatriots) were
not untainted by Fascism. Although the "Novecento" movement which
celebrated the "restorative nostalgia of the Roman heritage,, was glo-
rified by the Fascists, it was more their misplaced machismo which
appealed to Fornasetti, who equated it with creative power. > 68
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ln 1960 Gio Ponti decided that Fornasetti was no longer "modern,"
and Piero decided to design his own basic shapes to decorate.
Fornasetti was not a political animal, and certainly ll Duce's authori-
tarian regime was incompatible with his nature. His son, Barnaba,
explains: "At the time, nearly everybody in ltaly was Fascist. Mussolini
had done many good things for the ltalian people, but when art be-
came submissive to the militaristic Fascist regime, my father was
opposed to it. He hated violence, so he went into self-imposed exile

in Switzerland from 1943 to 1946. There were a lot of ltalian artists in

Switzerland during those years who felt the same way. Today, it's
television, not ll Duce, which is the dictator of our lives."

After the war, Ponti and Fornasetti continued their collaboration.
Ponti, an established designerwho was22 years olderthan Fornasetti,

was delighted to find a kindred spirit. Barnaba Fornasetti remembers
that his father and Ponti always addressed each other, out of re-

spect, with the formal iei (you) rather than the intimate tu used by
friends in ltalian. Ponti designed furniture with simple lines and ta-
pered legs, which Fornasetti's fertile imagination covered with a va-
riety of motifs. Architectural prints, musical instruments, or a 16th
century bird's eye view of Venice completely disguised the original
form. For the Appartamento Lucano in Milan, tooled leather books
were transfer-printed on chairs, walls, and a sofa. For the Casino di

San Remo, Fornasetti decorated Ponti's armchairs, ceilings, and
cudains with playing cards which appeared to have been flung there
at random. Giant playing cards were like royal portraits on the walls.

When the ltalian ocean liner Andrea Doriawas launched in '1 952,
she was intended to symbolize the post-war rebirth of ltalian style in
luxury liners, competing with the Queen A/lary for transatlantic cross-
ings. Fornasetti covered Ponti's laminated state room walls and ceil-
ings with astrological themes taken from a 17th century map of the
heavens. These were distributed over the furniture as well, along with
solar and stellar images - all themes which Fornasetti played with
throughout his career. ln the public spaces, schools of fish painted

on the walls were supposed to be reassuring reminders of the deep
blue sea. Passengers viewed these fish in a different light when the
Andrea Doria, bound for New York, was broadsided in the North
Atlantic by the ice-cutting prow of the Stockho/m at midnight, July
1956. By the next morning, 47 lives and one ship were lost. A dra-
matic sea rescue by ships which steamed to the site saved 1,709
passengers. The loss of the ship was a great blow to ltalian national
pride, as well as to Ponti and Fornasetti whose artistic collaboration
now rests 255 feet beneath the Atlantic.

Ponti asked Fornasetti to decorate his three-part bureau, or
trumeau, dubbed Archr?ettura.The trompe l'oeil prototype was shown
for the first time at the 'l 951 Triennale, and is now in the collection of
the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. This was a seminal coop-
erative endeavour for the two artists which established their creative
partnership. Piero happily indulged his passion for 17th and 18th
century engravings. The arches and colonnades of Alessi's Palazzo
in Genoa found new life on the surfaces of this stunning marriage of
furniture, architecture, and prints. Fornasetti was intrigued by the
correlation between furniture and architecture. Each had facades with
doors which opened to interior spaces. When the doors and drop
front of the trumeau were opened, one entered into yet another illu-

sion. Glass shelves on either side of the center metal element dis-
guised the vision of a fantasy palazzo.

A limited edition of 20 of the hand-painted and lithographically
printed Architettura were produced in the 1950s and '60s, and rein-

troduced in the '80s with alterations by Fornasetti. His son, Barnaba,
explained that: "Father decided to change the standard Ponti trumeau
silhouette of concave top and tapered legs to squared-off elements
which he thought were better suited to the later production."

ln lVay, 1998, Christie's in Los Angeles held a ground-breaking

auction of Fornasetti's work, much of it from his personal collection

6B

and atelier in Milan. An example o'f the Architettura trumeau, modi-
fied from the original prototype by Fornasetti (together with 15 zinc
lithographic templates), broke the world auction record for Fornasetti,

soaring with spirited bidding to $140,000 from a $30,000 estimate.
This sale not only launched Christie's West Coast venue for impor-
tant 20th century design; it reaffirmed Fornasetti's place as a leading
designer of decorative arts.

An elegant oak chair designed by Pontl for the Casa Lucano
residence in Milan in 1956 was upholstered with Fornasetti's silk
Balsami e profumi fabric. When the apadment was redecorated,
Fornasetti bought it back. This chair was purchased by a Los Ange-
les dealer for $4,600 at the Christie's auction. Several Fornasetti
screens also decorated the auction floor. The flat surfaces of screens
were a perfect foil for Piero's 3D print fantasies, whether inspired by
Pompeian frescoes, scenes of Jerusalem, or a country gentleman's

armoire, complete with red hunting jacket and guns for riding to the
hounds. His City of Cards screen pictures a black and white card
fortress flying a card flag, cards hanging out to dry on a clothesline,
and a card outhouse. The Jack, Queen, and King, in color, have

stepped off the cards to march along the landscape, Very often, the
reverse side of Piero's screen was transfer-printed with a totally un-
related scene.

Fornasetti revelled in playing games with scale. He enlarged
details; Corinthian and lonic capitals were transformed into chair
backs. Famous ltalian cathedral domes (as seen inside from below)

and courtyards (as imagined from above) were scaled down for a
series of dinner plates. Fornasetti was a master at translating images
from one medium to another. lrreverence and irrelevance were his
guidelines; the flip side of clichds. Nothing was what it seemed.

It was always his goal to make things in series, rather than one-
of-a-kind. Fornasetti believed in mass-production. The few pieces

he did produce in limited-edition, he refused to number, insisting that
there was no difference between the prototype and the copies.
"something beautiful does not become less so, even when it is re-
produced 20 or 30,000 times." This poses something of a problem

for collectors who want the early '50s "original" Fornasetti plates, for
instance. Fortunately, the logos and marks on the reverse of the plates

help in identifying the years of production. After Piero's death, Barnaba
distinguished the re-editions of the "original" classics by stamping
the date of production and a sequence number beside the Fornasetti
logo of the hand holding a paintbrush.

Leafing through a '19th century French illustrated magazine one
day, Fornasetti found a woman's face which triggered the Ihemes &

Variations series of 500 different images of this Vlso di Donna. Using
the enigmatic face as a blank canvas, he fractured, fragmented, and
transformed it with lndia ink to resemble an engraving with cross-
hatching and dots. For years he refrained from divulging the name of
his personal lvlona Lisa until he mentioned casually one day that she
could be the fln-de-siecle courtesan, Lina Cavalieri. So his "ltulona

Lina" can be found in surreal disguise as an owl, a Roman fresco, a
hot air balloon, a light bulb, and even a face superimposed on a
saucy nude derridre. His obsession was always drawn with an ironic
twist. But even Fornasetti ran out of ideas. A sign in his shop on the
via Brera offered a gift of six free dinner plates to anyone who sug-
gested an interesting new treatment of his favorite face.

Other motifs which were endlessly reproduced in different guises
were the sun, shells, hands, and Arlecchino, the solitary figure of the
Commedia dell'Alte. Perhaps Fornasetti identified with the Harlequin
outsider. ln 1949, he designed interiors for the Arlecchino Cinema in

Milan, and continued using the character on different sudaces for
the rest of his career.

What techniques did Fornaseti use to embellish his > 97



THIS PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

Eve, a set of 12 transfer-printed ceramic
plates; Pompeian decor on corner
cupboard; Dinner plate with ytloman's

Face and Oceanidi and Sun and Moon
coasters; lnterior of Andrea Doria,
watercolor sketch, 1 952; Fornasettiana
hand-painted and transfer-printed wood
screen; Crescent Moon cradle, a unique
hand-painted design by Barnaba
Fornasetti, 1990; Fornasetti next to the
Architettura trumeau, opened
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To answer the fin-de-sidcle question - "who was the best furniture
designer of the 2g!h.century?" - you would have to sift through lots of

high fl/ng options and academic arguments.
But from a good number of designers and architects who know
their modern furniture, the answerwould come quickly - Kjerholm.

It is astonishing that so few who collect and appreciate mod-
ern furniture recognize the name Poul Kjajholm. Back in 1975, I

remember walking into an architect's living room in Europe, There
were two chairs and a sofa. One of the chairs was the Eames'
aluminum swivel. I couldn't recognize the other at the time, a low
leather sling of absolute minimalist purity. I sat in it. I admired it. I

asked who designed it. The answer was, "Poul Kjarholm." From
that moment, I never forgot the name.

What had intrigued me about the chair? As a young grad from
a U.S. architecture school, I had a sense of the profound connec-
tion between architecture and chair design of our time. This steel
chair was obviously distinguished, architectural, elegant. Even
though I had no idea where this chair had come from, I recognized
a classic immediately; the proporlions, the lines, the lightness and
sophistication of the steel structure, and the clarity of exposed
fasteners at the joinery The chair was low to the floor and took up
almost no "visual space." Modest, minimal, it was uncompromis-
ingly comfortable. The chair had an unmistakable noblesse.

I went on to seek out information on Kjarholm. I found out
that he was a professor of Furniture Design at the Royal Academy
in Copenhagen. With hopes of studying under the master, I trav-

elled to Denmarkto meet Kjarholm and submit my portfolio. Within
a year, I had applied to the Academy and was accepted as a guest
student. From the moment of my acceptance at the school, the
whole experience took on a dream-like quality. The School of Fur-
niture Design was housed in a palace on a canal. We students, an
international bunch, worked in studios that doubled as a national
design museum. I was surrounded by furniture classics from the
20th century and famous antecedents. ln discussions I became
more and more familiar with the powerful Danish designs of the
mid-century: those of Koch, Jacobsen, Wegner, Mogensen, Juhl,
and others.

Kjerholm was the master. Subtle, modest, beautiful, each and
every piece he designed speaks in whispers. His students were in
awe. But Kjerholm didn't jump from the head of Apollo fully formed.
Two famous professors of Msbelkunst (Furniture Design) preceeded
Kjerholm at the Royal Academy. The first, father of the Danish
Modern school, was Kaare Klint (1 888-1954). The second master,
who followed Klint as professor and preceeded Kjerholm, was
Ole Wanscher.

Kaare Klint was prolific. His Faaborg chair, specially > t2
OPPOSITE PAGE: Arne Jacobsen's 3107 chai\ manufactured by Fritz Hansen.
THIS PAGE FROM LEFT: PK-22 chah by Poul Kjarholm, originally manufactured
by E. Kold Christensen, currently produced by Fritz Hansen; Chair designed
by Kjarholm for E. Kold Christensen in 1960.
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designed in 1914 for an archive building, is remarkable in its archi-
tectonic clarity. Klint moved on from the Neo-classical influences to a
functionalism. He is known for careful studies of dimensions and func-
tional considerations for casework and seating. His knock-down Safari
chair is still a favorite of architects. For anyone seriously interested in

the history of 20th century furniture as an applied art, Klint towers as
the unquestionably significant designer who evolved and reformed
the Danish style to what we have come to admire.

When Klint retired as Professor in the '40s, a host of famous
names were considered as his successor. Among others, Hans
Wegner, Borge lt4ogensen, and Finn Juhl were on the list. I believe
Ole Wanscher finally got the appointment because he brought a
young, incredibly talented proteg6 along. The protege was Poul
Kjerholm, A student of Klint, Wanscher not only designed remark-
able furniture of exquisite quality, but also produced a half-dozen or
so excellent books on furniture, including Five Thousand Years of
Furniture, one of the great inspirational references.

Like the masters, Klint and Wanscher, who preceeded him,
Kjerholm came from the Danish tradition of cabinetmaking and ap-
prenticeship. Materiality was first. Ethical devotion to the artistic trans-
formation of material was foremost. Attitudes toward mid-century
Danish furniture design - successively influenced by bentwood,
Shaker, Bauhaus, Japanese - were almost religious. All three mas-
ters called themselves "architect," though they worked almost ex-
clusively in the realm of furniture. The period of the three Masters
went from 1914 (Klint's Faaborg chair) to 1980 (Kjarholm's untimely
death), and made what is arguably a "Golden Age" of lt/lodern Dan-
ish Design.

The period has a unity. Throughout the formative years, Den-
mark found a national pride in the making of furniture. Danish furni-
ture design and manufacturing gained a preeminence around the

72

world. The whole of Denmark joined in to celebrate and share in the
glorious recognition of its role in modern design. Denmark's people
enthusiastically lined up to see the exposition of new designs exhib-
ited by the Copenhagen Cabinetmaker's Guild, which, by the way,
went on year after year uninterrupted through the mid-century come
war or prosperity. ln little Denmark, design has resonance with al-
most everyone.

Each of the three masters had his manufacturer. lmportantly,

THls PAGE FRoM ToP: Chair and chaise designed by Kjerholm; (L) Professor Poul
Kjarholm (R) Professor Kaare Klint. oPPOSTTE PAGE CLOCKWTSE FROM TOP LEFT:

Faaborg chair by Kaare Klint; PK-O chair, designed in 1952 by Poul Kjarholm,
reintroduced by Fritz Hansen in 1 997; Arne Jacobsen's Ant chair for Fritz Hansen
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Kjarholm's work has received a great
deal of attention recently in European
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especially for those interested in collecting the Danish classics, there
is an original manufacturer associated with the work of each. All of
Klint's work was originally produced by the Rudolph Rasmussen
company, which sporled a distinctive 'RR' logo. Wanscher's de-
signs were made by lversen. Kjerholm's originals were exclusively
made by a small specialty firm owned by E. Kold Christensen (EKC).
Today, the Danish company Fritz Hansen has rights to manufacture
works by Klint and Kjerholm, but that is a recent development.

ln the last several years Kjerholm's furniture designers have
enjoyed a modest revival. A perennial favorite of design-loving Danes,
Kjarholm's work has received a great deal of recent attention in
European magazines and trade shows. The current Kjerholm Col-
lection offering, led by the sleek, black PK-), the "stealth fighte/' of
chairs, was reintroduced in the U.S. at Chicago's '97 Neocon by
lnternational Contract Furniture.

Last summer, while preparing for a lecture on furniture for my
design students, I returned to Copenhagen to interview a Danish
scholar of furniture design. From the professor I heard an interesting
story about Kjerholm and his PK-). ft went something like this... ln
1952, when Kjarholm was just starting out, he was on the Fritz
Hansen staff as a designer. During this period he designed his pK-0
chair. Just as the PK-O was being prepared for tooling and introduc-
tion into the line, it was decided that Arne Jacobsen'sAnt chair should
be introduced instead. Kjarholm's PK-) was bumped, not to be
brought out by Fritz Hansen until 45 years later. lronically, Fritz Hansen
has received a lot of attention for bringing out the PK-0 nowl

The PK-) has a Deco or Nrloderne flavor. lt is probably the most
"retro" of the dozen or so Kjerholm designs. lt stands apaft from
the rest of Kjerholm's oevre, but nonetheless striking and powerful.
lf one flips the chair upside down, there are no fasteners exposed.
Kjerholm invented a concealed bolt which is tightened in the > 95
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Text by David Skelley
Photographs by Ken Probst

san diego modern

David Skelley, owner of Boomerang for l\/odern - a San Diego store specializing in

classic modern furnishings and decorative arts - recently completed the renovation of
an unlikely space for his home - turning it into the perfect backdrop for a striking collec-
tion of modern furnishings. He shares his thoughts on his new space with Echoes:

ln the 1930s this building was used for automotive service, and during the war they
sewed military uniforms here. Now it's my home, Located in San Diego's East Village, it

is a wonderJul environment for the furnishings I have acquired, The 16-foot ceilings and

open floor plan give each piece its ideal space. The rough-textured walls complement
the clean lines of the modern pieces, After nearly two decades of searching I have

come up with a collection that truly makes me happy.
ln the entry, a Paul Evans enameled-steel and slate credenza is topped with an

early Noguchi lamp and various Fantoni ceramics. These are set against a "Breuer

blue" wall which is part of the free-standing cube that surrounds the sleeping area. The
walls of the cube are only eight-feet high, so the entire ceiling can be seen from any
location - thereby increasing the visual area of the space.

I am especially fond of the work of George Nelson (and his associates). A number
of his designs are scattered about, including 14 rare clocks, a Coconut chair and otto-
man, a Sling sofa, two miniature jewelry chests, benches, a credenza and other mis-
cellaneous accessories.

Dividing the main living area is a unique folding wire screen designed by Sol Bloom
for a New York fur salon in the early 1950s. Another favorite piece is an articulated
biomorphic wood sculpture done in '1951 by Leo Amino.

Lighting is especially important to the success of a good interior. I go for the drama
of pools of light directed at key objects. I utilize several well-placed Greta Grossman
lamps as well as hidden spotlights to achieve the desired results.

Beyond the appeal of the pieces individually, it is important to me that they work
welltogether. I don't worry about the color scheme orwhich woods won't match. Well-

chosen pieces just naturally seem to work. They can create a beautiful, livable environ-
ment that is also a comfortable home...more than just a collection.

This is a look and a lifestyle that is very satisfying and still, after all these years,

remains fresh and fascinating.
74

ABoVE: A Paul Evans enameled-steel
and slate credenza is topped with an

early Noguchi lamp and various
Fantoni ceramics. A George Nelson
8/ock clock hangs above.
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A folding wire screen designed
by Sol Bloom for a New York fur
salon in the early '50s divides the
main living area. ln the back-
ground, a set of Paul McCobb
candlesticks rests on a Nelson
miniature iewelry chest which
itself sits on an Eames Surtboard
table. Above hangs a wall
sculpture by Frederick Weinberg.
Poul Volther's Corona chair is
paired with a Petal table by
Richard Schultz. An Eames LIFI
functions as a low display table.
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LEFI: ln the living area, a ten-foot weaving by an anonymous artist hangs above a Nelson platform bench and
Nessen lamp. Creating a "modern" conversation area is a Noguchi coffee table surrounded by a Verner panton
Cone chair, Nelson Slrng sofa, and a Saarinen Pedestatside table. Persian rug, Higgins mobile. ABovE: Atop a
Nelson miniature iewelry chest sits a Nelson Watermelon clock, a wood sculpture by Leo Amino, and assorted
Scandinavian glass.

"After nearly two decades of searching
I have come up with a collection that

truly makes me happy."
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ABovE: ln the dining area, a Poul Henningson light fixture hangs
above a Noguchi dining table for Knoll surrounded by Eames DCM

chairs. On the table, glassware by Holmegaard and flatware by

Arne Jacobsen complement a sophisticated china pattern entitled
Moderne. An eight-panel Eames screen in ash creates a feeling of
intimacy in the dining area. RIGHT Ceramics by Natzler, Andreason,
and Manker; and glass by Vistosi, Salviati, Barcvier, Venini, and
Avem sit atop an Eames ESU unit and a side tabie by Eero Saarinen.
Grasshopper chair by Eero Saarinen, lamps by Greta Grossman,
table clock by George Nelson.
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Sometime around the age of 50 - plus or minus
a few years - design comes of age. lt became evident
in the spring of 1998 at the Alexandria Show House in
Virginia where a cadre of the Washington D.C. area's most
talented designers brought the award-winning home of architect Charles
tV. Goodman into the nineties, setting the pace for the 21st century while
wielding design of the mid-20th century. ti/ichael Roberson of tVichael Roberson lnterior
design deftly designed the living room, the room that most exemplifies the design philosophy of Goodman:

obliterate the demarcation between the inside and the outside. ln the living room, the outside comes in,

bombarding the space with the transient colors and forms of nature. Here is a '50s addition to the old 19th

century farmhouse, a home that Goodman reconfigured in the mid-century. The hallway is the transitioning

area from the living room to the old house. A long room, designed by Abigail Brassil Adelman of AW
lnteriors, permits office space at one end. Bud Yeck and Ed Bouchard of The lr/ill Company created a

library from one of the more "schizophrenic" rooms - part of the old farmhouse with a bit of Goodman -

noted Yeck. At the other end of the hallway, the dining room got the full Goodman treatment as a large

expanse of glass on two walls lightens the rectangular room and creates an easy access to the terrace.

It/arlies Venute of Venute lnteriors ably took on that room.
"He had this idea of taking an old Virginia farmhouse and converting it into this contemporary won-

der," recalls Lynn Goodman, Charles Goodman's daughter, a child at the time of the renovation in the early

1950s. "His joke was making a silk purse out of a sow's ear."

Known best as the designer of Washington's old National Air-

port and the Hollin Hills community, Goodman appears to have

learned from the best of those who came before him - the con-

cept of the modular prototype from the Bauhaus, the organic

sensibility and sensitivity to site from Frank Lloyd Wright, and the

use of industrial materials. Geometric use of line and form were

coupled with earthy stone and wood. Emerging technical ad-

vances permitted the broad expanse of window. They came to-
gether in the living room addition to the old farmhouse.

"l didn't think of it as a '50s house," says IVichael Roberson

as she talks of the living room. "l think of it as a really beautiful
piece of architecture. lt's quite obvious that the room is about the
outdoors. lt was not meant to be overly decorated. lt's a place

that celebrates nature with all natural materials, so I had to create

islands of comfort in this glass box that looked out on all this

beautiful greenery."

Her design is a testament to Goodman's architecture, He dic-

tated the direction for talented and sensitive interior designers to
follow. Michael Roberson picked up on his aesthetic, >82

LEFT: Taking advantage of the woodland view are two comfortable woven wicker chairs.
The bar area is visible in the background. RIGHT: ln the glass living room, Michael
Roberson of Michael Roberson lnterior Design utilized a 1o-foot high Madagascar
straw screen to section off the living area within the large open space. Hans Wegner
chairs owned by Charles Goodman surround a Z-shaped steel and glass table by
Roberson. Noguchi lamps provide soft lighting for the dining table. A shag rug soft-
ens the hard slate floor,
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Text by Barbara Karth
Photographs by Gordon Beall
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designing the large table of industrial material and sur-

rounding it with Hans Wegner chairs, Two Noguchi lamps

reflect the era of when the room was added. For the up-

holstered pieces, she stayed true to the room, 90-de-
gree angles and straight lines. She improved on the'50s
interior design by increasing the propotlions to keep the

furnishings in scale with the room.

Abigail BrassilAdelman of AW Design decorated the

long hallway that extends the length of the house. "When

I expressed interest in designing that space I felt so fortu-

nate that I had the desk in there that he had designed for

the space. Then I looked at the '50s period." She resur-

faced the desk in a metallic gold leaf and chose a sage

green for the walls - the color of her family's living room

when she was a child during that same time period. "lt

worked beautifully with all the various light exposures. lt was a great opportunity to go back to my per-

sonal history in the '50s."

The 'SOs saw a surge of interest in fine crafts as the United States benefited from the European

expatriates who had fled the rigid confines of Nazism. "l drew on the historical perspective of the '50s,

with the oriental coupled to a strong interest in crafts" relates Abigail Brassil Adelman. For a final touch to

the desk area and a homage to Goodman, she hung black and white photographs by architectural pho-

tographer Roberl Lautman of the house when the renovation was completed.

ln the library Bud Yeck and Ed Bouchard of The tr/ill Company dealt with a mish-mash of architectural

features: some, the old farmhouse and others, Goodman modernism, "We liked the straight lines. We

liked the aesthetic of it," Bud Yeck says. "We thought the '50s influenced what we could do - but only in

that we had to do something that was appropriate. We had the Eileen Gray table, which was 1927. lt just

lent itself well to that space. We saw our library as an updated version," says Bouchard.

"We wanted to show that the architecture is flexible," explains Yeck. "We were not doing a recreation

of a '50s room." "When you look at the linear feel of the architecture, the straight lines, how well they lend

themselves to various styles - they don't dictate periods," Bouchard adds.
Butter-fly stools by Sori Yanagi were

placed in front of the fireplace. "lt

seemed the right thing to use," says

Bouchard. "They don't detract, they

don't dominate. They are what they

are: practical, utilitarian, moveable

seating."
"We gave visitors the references

but we took them beyond the refer-

ences." Yeck refers to the >85

LEFT: A full-length view of the glass living room
designed by Michael Roberson. ABovE; ln the long
hallway which extends the length of the house,
Abigail BrassilAdelman of AVT Design r€surfaced
the original desk in gold leaf and painted the walls
a sage green on which she hung photographs by
Robert Lautman of the home's '50s renovation.
RIGHT: On an island of shag carpet, designer
Michael Roberson placed an oversized sectional
sofa and a sleek coffee table by Vico Magistretti.
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library shelves made of glass and cable, and the lighting. 'What we used is the evolution of track lighting.
The things we are using are the evolution of what they had in mind," adds Bouchard. The cable system of
N/urano glass lights are counterbalanced to be brought down to provide reading light.

ln the dining room, walls opened wide to the outside expressing more of the Goodman touch. lVarlies
Venute of Venute lnteriors was sensitive to the period of the room. "l wanted to take the style and bring it
into our time, so I used some of the very classic elements like the Le Corbusier lounge with a flokati rug
underneath. Then I used the Saarinen dining table, but used very contemporary - but very fitting - dining
room chairs." The paper light by lngo IVaurer traces its roots back to Noguchi.

As for the art, "lt was my own little private smile. I wanted to use black and white over there, so I chose
Ihe African Queen who is black and lvlarilyn ltlonroe who is white. The real Warhol is the African eueen
from his Queen series, and Allarilyn lvlonroe came from a conglomeration of printers using the signature
Sunday B. Morning in the series Fakes. warhol signed them 'not by me: Andy warhol'." >e5

oPPoslTE PAGE AND ABovE HIGHT ln the library designers Bud Yeck and Ed Bouchard of The Mill Company saw their space as an updated
version of a '50s library - an Eileen Gray table and Yanagi Butterfly slools combine with glass and cable bookshelves and halogen lighting,
creating a strikingly-timeless interior. ABovE RIGHT: ln the dining room, Marlies Venute of Venute lnteriors utilized classic elements such as
a Corbusier lounge chair and a Saarinen dining table, but paired them with contemporary elements, such as the dining room chairs. The
paper chandelier by lngo Mauer is a homage to Noguchi. On the walls, Afrlcan Queen and Marilyn Monroe by Andy Warhol.
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Pierre Koenig
(continued from page 55) stranglehold on San Francisco, and head south
to the boom-town of Los Angeles.

After San Francisco, Los Angeles was a breath of fresh air: "lt
was warm, sunny, and colorful; everything was new and bright and
clean, especially the architecture." He took to it straight away. The
Koenig family moved into a small house in San Gabriel, and Pierre
found a new group of friends who were set on studying architecture.

At 1 7, Koenig enlisted in the United States Army Advanced Spe-
cial Tiaining Program, which promised an accelerated college edu-
cation, compressing four years into two. In 1943, however, after one
semester at the University of Utah, the Program was cancelled
abruptly, and he was sent to lnfantry School at Fort Benning, Geor-
gia. Sent to the front lines first in France and Iater in Germany, it was
not until 1946 that he returned home to the United States aboard the
giant liner Queen lVlary, which had been pressed into wartime ser-
vice as a troop ship.

Soon after coming back to Los Angeles, Koenig applied to the
University of Southern California (USC) School of Architecture under
the Gl bill. Faced with a two-year waiting list, however, he enrolled
instead at Pasadena City College where he studied from 1946 to 1948.

It was while he was enrolled at Pasadena City College that Koenig
first saw Arls & Architecture magazine, and still remembers the im-
pact it had on him. The first images he recalls seeing were the pen
and ink renderings of a house in Florida by Paul Rudolf, and Ralph
Rapson's sketches for the Greenbelt House, the latter an important
landmark in the Case Study House Program, even though it was
never built. lt is worth noting that more than 40 years iater, the cura-
tors and designers of an exhibition about the Program in 1989 would
idenify the Rapson house and Koenig's Case Study House #22 as
the defining brackets of the series.

At the end of his two years at Pasadena, Koenig and his class-
mate George Foy determined to try again to enter the architecture
program at USC. Places were still hard to come by, however, and
Koenig was again rebuffed; but refusing to take no for an answer, he
and Foy sat themselves down in the Dean's outer office and stayed
there every day for a week, from 8am to 5pm, until the Dean finally
admitted them into the school.

When Koenig entered USC, the University had already estab-
lished its reputation as the pre-eminent California institution in archi-
tectural education, after only three decades in operation. The faculty
of USC's School of Architecture in the late 1940s and throughout the
1950s reflected the School's intention to be in the vanguard of ex-
ploring ways in which the built environment could respond to radical
change, with Gregory Ain, Robert Alexander, Harwell Hamilton Har-
ris, Richard Neutra, Calvin Straub, Garrett Eckbo, William Pereira,
and Alvin Lustig prominent in the School's shift towards lt/odernism.
This was the crucible into which Koenig entered.

As a student, Koenig demonstrated an independence of spirit
no doubt rooted in his wartime experiences. His time in combat had
changed his outlook on life; the notion of risk-taking, for example,
was not something that scared him in the relative safety of Los An-
geles. lt followed, therefore, that when in his third year at USC, a
studio instructor rejected his proposal for a steel building, he de-
cided to build a house for himself out of the material, just to prove his
point. Having grown up in the Depression, and experienced first-
hand what it was like not to have money, he was not daunted by lack
of funds. He gathered together as much money as he could from
personal savings and loans to build a house for himself in Glendale in
1950, acting as his own general contractor.

Koenig wanted to explore an alternative to the wood frame be-
cause; "it occured to me that houses that were very slender were
meant to be in steel, not wood." But this idea was relected by his
professors with the argument that steel was intended for industrial,
rather than residential, use and that it was too psychologically 'cold'
to evoke a comfodable domestic feeling. Koenig believed, however,
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that steel would allow him to clearly define an ideal way of building.
While building his first house Koenig demonstrated early on a

genius for getting more from less. "With a promised $5,000 loan
from the bank, I designed by little experiment and sent out to bid to
various sub-contractors (l was the General Contractor). The prices
added up to $12,000! Undaunted, lset out to find out what was
wrong with my plans. I was convinced that I could build my steel
house for $5 per square foot. I went to the steel contractor and spent
a few days learning about fabrication and erection. I realized that I

had designed a wood house. I learned how to turn the beams on the
long direction of the plan - instead of transverse like a wood house.
I learned how to minimize the number of parts by increasing spans. I

learned how to cut down on waste. Then I went to a sliding glass
door company and learned much the same thing - bigger and fewer
doors were more economical. Armed with my new knowledge, I re-
designed my house and sure enough the new bids added up to
$5,000, including retaining walls for the hillside. These simple les-
sons have served for my entire career and have given me the basis
for expanding my knowledge to apply to bigger and more elaborate
solutions."

Upon graduation in 1952 Koenig established his own practice in
Los Angeles, and built three steel-framed houses in quick succes-
sion: the Lamel House in Glendale, 1952; the Squire House in La
Canada, 1953; and the Scott House in Tujunga, 1953. His public
profile in Los Angeles began its upward trajectory, and was helped
considerably when the Glendale House was featured in a two-page
spread with photographs by Julius Shulman inArts & Architecture,in
October 1 953.

The case for steel had never been stronger. ln lt/arch 1957 Arts
& Architecture published Koenig's designs for a 1,250 square-foot
"Low-Cost Production House." Although he had viewed all his houses
to that point as prototypical, this was his first proposal for an "off-
the-shelf" factory-made house.

Certain that such a house would find a popular market, Koenig
approached Bethle-hem Steel to try to persuade them to invest in

the project, but they held on to a belief - endemic in industry at the
time - that the demand for "new-fangled" steel homes would be short-
lived and that people would return to wood once costs came down.
It so happens that history was on their side.

Although Koenig found his plans for a mass-produced house
frustrated, 1957 proved to be a red-letter year nonetheless. He was
invited to exhibit at the 56o Paulo Biennale, and his work was brought
before an international critical audience for the first time. After pub-
lishing many of Koenig's houses in Arls & Architecture, John Entenza
was finally prompted to invite him to join the Case Study House Pro-
gram, saying, "Pierre, if you ever have a good house, with some
good clients, tell me and we'll make it a Case Study House."

"Well," says Koenig, "all of my houses were with good clients,
so ljust said 'l have one now,'and that house became Case Study
House #21 ." This was undoubtedly a great opportunity. By early the
following year he had sold his house in Glendale and established an

office on San Vincente Bouievard.
Case Study House #21 was the culmination of Koenig s research

on steel construction and the refinement of his detailing vocabulary.
For many critics, this elegant, even austere pavilion was the apo-
theosis of the Case Study House Program. A modestly scaled, 1 ,320
square-foot house for a young professional couple, it exemplified the
ideal, affordable, mass-producible and universal house that John
Entenza set out to promote in the pages oI Arts & Architecture.
Entenza himself described it as the product of "some of the cleanest
and most immaculate thinking in the development of the small con-
temporary house."

Part of the Case Study House #21 's great success was the skilled
way in which Koenig opened the interior up to nature, providing each
of the main rooms with its own outside terrace and threading a long
moat-like pool of water around and through the house, before > BB
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Pierre Koenig
(continued from page e6) finally taking it up to the roof and letting it
stream back down again. Architecture and nature achieve a unity in
this house rarely seen before, or since. Entenza published the house
in Arts & Architecture in February 1959, by which time Koenig's sec-
ond Case Study House was already well under way.

Case Study House #22 is perched on what Koenig describes as
"an eagle's nest," high in the Hollywood Hills above Sunset Boule-
vard. While Case Study House #21 was a brilliantly understated model
for mass-production, Case Study House #22 - the Stahl House - is
perhaps the ultimate "one-off," so peffectly adapted to suit this near-

impossible site that it couldn't possibly be imagined anywhere else.
The house is again a skillful performance. Cantilevered out from its
precipitous toe-hold on the hillside, it reconciles not only the extreme
structural demands of its location, but offers a seamless transition
between inside and outside spaces beneath a sheltering, overhang-
ing roof, and takes spectacular advantage of an unrivalled panoramic

view across the city below.
The Case Study House Program demanded that clients open

the houses to the public for a period of six to eight weeks after comple-
tion. To ensure that the houses consistently represented the very
best of contemporary architecture and design, they were presented

to the public fully finished; none of the clients' old furniture - unless

approved by the architect - was allowed. Koenig recalls: "lt was stipu-
lated that the architect should design, build, or select the furniture
for the houses, and they had complete control over furnishing them.
ln some cases I designed the furniture; sometimes I selected it. Of-

ten furniture companies, such as Knoll and Herman IViller, would put

their furniture in the house for the duration of the public exhibition
and the clients could buy it aftenvards at cost. They usually did; most
people didn't have modern furniture."

This setup also meant that the architect had to please not one
client but two: the home's owner and Arts & Architecture magazine
and its accompanying photographers and furniture company repre-
sentatives and advertisers. Balancing these demands and keeping
the contractor on track often proved to be challenging, and Koenig
decided that two Case Study Houses were enough.

Koenig's career, meanwhile, had taken a fresh turn. ln 1962 a
new Dean, Sam Hurst, was appointed to the Architecture School at
USC, and he set about hiring new staff. He recruited Ralph Knowles,
Roberl Anderson, and Richard Berry and, in 1964, Pierre Koenig.

Koenig's teaching career began as his commercial work slowly
began to tail off - although he was stilltwo years away from complet-
ing his largest industrlal building, the 64,000 square-foot EEI Factory
and Showroom - and he made a conscious decision to maintain his

office at a modest size and combine practice with teaching.
ln the beginning at USC he taught design studio; later he formed

an association with Konrad Wachsman which led to his appointment
as Assistant Director of the lnstitute of Building Research, from 1969
to 1971. This was also the start of his collaboration with Ralph

Knowles with whom he worked to establish the School's Natural

Forces Laborary. Professor Koenig is currently Director of the Natu-
ral Forces Laboratory of USC's four-year undergraduate Building Sci-
ence Program, a post he took up in 1980. The Program is a multi-

disciplinary course introducing architecture to engineering students.
ln 1971 Koenig took up another role in the School, as Director

of the Chemehuevi lndian Reservation Planning Program, which al-

lowed him to explore in real context the development and applica-
tion of mass-production housing techniques that he had been inves-
tigating privately for many years, and to apply them in a way that
would bring real improvement to people's lives.

As Koenig has long maintained, his steel and glass houses are

almost universally applicable industrial solutions to the housing prob-

lems of the 20th century and beyond. ln the early days his houses

were mostly custom-built designs which were also clearly prototypi-

cal. Over time they have become increasingly flexible and adaptive in
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response to some very demanding sites, from Case Study House
#22 on its cliff-edge to the recent Schwarlz House on a tight steeply-
sloping lot. He views modern technology as a useful tool in the prob-
lem-solving process, and maintains that industrialization offers the
freedom and opportunity to create a new kind of architecture which
was once believed to be impossible. As the challenges he faces have

changed, so too have the solutions; his earlier horizontal designs
have given way to vertically-organized solutions imposed by smaller
sites. His own house in Brentwood, for example, completed in 1985,
has a three-story steel frame, and his latest house project in Laguna
has three levels, with the floors suspended from the roof structure. ln

this project Koenig has stretched the steel frame to its limit, creating
volumes and vistas that would not otherwise be possible. He is still

exploring; still inventing. t

- This arliclewas excerpted from the new bookPierre Koenig byJames Sfee/e.

This 160-page title, encompassing 250 illustrations of Koenig's work (150 in
colof , is availabte through the Echoes Bookstore for the special price of $40.95
+ shipping and handling.

Pierre Koenig lnterview
(contlnued from page 57) Another area you been known to be an
innovator in is passive cooling and heating.

PK Yeah, that started intuitively too. I just knew. John Entenza's fa-
vorite words were, "lt doesn't matter how beautiful the house is. lf it's

not cool in the summer and warm in the winter nobody is going to
like it." I think everybody sort of knew that and everybody made them
pretty comfoftable. There were no Philip Johnson greenhouses. They
were all protected with overhangs and lots of sliding doors for air

movement. Some even had at that time flat concrete for heat ab-
sorption to hold the heat. That was pretty advanced stuff. We knew
intuitively how to do all of these things. I mainly learned a lot by teach-
ing at USC - how to really get into this sun, heating, cooling all natu-
rally. So it is really refined now. I am the director of the Natural Forces
Laboratory which I created down there and we study all these things.
I got it down to a fine point now. Evefihing worked, but everything
back then always did. I didn't know why, but now we know why.

I want to know about your clients. What do you feel has made
the ideal client? Or have you had an ideal client?

PK All of my clients are all ideal in the sense that they are pioneers

and are willing to take chances and take risks. You gotta be to hire a
young 25-year old architect that has only done one house! lt takes a

lot of guts to do that, even to come out here and build a house
altogether. They are all pioneers, There was no money around. Now
there is so much money around, even with the deep inflationary pe-

riod, it has just ruined everything. There is so much money and no
good design anymore. Nothing ruins good design better than too
much money. ln those days there wasn't. We were forced to really

do good stuff with a low budget; we had to. Today, who cares? ln

those days, boy it was tough, really hard.

Most of my friends who are architects say that it would be a
dream to have a client like Edward Kaufman, Jr., someone who
would let them do whatever they want.

PK (laughing) That never happens; they are dreaming. You make
your own choices; you don't wait. Kaufman didn't say, "Do this won-
derful house for me," no way. As the architect, a strong architect,
you stand up to the client and have the guts to tell the client what
should be done. The architects (today) for all their worthiness and
their wonderful ideals and everything, just don't stand up. They get

walked all over. They are so afraid of losing a job they say, "Yes slr,

yes sir." Nobody will ever come to you, guaranteed, and say to you,



"l want you to do whatever you want to do. I

want this." lt will never happen, they are
dreaming. lt's an excuse.

What it is like having yourself as a client?

PK Well, that is the best way! I produce the
best house I could at much less than I could
have for a client. I had complete control over
all of the factors. I could pick and choose
deliberately with the costs in mind, overall
organization. Evefihing was all linked to-
gether in my own mind. The client comes
along and says, "Would you change that,"
and it breaks the chain, and the costs go way
up. When that happens, what you get back
is very little. That is what happens to most
buildings. You have to draw the line. I do com-
promise, but my compromise range is very
small, and bad buildings have a large com-
promise range.

lf you stand back and look at your house
built in 1985 and others that you have built
for your clients, can you see a difference
in the overall quality?

PK Sure, I have grown. Lots of things are bet-
ter.

But with respect to free reign to do what-
ever you want, is there a quality that the
house takes on, a more complete vision?

PK Oh, absolutely. Case Study House #2i is
a very complete work of art, one of the bet,
ter houses that I did because of the intelli-
gence of the clients, They programmed the
house very early and then it grew out of a
program. I was able to apply a lot of things
that I had learned to the house to produce a
very good design. That is the higher level.
Then the time it took; good design is related
to the time it takes. Nobody is a genius; it
just depends on how much time you want to
put into the work. I put a lot of time in, S years
on 21 , f or example. The longest was 7 years.
Houses like 22 were good, but they are not
like 21 that I worked on for so long.

Earlier we talked about the renewed in-
terest in early post-war architecture. There
is a large movement for the appreciation
and restoration of projects, and you have
seen restoration of your own projects.
How long had it been since you had seen
21 before it began its restoration?

PK About a month. I see all of my houses all
of the time.

How does it make you feel when you see
a house that has become distressed to the
point....

PK lt makes me feel sick, like to see > 90
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Pierre Koenig lnterview
(contnued from page 89) your child in the hospital with a broken arm.
Or your painting on the wall with a mustache painted on it.

How do you see the longevity of your projects as far as standing
up to the elements/weather?

PK Very good. With minimum maintenance my houses will look like
new after 40 years. Case in point, we did a remodel in Mandeville
Canyon on a house we did in '62. And all we did after 40 years was
paint it - well we added on to it in the process of painting and fixing it.
It is the same house except there is a second story on it. The lady
had company over and one of her dear friends came in and she said,
"Della!!! You didn't tell me you built a new house!!." She said, "This

was built 40 years ago." She couldn't believe it, With a modern tech-
nological building you have protective devices. You have modern coat-
ings that go along with the whole technology, and it is easy to keep
them like new forever. There is no reason why it should ever deterio-
rate; glass does not wear out or anything. lt doesn't chip, crack or
peel.

What are your feelings about landscaping? Does that play an
important part in the design of the property?

PK Absolutely. I like to do my own because it is so hard to control the
landscape people. Garrett Eckbo was a wonderful landscaper. We
don't have many Garrett Eckbo's anymore. He did landscaping on
my house in Carmel Valley a few years ago. lmagine he was my
teacher at school at USC in the '50s and he did my remodel/addition
in Carmel Valley. He's retired now.

What about furniture?

PK Furniture too, I do evefihing. lt's like my landscaping; I like to do
that. tr/ost people can't afford new furniture, but when they can we
either design it or select it. That long hi-fi cabinet in the entrance of
Case Study House 21, I designed that. Gerry N/cCabe and I de-
signed the rest of it. Wherever possible I like to do that so the whole
thing is complete.

Gerald McCabe and other designers in California went on to
quite a bit of success designing furniture and a lot of architects
have toyed with designing furniture for mass-production. Why
haven't we seen any Pierre Koenig furniture lines?

PK I did. I had a factory and used to make furniture, and I sold it. I

had a dream that the factory would support me and my architecture
when I was getting started. lt worked out the other way because I

found out that furniture dealers, pardon me - I am sure you are an

exception - I found out that furnlture dealers don't pay quickly. The
cash flow was very slowll I was running out of cash all the time. I

could not maintain the factory.

What do you feel are the most interesting ideas in architecture
now?

PK Designing with natural forces has the most real significant poten-

tial, I have seen some things and done some things in school that
are just absolutely breathtaking that have been 'WOW!' types of ar-

chitecture.

What are your current Projects?

PK Well, we just finished Case Study House 21 . I am doing an art
gallery in New York. I have a lot of interested people talking about

doing some work. Some come through, some don't.
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How many projects have you done outside of this area?

PK I have done back east, Canada, l\zlexico, as well as around Cali-
fornia (Colorado River and San Francisco).

And the art gallery in New York that you are working on..

PK Yeah, we are just starting that. I don't know how that's going to
come out. lt's kind of a prestige thing just to get to New York.

What are your favorite projects or buildings?

PK I like them all, but using the analogy of children, when people ask
me they don't understand that when you get this involved with things
they are like children - you can not say which child you like the best.
I like them all. Some do better than others, but that does not mean
you don't like them!! !

Julius Shulman
(continued from page 62) responded by describing my Neutra Kun House

adventure, how it was the first modern house of its form I had ever
seen and that Neutra was the first architect I had ever met. Further
conversation resulted in my detailing how Neutra not only accepted
all six of my Kun photographs but had also requested six additional 8

x 10 inch prints of each. Apparently Schindler was impressed. He

asked if I would photograph his recently completed Fitzpatrick House.

Thereafter I continued with other projects for him.
Ir/y relationship with Schindler was a cordial one. Although he

never attended an assignment with me, he provided invaluable cri-
tiques of my photographs. I particularly recall his comments when
reviewing prints of his Daugherty house in the Santa Monica moun-
tains. He asked: "Why on your interiors is the lighting equal in inten-
sity on adjacent walls?" He then pointed to the naturally illuminated
walls in his studio. Each differed, the light sources struck at varied
angles. What a lesson! ln my use of floodlights it had not occurred to
me that illumination need not be uniform.

Schindler's observations were timely for, as I became more ac-
tive, there was a growing responsibility for more realistic identity of
natural values in my interior compositions. tt/y photographic tech-
niques were further enhanced by his continuing objective comments
on my interpretations to his designs. We both gained.

There is another imporlant name in my immeasurably prolonged

chain in which names had become links which forged together those
forlunate enough to have lived and worked during those pioneering

decades, J.R. Davidson was a designer who arrived in New York in
1923, from Berlin. He settled in Los Angeles in 1925, where he em-
barked upon designing a series of disciplined, lnternational Style
houses. My association with Davidson began in the early 1940s, pho-

tographing his first house in this area. The Maitland residence in-

volved remodeling an old Georgian mansion. I photographed it in
1940. Herein lies one of the answers to frequent queries: quite sim-
ply I was at the right place at the right time. I was inclined with
Davidson as with so many of my first architects' meetings to not
impair our "business" relations with burdening financial matters. Af-
ter all, during those formative years a loaf of bread would cost ten
cents. I was willing to share my bread.

Davidson and his wife Greta became good friends. tt/y wife and
daughter visited frequently. Our Sunday morning breakfasts were
delightfully rich in conversation. Contrary to the difficulty of the de-
pression years of the 1930s and early 1940s, J.R. attracted a wide
range of clients. His genteel manner and friendly disposition created
an aura of trust among his clients.

Forlunately, J.R.'s clients made my photographic life consider-
ably relaxed. lrzlost were favorably disposed to collaborate whole-
heartedly with him and his wife in fulfilling their plans. Greta was an

able associate, establishing close rappoft with the clients' wives > 96
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LEFT: Henriette SuhG at home in her
Mount Kisco garden. BELow: lnterior
display for Robsjohn-Gibbings collection
for Widdicomb furniture, July, 1952.
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Henriette Granville Suhr: creator of extraordinary model rooms
ln the 1950s, the unveiling of Bloomingdale's new model rooms ri-
valed the opening of the Metropolitan Opera as the highlight of the
New York season, and influenced the direction of design for seasons
to come. For a ten-year period, a petite, dynamic woman with a
charming European accent was single-handedly responsible for the
content of those rooms. Henriette Granville, whose fashion dictates
were eagerly reporled by the media and enthusiastically adopted by
retailers and mass-market manufacturers, helped make
Bloomingdale's the country's most celebrated and most-copied home
furnishings retailer of that time.

A native of Vienna, Granville moved to Paris with her family while
still a youngster, and received her professional training at the rela-
tively new Paris branch of Parsons School of Design. Emigrating to
the United States in 1941 , she was hired to work in Macy's influential
home furnishings division. With most able men called into service,
she was put in charge of the entire display department (the first time
any woman had gained such an important post). She worked briefly
at Lord & Taylor, and was hired by Bloomingdale's in 1949 to take on
three important jobs: running the decorating department, serving as
fashion coordinator, and designing the model rooms. lt was in the
latter role that she made her most significant contributions.

Her eye-stopping interiors (seven main rooms and 12 smaller
ones, redecorated four times each year) generated copious press
coverage - "l always gave them something to write about," she com-

ments. Editors and style-watchers lined up to see the lavishly
accessorized settings that became her trademark, and those of the
store. /nteriors magazine admiringly noted Granville's "ability to hold
to museum standards of design while achieving a buying mood with
a wealth of objects, bazaar-like fantasy, and ingenuity." Granville cred-
its Jed Davidson, then Chairman of the store, for making it all pos-
sible. "He gave me a free hand," she recalls. "Of course we had to
show the furniture they carried, but then I could put in whatever I

liked - Davidson approved of anything, as long as it was well done."
Granville considers the creative presentation of the model rooms

her most important accomplishment. As she points out, "We were a
department store, and we had a basic customer to please, so the
merchandise needed to be affordable and accessible." Her concept
was to make ordinary merchandise exciting by the creative use of
backgrounds and accessories - a new idea at that time. Recalling
the costly-looking leather-bound books that lined the walls of many
of her model rooms, she chuckles, "You could buy them cheap, by
the yard," though she admits to extravagances like a costly marble
floor she installed for a Gibbings furniture display, which was criti-
cized until the room, and the furniture, proved a major success.

She plumbed a variety of sources for inspiration. Through her
husband-to-be William Suhr, a prominent painting conservator, she
had contacts for borrowing artworks to dress the walls. ln her exten-
sive travels, which Davidson encouraged, she would bring back >9+
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The lnfluentials rext by Judith B, Gura

ToP: lnterior displays for Bloomingdale's groundbreaking "At Home With Scandi-
navian Design" promotion, 1 957. ABovE: Display for Finn Juhl collection for Baker
Furniture, February 1 952.

products and ideas that, before the days of extensive importing, were
virtually unknown - goods from Provence in 1952, Scandinavian fur-

niture in 1957 for the first major import fair of the time, imported
housewares for a gourmet shop, and furnishings from lndia in 1955.

Noting how the marketplace has changed in the past decades,
she recalls that there was "almost nothing modern in American furni-
ture" at the time...the few good lines included those by T.H. Robsjohn-
Gibbings for Widdicomb and Edward Wormley for Dunbar, and a
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news-making collection designed by Danish designer Finn Juhl for
Baker Furniture in 1951 . Although these were not "department store
lines," they were all launched in Bloomlngdale's, largely on the strength
of Granville's presentations. When the Museum of lr/odern Art insti-
tuted its "Good Design" exhibitions in 1950, Granville showcased
the museum selections in windows and store displays - "l didn't like
all of the things, but you couldn't ignore the importance of the pro-
gram." Aware of the need to educate store buyers as well as con-
sumers, she brought in art historians to lecture to the merchandising
staff about good design.

Another of Granville's innovations was reorganizing the domes-
tics department to display goods by color, instead of by manufac-
turer. When the buyers protested, she suggested they try her con-
cept for two weeks and promised to change it back if sales did not
improve. The result, of course, is today's standard practice of ar-
ranging merchandise by color.

As Granville recalls, coordinated merchandise presentations were
not customary at the time, especially in a big department store. "The
first time we could do it was the gourmet shop, which took goods
from several departments, to pull together a presentation,"

Granville left Bloomingdale's in 1958, shortly after Davidson's
departure. "l was used to running my own show," and was sought
out by many of the manufacturers whose products she had pre-
sented so well. She designed showrooms and display interiors for
Dansk Designs, Boris Kroll, Baker Furniture, and several High Point
manufacturers. A former Bloomingdale's executive retained
her to direct the upgrading of Burdine's furniture department, and she
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took on a similar project for l. Magnin stores
in Beverly Hills and Chicago,

Her last job in the industry was in the
mid-1980s, when she developed a new gift
deparlment for Lord & Taylor, whose chief
executive, like Davidson, offered her a free
hand to assemble whatever she thought ap-
propriate. "For a while, it was the best gift
deparlment in the country" she recalls with
pride, referring to the time before the store
became part of a retailing chain.

Since retiring, she has continued her
extensive travels - Bloomingdale's had al-
lowed her a 1O-month working year, with
summers free for European travel - but her
chief worklng concern is designing the gar-
den at her Mt. Kisco House. What does she
think about retail home furnishings depart-
ments today? Apologetically, she admits find-
ing much of it "aggressively disagreeable," a
description which would never have applied
to her inviting and enviably extravagant inte-
riors. r
- Judith Gura is a writer, lecturer, and museum
consultant in the decorative arts, specializing in
20th century desrgn. She conducts programs for
the Bard Graduate Center, and is working on the
upcoming exhibition "Vital Forms: American Aft in
the Atomic Age" scheduled for Fall 1999 at The
Brooklyn Museum.

Scandinavian Greats
(contrnued from page 73) space between the two
elements of the chair.

The Mobilia Press, the Danish furniture
industry's eloquent voice from its modernist
heyday, published a beautiful little book on
Kjarholm. In it you will read, "When Poul
Kjarholm's furniture is evaluated today, it is
not by virtue of its quantity, but of its su-
premacy." ln looking back on the second half
of the century indeed the whole century it is
almost impossible to find comparable talent.
Yet his work still remains obscure, unknown
to many. !

- Tom Shiner, AlA, is a member of the visiting fac-
ulty for Architecture and lndustrial Design at Vir-
ginia Tech. This article was based on a lecture given
by lrrlr. Shiner at the school in the Spring of 1998.

MOD€RNISM GRLL€RY
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We buy, sell, trode, rent,

reseorch, ond opproise
Americon ond French modern
furniture, lighting, gloss, bronzes,

ond intere$ing ortifocts,

Speciolizing in Americon
designers: Fronkl, Rohde,

Deskey, Wright, Hoffmon,

Versen, ond onyone else who
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century,

RENEE PROSPERI

Antiquorion Bldg,
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Chicogo, lL 60610 (847) 304-1689 fox
(847) 304-9191 office
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1999 Stendiq
CalendaY

The 36"x 48' Stendig Calendar,

designed by Massimo Vignelli
was taken into the Design

Collection of the Museum of
Modern Art, New York, in 1966.

High Design LLC . 615-353-2933
P0. Box 50951 . Nashville, TN 37205
Price $26.00 each (includes shipping)
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Alexandria Showhouse
(continued from page 85) Marlies Venute enjoyed
the showhouse experience. "They gave me
the freedom to reach, to do something to-
tally true." This same opportunity to expand,
to pull the recent past into cutting-edge inte-
rior design led to House Eeautrlul awards from
Michael Roberson and The Mill Company.

Design from the mid-century has come
into its own, freed by time from kitsch popu-
larity and poorly executed knock-offs, the
best has endured. r
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20th Century
Modern Design

2040lndio St. Son Diego, CA 92101
619-239-2040



Julius Shulman
(continued from page 90) in determining space organization. That may
seem to be irrelevant to many, but with my observations among ar-
chitects, there were numbers of houses in which dissatisfaction arose:
"l thought that the kitchen was not here but there"; and "lt seems
that (to the architect!) you put the living room on the wrong side of
our properly." Davidson would frequently comment that Greta made
his design communication successful because of her skill in relating
specifically with the woman of the house. Sources of misunderstand-
ings were thereby eliminated.

Furthermore, it was difficult for me to understand why Davidson
had no problems with the landscaping of his projects compared to
those besetting Richard Neutra. Perhaps that situation can be as-
cribed to the fact that the latter was impatient, often having me pho-

tograph before landscaping was developed - or even planned, Arriv-
ing at a location with his car loaded with branches of trees and cut-
tings from shrubs, Neutra immediately proceeded to direct his assis-
tant to "plant" them. Very few of his early works were published ex-
cept, of course, in those magazines, mostly in Europe, which were
academically concerned with the theories of Richard Neutra's inter-
national style. ln this country, editors refused to grace their maga-
zines' pages with obviously misdirected landscaping attempts.

An incident of this nature occurred many years ago with one of
Richard Neutra's school projects which I had photographed. He had

strewn many branches over the ground between the camera and the
buildings of the school. Afterwards, on the finished prints, he would
doctor up the images with pencil so that it would appear that the
landscaping was actually a ground cover. Unfortunately, by stacking
the pencil-retouched prints on top of each other, they arrived at the
magazine office smeared and dirty beyond any possible use in the
publication. The editor called me and asked, "Please save my life.

Do you have any prints that Neutra has not applied grease pencil
to?" Fortunately, I immediately mailed a set of clean, untouched pho-
tographs and the issue came out in time for the presentation as
planned. Neutra never once commented that the publication in the
magazine did not show any of his previously retouched photographs.

Those early years were invaluable for us: we worked together,
for those fortunate enough to gain even one contract each year were
able to spend time with me in the learning processes of creating
photographs that would hopefully be published by professionaljour-
nals. The work of those pioneers was eagerly accepted. Even edi-
tors were learning, along with us, how to select and present the re-
sults of our "team" works. Gregory Ain's first houses impressed the
Museum of ltllodern Art enough for them to commission him to de-
sign a house in New York on the museum grounds. lt served as a
demonstration of "workable and efficient" design.

Continuing recognition of the pioneers was furthered with the
inclusion of some of their works in one of the first books on contem-
porary architeclure,The Alodern Home in America by Professor James
Ford of Harvard University and his wife, Katherine N4orrow Ford. They
had seen my work in a number of current magazines and were able
to select a cross section of available designs for publication. So there
again was a source of material which helped to publicize the architect's
work and of course gave me nationwide and even international ex-
posure for my photography.

ln 1947 I had the opportunity to meet Katherine Ford, after I had
photographed the home of architect Albert Frey in Palm Springs. By
that time Mrs. Ford had become architectural editor of House and
Garden magazine. She, and several of the other editors, impressed
by my coverage on the Frey house, invited me to meet the staff. On
one of the evenings, at an event at Ford's home in lVanhattan, I met
a number of leading architects, including Walter Gropius and Ed-
ward Durrell Stone.

My last major project, prior to a two-year stint in the United States
Army, involved photographing the newly-constructed synthetic rub-
ber plant in Los Angeles. Arts & Architecture magazine had given me
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an assignment in October, 1943, a few weeks before I was inducted
into the Army in November.

To photograph the project was indeed a spectacular event in
my life. For at least 10 days I wandered throughout the vast expanses
of the site - having been screened by governmental security agents,
I was given carte blanche permission for full access to all areas of my

choice. I recall this time, the "child in a candy store" thrill of the occa-
sion. I worked alone, my 4 x 5 tripod mounted view camera and
shoulder film accessories bag on my shoulders. lt was difficult to
restrain my excitement. I used no lighting to supplement the existing
protective fixtures. lVlany of the chemical products in the plant were
highly volatile - I had been forewarned not to use other light sources.
The assignment was open-ended: no prerequisites as to numbers of
photographs nor delivery time. The weather was ideal. I received
whole-hearted cooperation from workers and authorities, Using the
former as "models" throughout the plant, they had been instructed
to "wear clean clothing" during my "tenure" as plant photographer.
Even lunches in the plant cafeteria were a pleasant respite. ln con-
versations with the plant operators I learned much about the proce-

dures and intricacies of production.
Together with an extensive coverage in Arfs & Architecture,lhe

major contracting firm with the three principal participants: Dow
Chemical, Shell Oil Co., and U.S. Rubber Co., published a hand-
some brochure using an informative display of my photographs. The
photographs, apart from that brochure, have been used for many of
my exhibits and have been published in industrial journals. 35mm
slides made from the original black and white scenes add to many of
my workshop seminars.

During my two year sojourn in the army I worked as a public
relations, special services, and post and surgery photographer. These
photographs were used for the hospitals' reports on activities to the
United States Surgeon General's Office in Washington, D.C. The sur-
gery photos were included in a publication reviewing the progress of
army surgery during war years. That particular photography in sur-
gery every day for most of the week was a remarkable experience,
for I had never been attendant to any surgical experience previously.

Yet within a few days after being assigned to the hospital I was called
to photograph chest surgery for the removal of a patient's lung. This
was followed by several varieties of surgery over the course of the
two years. I had a remarkably ingenious rack assembled for me by
the army engineers where I was able to climb a ladder-like structure
which was bridged across the surgery table, my 4 x 5 Graphic View
camera bolted to the bridge overlooking the surgery table. An atten-
dant working with me had a signal which could raise or lower the
contraption, making it possible for me to get overall or close-up views
of the surgery incisions.

Apart from the surgical photography, I was also assigned to
photograph for the Special Services Department scenes taken on
weekly bus trips for patients who were recovering from their war in-
juries. Since Spokane was in the center of eastern Washington, there
were many beautiful lakes and mountains in the general area which
was the site of our activities.

Discharged from the army in October, 1945, Shulman re-estab-
lished his studio in Los Angeles to prepare for the resumption of his
career. Little did he anticipate what was in store for him. ln addition
to his individual assignments, he received work from national archi-
tectural journals and popular magazines - the most prominent being
his work on the Case Study House Program by Arts & Architecture
magazine. Working as a volunteer, Shulman photographed 15 of the
18 constructed homes - creating an invaluable visual history of the
pioneering architecture of our time. r

- This afticle was excerpted from the newly-released Julius Shulman: Archi-
tecture and its Photography. This 300-page title, with 500 black and white
illustrations, is available through the Echoes Bookstore for the special price
of $35.99 + shipping and handling.



Piero Fornasetti
(continued from page 68) different surfaces? The
artist wasn't talking. Liliane Fawcett explains
that "Fornasetti's printing technique was as
carefully guarded as the glass making of the
Venetians or the porcelain of the Chinese in
ancient times."

Barnaba demystified the process for me
when I visited him in Milan in the original ate-
lier on the viaBazzini which is now his home.
"Father had intimate knowledge of all print-
ing techniques. ln the 1940s, contemporary
Italian artists De Chirico, Manzu, Fontana,
Sironi, and Felicitd Frey came to this room to
draw, and he would print their drawings by
lithography stone. He was inspired by their
art. He was also an inventor of techniques.
ln the beginning, from the 1940s through the
1960s, he used the lithographic process,
which aids in dating his work. Then he moved
on to zinc plates. His design was transferred
onto silk which had been vaporized to fix it
before printing. He started with humid trans-
fer paper which he placed on the object or
furniture which had been lacquer-primed be-
fore, and the black print remained on the ob-
ject. For colored pieces he used the pochorr
stencil process of hand-coloring surfaces. ln
the '80s he switched to the silk-screen se-
riograph process which was better suited for
mass-production. He was not concerned with
perfect surfaces. He wanted imperfections to
be seen. He used to say that a defect is not
a defect. lt showed that an object was made
by hand."

ln 1955, Fornasetti produced a series of
coasters depicting his twin obsessions: So/l
e Lune - the Sun and the Moon. flhese must
have been issued later as Christmas presents,
because one series is stamped "Buon 19S7
da Piero Fornasetti'' around a mustached Sun
face.) These images were transformed into
tiles for Fornasetti's bathroom in his villa in
Varenna. The same set of 24 different tiles is
being produced today by Ceramica Bardelli
in tVilan. "Le Oceanidi" portraits were of
women's torsos in 19th century dress emerg-
ing from different South Sea shells. These
were produced both as coasters and dinner
plates in the mid-'50s.

Cups and saucers were a natural artis-
tic challenge for Fornasetti's fertile imagina-
tion. One series (stamped on the saucers
"Canal Grande" underthe Rialto Bridge), pic-
tured celebrated Venetian churches and
palazzi like the Redentore and the Doge's
Palace. The rims of the saucers were steps
and arches of bridges. Gothic and Benais-
sance Venetian buildings faced on canals
around the cups. These were also stamped
"Richard-Ginori," the ceramic company in
Doccia of which Gio Ponti was artistic direc-
tor for many years. These are numbered in
sequence.

A series of "jungle" cats was also pro-
duced by Richard-Ginori. Tiger and > tO0
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Event Calend0I January February N/arch, April 1999

shows o auctions

JANUARY
15-17 Ft. Lauderdale Antiques World, Ft. Lau-

derdale, FL (954) 563-6747
15-17 Sarasota Winter Antiques Show,
Sarasota, FL (954) 563-6747
15-18 Art Deco Weekend, Miami Beach, FL
(3O5) 672-2014
22-24 Miami National Antiques Show Miami,
FL (954) 563-6747
22-24 The lnterior Design Show, Toronto,
Canada (416) 599-3222
23-24lt(iami Modernism Show, tr4iami, FL
(305) 861-0108
29-31 Metropolitan's Vintage Fashion and An-
tique Textile Show, New York, NY (212) 463-
0200
FEBRUARY
5-7 Naples Winter Antiques Show, Naples,
FL (954) 563-6747
5-7 lnternational Vintage Poster Fair, lViami
Beach, FL (561) 997-0084
6-7 Vintage Fashion Expo, Santa tr/onica, CA
(707) 793-0773
6-7 20th Century Review Show and Auction,
Cincinatti, OH (51 3) 7 38-7 256
12-1 4 Sarasota Winter Antiques Festival,
Sarasota, FL (954) 563-6747
14 Treadway Gallery's 20th Century Decora-
tive Arts auction, Chicago, lL (513) 321-6742
14-18 Fifth World Congress on Art Deco,
Napier, New Zealand (310) 659-3326
17 Christie's South Kensington's Classic Art
Deco auction, London, England (011)44-171-
581 -761 1

9B

26-28 The Sixties Show, New York, NY (212)

255-0020
27-28 Vintage Clothing & Textiles Show,
Stratford, CT (203) 758-3880
MARCH
2 Sotheby's Design Since 1880 auction, Lon-
don, England (O1 1)44-17 1 -293-6444
4-7 1gth Annual Boston Antiques Show ln-
cluding The trr1odernist Era, The Boston Cen-
ter for The Arts, Boston, MA (61 7) 787 -2637
5-7 D.C. Spring Antiques Fair, D.C. Armory
Washington, D.C., (301) 924-5002
6 Skinner's Art Glass & Lamps, Arts & Crafts,
Art Deco & It/odern auction, Boston, MA (978)

779-6241
10-1 2 Westweek 99, Pacific Design Center,
Los Angeles, CA (310) 657-0800
12-14 Design Show Los Angeles, Los Ange-
les, CA (312) 527-7600
13-14 Triple Pier Expo, New York, NY (212)
255-OO20
14-15 Vintage Fashion Expo, San Francisco,
cA (707) 793-0773
16 Phillips' 20th Century Decorative Arts ln-
cluding Modern Design auction, New York,
NY (800) 825-2781
17 Christie's South Kensington's Modernism:
Furniture and lndustrial Design 1915-1955
auction, London, England. Catalogs (718)

784-1480
19-21 Chicago Modernism: 100 Years of De-
sign show, Rosemont Convention Center,
Chicago, lL (954) 563-6747
19-21 Chicago O'Hare Spring Antiques
Show, Chicago, lL (954) 563-6747
20-21 Triple Pier Expo, New York, NY (212)

This 1938 Shelby Airflow, a wonderlul
example of industrial design, is scheduled to
be auctioned on April 10th at the Eghth
Annual 'Bicycles 1850-1950" auction held by
Copake Auction lnc. of Copake, NY Catalogs
will be available in lttlarch for $20. For further
information call (51 8) 329-1 142, or visit their
web site at www.copakeauction. com.

255-0020
25-28 20th Century Show, London, England
(o1 1)44-1 44-448-2514
27-28 Atlantique City Spring Festival, Atlan-
tic City, NJ (800) 526-2724
30-Apr 1 Sotheby's Decorative Arts auction,
London, England (01 1)44-17 1 -293-6444
APRIL
5 Phillips' 20th Century Art and Design auc-
tion, Sydney, Australia (0)29-326-1 588
10 Copake Auction lnc.'s Bicycles 1850-1950
auction, Copake, NY (518)329-1142
9-14 37th Annual Philadelphia Antiques
Show, 33rd Street Armory, Philadelphia, PA
(215) 957-0300
16-1 8 20th Century lVodern lt/arket show,
LawndaleArt Center, Houston, TX (713)528-
5858
16-18 lnternational Vintage Poster Fair, New
York, NY (212) 206-0499
17-1 I Dulles lnternational Spring Antiques
Show & Sale, Chantilly, VA (301) 924-5002
fi-25 fhe Amsterdam Arts & Design Fair
1880-1950: 70 Years of lttlodernism from
Jugendstil to Bauhaus, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands (01 1 )3-1 7 1 -57 2- 447 7
23-25 lnternational Vintage Poster Fair, Chi-
cago, lL 1312) 461-9277
24-25 The tt/ichigan Modernism Exposition,
Southfield, N/l (810) 465-9441

ongoing events o exhibitions

July 26, '98-February 6, '99 "Designing
Women: American Style, 1940-1960" at the
Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford, CT (860)

278-2670
October 3, '98-August 8, '99 "Forging a New
Century: tt/odern lt/etalwork from the
Norwest Collection, 1890-1940" at the Den-
ver Art lr/useum in Denver, CO (303) 640-
4433
October 24, '98-March 21 , '99 "C'est tt/lagni-
fique: French Decorative Arts" at the Carnegie
lt/luseum of Pittsburgh, PA (412) 622-3131
October 28, '98-February 2,'99 "Jackson
Pollock: A Retrospective" at MOIVA in New
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York, NY (212) 7O8-94OO
November 7, '98-March 28, '99 "Zig-Zags
and Stripes: The Art Deco Style" at the
Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh, PA (412)
622-3131
November 21 , '98-March 28, '99 "The Little
Apple: Souvenir Buildings from the Collec-
tion of Ace Architects" at the Brooklyn Mu-
seum (212) 534-1672
November 25, '98-February 14,'99 "Photo-
graphs, Drawings, and Collages by Frederick
Sommer" at the Baltimore Museum of Art in
Baltimore, MD (41 0) 396-6300
November 29, '98-April 4, '99 "New York on
the Rise: Architectural Renderings by
Hughson Hawley, 1880-1931" at The Mu-
seum of The City of New York in NYC (212)
534-1672
December 6, '98-February 28, '99 "Brassai:
The Eye of Paris" at the Museum of Fine Arls,
Houston in Houston, TX (713)639-7300
December 10, '98-March 14, '99 "Cubism
and Fashion" at The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, The Costume lnstitute in New York,
NY (212)570-3951
Through January 31 "Nouveau to Deco:
Texiles of the Early 20th Century" at the Bal-
timore Museum of Art in Baltimore, MD (410)
396-71 00
January 10-March 14 "All That Jazz: Prinled
Fashion Silks of the '20s and '30s" at the
Allentown Museum in Allentown, PA (610)
432-4333
January 19-July 18 "lr/odern Brilian 1927-
1939" at the Designmuseum in London, En-
gland (01 1)44-17 1-378-6055
January 2O-March 21 "Frederick Sommer
Photographs and Collages/Surrealist Photos"
at the Baltimore Museum of Art in Baltimore,
rvD (410) 396-6300
January 26-April 17 "Shoes: A Lexicon of
Style" at FIT in New York, NY (212) 217-5800
January 27-April 11 "Elizabeth Catlett Sculp-
tures: A Fifty-Year Retrospective, 1946-1996"
at the Baltimore Museum of Art in Baltimore,
rvD (410)396-6300
January 30-April 11 "The Stenberg Brothers:
Constructing a Revolution in Soviet Design"
at Kulturhuset in Stockholm
February 9-May 2 "Graphic Design in the
trlechanical Age: Selections from the Merrill
C. Berman Collection" at the Cooper-Hewitt
in New York, NY (212) 849-8420
February 13-May 9 "A Grand Design: The Art
of the Victoria and Albert Museum" at the Fine
Arts Museums of San Francisco, CA
February 16-April 24 "China Chic: East Meets
West" at FIT in New York, NY (212) 217-5800
March 11-June "Depero Futurista Rome-
Paris-New York, 1 91 5- 1 932" at the
Wolfsonian-FlU Museum in lViami Beach, FL
(305) 531 -1 001

Note: event schedules are subject to change,
please confirm dates, locations, and times.

2 EXPANDED SHOWS IN 1999
Art Deco-60s Art Deco-60s

Sale Holiday Sale
June 5-6 DecembeJ 4-5

' 
Art Nouveou

Art Deto
Streomline lhodern
Vintoge Weslern
40s,50s & 50s

furnilure, occessories, lugs, ort, potlery,
books, lewelry, vintoge clothing, collectibles

plus Vintuge Foshion Show

Solurdoy I0om-6pm . Sundoy llom-5pm . Adm. 57

THE (Ol'l(OURSE TXHIB]TION (TNIIR

8fi & Bronnon Slreels, Son Froncisco, (A

Produced & Direded by Peter & Deboroh Keresztury
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Piero Fornasetti
(continued from page 97) leopard skins were
imposed upon docile pussycats, sleeping on
one side ofthe cup, open-eyed on the other,
and curled up in the saucers - another whim-
sical Fornasetti touch. These are not the wild
beasts they appear to be at first glance. The
saucers are stamped "High Fidelity" and
"Fornasetti - Milano Made in ltaly" with the
hand and paintbrush logo. They are also num-
bered.

ln 1960, Gio Ponti decided that Forna-
setti was no longer "modern," and Piero de-
cided to design his own decoration of basic
shapes, some Empire-style chairs. " Fornasetti
never remained linked to one particular era,"
said Barnaba. "He wanted to express his joy

with his own forms. He used to say: 'lf you
can't sit in a seat, it's no longer design.' He
also declared himself "The President of the
Society of Patina" because he was fascinated
by the beauty of antique furniture."

Barnaba Fornasetti only began working
with his father in I982. "He was very hard to
deal with, very egocentric. lt was very diffi-
cult, especially for a son. As a young man I

rebelled against him. I had long hair and par-

ticipated in the student riots in Paris in 1968.
I worked with the American designer, Ken
Scott, in the '70s. Then I worked in Tuscany
restoring old buildings which was delightful,
because I think the centers of all modern cit-
ies are the same, with no pleasurable living
possible. IVy father's business was not go-
ing well, so I was happy to lend him my sup-
port in the years before his premature death.
Since then I have tried to produce things in

the spirit of my father. I designed the half-
moon cradle for instance, after an ashtray
idea of his. fthis unique example fetched
$18,400 at the Christie's auction.) We have
produced some seriograph colored plastic
lamps, umbrellas, rugs, curtains, trays, tables
and teapots, and silk ties." (Barnaba was
sporting a bright red tie covered with
Fornasetti fruit.) He also designed a cupboard
shaped like the Pirelli Tower by his father's
mentor, Ponti, decorating it with a version of
Piero's Reflecting City screen.

"We are always looking for new contexts
for my father's old designs. Lamps and mir-
rors provide an interesting challenge." The
Occhiolino (Wink) table lamp consists of two
panes of frosted convex glass in a gold-
painted frame around a blowup of his
Woman's Face winking with a sly smile. This
is available in America from SEE Ltd. tvlirrors
are framed with classic Fornasetti icons -
seashells, the zodiac, or a laser-engraved ris-
ing sun. Rosenthal has been licensed to re-
produce old Fornasetti china designs. "You
can put these plates in the dishwasher with
impunity, which wasn't a good idea with the
original plates from the '50s. The printing is
better on the new plates, but die-hard col-
lectors still prefer the old ones."

When he was a child, Barnaba had been
fascinated by the thousands of fantastical
objects displayed in the via Montenapoleone
showrooms. "lt was surreal. I felt a kind of
burning inspiration coming into my skin." lt
wasn't just a nostalgia for past perfections
that fueled Fornasetti; the architecture in the
prints was often decaying or in ruins. There
was a montage of eras, a collage of refracted
memories, which Fornasetti imbued with his
particular twist. Real or imagined, he distorted
the visual images and perspectives. He was
a terrible tease. Fornasetti was "d6jA vu all
over again"- ltalian style. I

- This article is based on conversations with
Barnaba Fornasetti of lmmaginazione, Milan, ltaly,

and Liliane Fawcett ot Themes & Variations, Lon'
don. For further Fornasetti reading, see: Fornasetti
Designer of Dreams by Patrick Mauries (available

through the Echoes bookstore), and the Plero
Fornasetti auction catalog, Christie's, Los Ange-
les, May 1998.

- Ginger Arloro is the author of European Designer
Jewelry (see Echoes bookstore) and a passionate
collector of European designers. She ts a frequent
contributor to Echoes.

Spotlight Easy Listening
(contnued from page 19) vari-colored pillows,
holding a cigarette in an ebony holder while
a gent in a sharkskin suit pours her a glass of
champagne. Or maybe she's alone. Next to
her on a low table, two martinis. lt doesn't
take Cupid to know that this scene is set for
seduction. The last thing you'd need in this
setting is the angst of modern rock. Hell, if it
takes Pearl Jam or Radiohead to get you to
work and back, then that's what it takes.
However, when it comes to seduction, easy
is where it's at.

Lounge music, as a progenitor for so-
phisticated seduction, evolved alongside early
rock 'n' roll, but at fluctuating levels of artis-
tic and popular success. Any collector of vin-
tage lounge vinyl will tell you: all lounge was
not created equal and every collector has his/
her personal preferences. Some collectors
concentrate on the true stereophonic inno-
vators of the '50s and early '60s. We're talk-
ing pre-Sgt. Pepper and Pet Sounds. The
world of lounge and the world of rock 'n' roll
were still fairly distinct from one another sty-
listically. ln the '50s and early '60s, lounge
borrowed more from modern jazz and swing
than it did from Elvis and Chuck Berry though
surf rock guitar cropped up in the early '60s
on recordings by John Barry and Henry
Mancini.

ln contrast, records by Jackie Gleason's
Orchestra, the Ray Conniff Singers and
lt/antovani, not to mention Lawrence Welk,
hardly do the easy genre justice. While those
records have a glossy, romantic appeal, most
of them lack the verve or arrangement-sawy
appeal of their contemporaries. One listen to



Esquivel's lnfinity in Sound, or Perrey and
Kingsley's The ln Sound from Way Out!
should persuade any skeptic. And if that isn't
enough, Enoch Light, Dick Hyman, and Billy
lVlay are waiting in the wings to wow you.

Where does one truly start collecting vin-
tage lounge records? Flea markets and ga-
rage sales used to be reliable, but very rarely
does one find pristine or even near mint
records with unmarred, glossy sleeves. These
days to get the good stuff, you've got to hunt
for it, and depending on the artist or title, you
can expect to pay tor it.

While collecting vintage vinyl is a great
adventure, others might want to explore
lounge through more contemporary means.
CD reissues are the way to go for more than
one reason. Certainly there is the convenience
and sound quality, but moreover selection is
constantly expanding. The variety of easy
sounds may take you by surprise.

While Cocktail Swing has great charm,
you will soon move on to more exotic sounds.
ln this sense, cocktails are truly a gateway
drug,

Tiki huts and half-naked natives is Ex-
otica. Romantic notions of tropical paradise
set to tribal rhythms is Exotica. You name it,
Les Baxter, Martin Denny, Yma Sumac...
they'll take you there. So, where is there, re-
ally? Most of the Exotica-type albums aren't
anywhere near authentic. By his own admis-
sion, Baxter never left Glendale, California to
get inspiration for albums like Tamboo! and
Ritual of the Savage. At its best, Exotica
evokes a technicolor tropical porl, where
primitives do a mating dance to a stone god.

Perhaps you've had your fill of Exoticas
excess; you'd prefer something more hard
boiled, lnstead of a witchdoctor's bubbling
kettle, you get the hot night in a seedy motel.
The only illumination is the blinking neon out-
side your window. The sounds of traffic float
up from the street; there's a siren blowing
down the block. There comes a gun shot and
a scream. You can't sleep, so you throw on
your irridescent raincoat and take a midnight
stroll. Before long you wander into a joint that
looks as blurry as you feel. Don't be surprised
if you hear churning Crime Jazz from Lalo
Schifrin, Quincy Jones and Henry Mancini.

Crime Jazz mutated into Spy Jazz once
James Bond and his imitators hit the scene.
The sound expanded stylistically, incorporat-
ing bigger bands and bigger budgets.

As Spy Jazz evokes Aston Martins and
underground lairs, true Space Age lounge
evokes rocket flight and intergalactic explo-
ration, During the early '60s, popular interest
in space science and science fiction encour-
aged eadhbound manifestations like Cadillac
fins and rocket-shaped kitchen appliances.
One listen to Gay Splrits by David Rose
(Capitol's Ultra Lounge series, volume three)
and you'll be convinced. Better yet, hear any
recording of Raymond Scott's Powerhouse.

But when it comes to astral sounds, the real
deal is Art Mineo's Man in Space with Sounds
(Subliminal Records), which was originally
used as background music at the Seattle
World's Fair circa'62.

While all of these re-discoveries are ex-
citing in their own right, rock 'n' roll had be-
gun to infiltrate the easy sound with its infec-
tious rhythms and brash studio experiments,
not to mention fuzz-tone guitar. Psychedelic
rock had made its presence felt in a big way.
Its world of free love and the indescriminate
use of psychotropics changed the sound of
easy, especially in Europe.

Along comes jet-setter Euro-trash and
sleazy listening, These re-issues are, by and
large, the soundtracks for late '60s and early
'70s sexploitation films by auteurs like Radley
Metzger and Jess Franco. These discs are
particularily welcome since most American
lounge aficionados will find the music com-
pletely fresh. lnstead of hearing the same Burt
Bachrach and Henry lr/ancini hits ad-
nausaem, you get the soundtrack for the
swinging trans-continental night flight. Talk
about letting the music take you places.

Euro-lounge is an inevitable stop along
the now sound circuit. Most of it was cre-
ated after Sgt. Pepper and Pet Sounds, not
to mention Jimi Hendrix. All of a sudden
lounge had a harder edge, with studio trick-
ery and the beats to prove it. Add to that latin
percussion, punch drunk brass, swirling
Hammond B-3, the aforementioned tuzz, and
female voices chanting mantras like "sexu-
ally." lt is the soundtrack for the happening
that's going to freak you out. One listen to
lhe Vampyros Lesbos - Sexadelic Dance
Party and you'll know there's no turning back.

ln the end, being evocative is what
lounge does best, whereas good rock and
roll is at its best when it's provocative. The
combination of the two is what makes sleazy
listening so easy to like.

With choices like that, what in the heck
are you waiting for? lsn't it time you got
EASY? !
- Kristopher Spencer is an avid collector of vin-
tage vinyl and domestic and impoft CD reissues
of mid-century modern music. His reviews of these
relssues regularly appear in the metro Detroit
monthly Orbit.

Spotlight: Easy Listening - lmports
(continued f rom page 1 9) lVancini/Schif rin/ Barry
will be bowled over by Gert Wilden, Jerry Van
Rooyan and particularily Peter Thomas, all of
whom contributed swinging soundtracks for
German and multi-national movie produc-
tions, many of which are well represented on
recent compilations from Crippled Dick.

Gert Wilden's / To/d You Not To Cryis a
Crime J^77 goldmine, with tracks from B-
grade actioners including the trashy Fu
lvlanchu thrillers starring Christopher Lee.

For a more rocking Wilden foray, the
music for the sexed-up Schoo/grr/ Report
movies will definitely move your feet. And if
kinky kitsch is your thing, Van Rooyan's tracks
for movies like Succubus and The Vamptre
Happening will move your groove thing.

Thomas, by contrast, is the most idio-
syncratic of the bunch. His soundtrack for
the '60s sci-fi W show Space Patro/islruly
out there, as is his work on the German G-
man movie series Jery Cotton. Thomas'
sense of instrumentation and arrangement is
akin to Esquivel and Schifrin rather than his
continental contemporaries. Tracks like Bo-
lero on the lvloon Rocks, Caught at Midnight,
andThe Hexer are transcendent lounge mas-
terpieces.

Possibly the most famous re-release
from CripDick is Manfred Hubler and Siegfried
Schwab's psycho beat soundtrack for
Vampyros Lesbos, which combines lounge-
sawy arrangements with groovy psychedelic
go-go rock.

Perhaps the only other lounge music that
approachs the tawdry intensity of that
"Sexadelic Dance Party" is the music re-
corded for softcore skin flicks made in ltaly
at Cinecitta Studios. Over the past three years
there has been an avalanche of re-issues,
including CripDick and Easy Tempo. Tracks
by Piero Piccioni, Riz Ortolani and Piero
Umiliani, not to mention Ennio lVorricone, will
be particularily appealing to collectors of ltal-
ian Moda.

By turns passionate and playful, moody
and sexy, the ltalian lounge sound is as in-
ventive as your likely to find on the continen-
tal scene. And'you thought the Nino Rota
soundtrack tor La Do/ce Vitawas evocative. r

ln The City
(continued from page 13) themselves by show-
casing exquisite objects from the 20th cen-
tury The well-heeled clientele of City Antiques
are treated to estate silver, unique lighting,
and signed decorative art objects, as well as
an occasional one-of-a-kind, pedigreed piece
of custom furniture. 697 lVount Pleasant,
M4S 2N4. Tel: (416) 483-1428. Fax: (416)
483-1674.

While on Queen Street West, check out
Paul Evan's Decades Art Design. He de-
scribes it as a walk-in closet of Bohemian
design, but it's really a carefully edited col-
lection of dinnerware, glassware, and studio-
ware, with "elevated" designer chairs
mounted high above your head. 486 1/2
Queen Street West, MsV 283. Tel/Fax: (416)
504-3121; toll free (877) 332-2337.

After Glow, the brainchild of Andrew
Fisher, has a split personality: name brand
decorative arts such as lighting, art glass, and
ceramics principally from the '20s and '30s,
and fifties Ozzie and Harriet collectibles (for
its props trade). 622 Queen Street West, M2J
1E4. Tel:(416)504-9923. >102
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ln The City
(continued from page 101) Furlher down Queen
Street, lnside specializes in European design
from the '50s to the present. Owner Daniel
Aguacil, who frequently works with interior
designers, recently shipped a container full
of vintage Votre lvlaison furniture from France.
This past autumn, he hosted an exhibition of
the designs of Tom Dixon. 694 Queen Street
West, lV6J 1E8. Tel: (416) 504-4919. Fax:
(416) 504-8691 .

Metro Retro bills itself as design you can
use: housewares, small appliances, and fur-
niture. For the spelling-challenged, co-own-
ers Les/ey Foster and Les/r'e Hendy make sure
you can have it both ways: colorful, vivacious
design at no-name prices. 715 Queen Street
West, tv16J 1E6. Tel: (416) 504-1651. Fax:
(41 6) 504-251 0. e-mail: metro.retro@on.aibn.
com.

At the far end of Queen Street (border-
ing Roncesvalles, which offers the best gar-
lic sausage outside of Eastern Europe) is new-
comer Retro-Form, owned by tr/ike N/ason.
Housed within an antique multi-dealer store,
its Canadian furniture and popular European
and American designs are worth the street-
car ride. I605 Queen Street West, lV6R 1A9.
Tel: (416) 588-2212. e-mail: mike@retro-
form.com, or web site: www.retro-form.com.

A stroll along Queen wouldn't be com-
plete without stopping in at Another Man's
Poison. Not a hemlock bar, it's a bookstore
with an extraordinary collection of tomes on
design, collectibles, architecture, and more.
Owner Hollis Landauer also offers worldwide
search services and purchases out-of-print
titles.29 lr/cCaulStreet, N/ST 1V2. Tel: (416)

593-6451 . e-mail: sandmanl @idirect.com.
Skipping over to the east side of Queen,

you'll find Clutters, which is actually three
stores in one. Housed within its 6,O00-square
foot showroom is evefihing from turn-of-the-
century to modern, as well as electronics,
appliances, and other "smalls." 692 Queen
Street East, IV4M 1G9. Fax: (416) 351-9854.
Robert Legare, Clutters Art Deco Gallery,
(416) 461-3776; Jake Keck, Machine Age
Modern, (416) 461-3588; and Rae McPhee,
Visions, (416) 461 -4410.

Greg Perras and Craig Soper call their
3,000-square foot space a vintage deparl-
ment store, capable of furnishing every room
in your '40s to '70s home. Ethel (presum-
ably for Merman) features a broad range of
designs as well as kitchenware, cocKailware,
and a good selection of televisions, They also
repair any vintage items that have a "plug."
1091 Queen Street East, N/4lV 1K7. Tel/Fax:
(416) 778-6608.

Further east, newly renovated Zig Zag
specializes in '60s plastic and Danish Mod-
ern teak. Owner Joe Graafmans presents

unique "finds" in his 400-square foot store.
1 107 Queen Street East, tV4lV 1 K7. Tel: (416)

778-6495.
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Newly re-opened Eye Spy is now larger,

in a new location, and offers more designer
"names." But it still retains its heart: primitive
to modern objects with special attention paid
to ceramics, pottery and housewares. Along-
side Saarinen and Heywood-Wakefield, look
for Canadian manufacturers such as Span-
ner and Snyder, as well as vintage metal of-
fice and medical furniture. 1 100 Queen Street
East, IV4IV 1 K8. Tel: (416) 461-4061 .

Near the lake amidst the chi-chi lakeside
shops and restaurants is Yours Mine & Ours.
Collectibles veteran Bill Brethour specializes
in English ceramics, chintz, costume jewelry,

and Bakelite. Recently, he opened a second
store that caters to people whose sense of
style is bigger than their pocketbook. Entitled
Anonymous, the store carries outrageous
West German ceramics from the '60s and
huge, primary-colored, oversized ltalian glass

from the same period. Yours lV]ine & Ours,
Harbourfront Antique ltrlarket, 390 Queen's
Quay West, MsV 346. Tel: (416) 260-9067.
e-mail: .jewelry-china@ymo.on.ca. Anony-
mous, 390 Dupont Street, Main Floor, N/5R

1V9, Tel: (416) 446-2903.
Artwork: Collins & Chandler Gallery is

located at the north edge of Yorkville,
Toronto's toniest shopping district and film
industry hangout, Don Collins has modernist
items in all media - decorative and fine arts,
textiles, ceramics, glass, and furniture - from
the movement's earliest proponents to the
mature artisans of the '60s. Objects range
from inexpensive wearable arl to beautifully
crafted heirlooms. 181 Avenue Road, It/4R
2J2.r* $16) 922-8784.

Yorkville is also home to one of the most
established vintage clothing retailers, Divine
Decadence. Owner Carmelita Blondet spe-
cializes in high-end, stylish clothes, principally

from the '30s to the '50s. Each item is hand
picked, in mint condition, and designed to
be worn for a night out rather than as a cos-
tume. Manulife Centre, 55 Bloor Street West,
IV4W 1A5. Tel: (416) 324-9759. Fax: (a16)

920-4160, e-mail: carmelita@divine-deca-
dence.com, or web site: www.divine-
decadence.com.

Moving north to the Yonge and Eglinton
area (better known as young and available),
the husband and wife team of Lynn Car-
michael and David Smythe have created a

store that reflects its name: Kit and Caboodle.
Their shop carries objects of merit from turn-
of-the-century to the '70s, where Arts &

Crafts chairs are displayed next to Scandi-
navian glass, Like a growing number of deal-
ers, the couple also offers good examples of
vintage Canadian design. 2515 Yonge Street,
tV4P 2H9. Tel: (416) 487-8201. r

-Cora Golden is a regular reporter on the state of
the Canadian modern design market through her
"Modernism, eh?" feature ln Echoes.

Architecture
(contlnued from page 20) on the terraces over-
looking the mountains.

It took nine years of construction follow-
ing intense debate to create an entity that
resolved differing functional and aesthetic
demands, The six malor buildings clustered
along the ridges include: the J. Paul Getty
lVluseum, the Getty Research lnstitute for the
History of Art and Humanities, the Getty Con-
servation lnstitute, the Getty Educational ln-
stitute for the Arts, the Getty Grant Program,
the Getty lnformation lnstitute, the Harold M.

Williams Auditorium, and the RestauranVCafe
Building. Richard N/eier has successfully co-
ordinated the separate parts into a cohesive
whole.

Understandably, the Getty Center is not
without its glitches. Richard Meier, artist Rob-
ert lrwin, and Museum Director John Walsh
saw things from different perspectives. The
Central Garden by Roben lrwin is controver-
sial. Meier, who dislikes it, maintains that the
garden does not interrelate with his architec-
ture. Created down a natural ravine, it stood
out like a sore green thumb when the mu-
seum first opened. But now, ten months later,

the $7 million dollar "display garden" is
planted with hundreds of plant varieties, al-
ways in flux, culminating in an amphitheater
of 460 floating azaleas.

Itrleier had envisioned an austere, neu-
tral background for the Decorative Arls Gal-
leries. Director Walsh preferred period decor
for the opulent furniture of Kings Louis XIV
Xl and XVl, so Thierry Despont designed bro-
cade backgrounds which seem too bright for
17th and 18th century France. ttrleier, in ret-
rospect, approves the period decision.

A native New Yorker, Richard lt/eier was
struck by the quality of California light. The
upper levels, reserved for paintings, are illu-
minated by filtered natural light. Louvered
skylights are programmed to follow the sun.
The lower levels showcase light-sensitive
works on paper, as well as the glass, ceramic,
and photography collections. Sculpture is

installed in the courtyards.
"ln America, the civic museum has be-

come the surrogate cathedral of our time,"
declares ti/eier. He sees the Research lnsti-
tute as the monastery continuing the image
of the Renaissance hilltown. The Getty
Center's role as cultural catalyst depends on
its acceptance locally by the multi-cultural
community as well as globally by international
art historians,

When the Northridge earthquake of 1994
revealed structural weakness (horizontal, not
vertical seismic movement was anticipated),
the Center's steel frames were retrofitted.
Meier then announced that "the rest of L.A.
may fall, but The Getty will stand." (Frank
Lloyd Wright made a similar prediction for his
lmperial Hotel in Tokyo, which was one of the
few buildings to survive the 1922 >1o7



great modern books
New! Pierre Koenig by James Steele...Pierre Koenig, the archi-
tect of some of Los Angeles' most admired houses, and a pio-
neer of what became known as the "Case Study House Pro-
gram" js one of the major figures of the modern movement in
America. His work provides an unparalleled look into the evolu-
tion of lvlodernism on the West Coast and the scope of its influ-
ence internationally. This monograph provides a complete study
of Koenig's architecture. The buildings are presented in three
thematic sections: The California Dream - Los Angeles in the
'I 950s, The Style that Nearly - The Case Study Houses, and Blue-
prints for lzlodern Living - the IV1OCA show and the Modernist
revival. Photographs taken by Julius Shulman, together with the
architect's original sketches and drawrngs, provide a compre-
hensive visual document of his architecture. 250 illustrations, 150
in color. 160 pgs. Hardcover $44.95 SALE PRICE S40.95

New! Julius Shulman: Architecture and its Photography ed-
ited by Peter Gossel...This autobiography and retrospective is a
vivid journey across six decades of great architecture and clas-
sic photography through the eyes of Julius Shulman. lncluded
are buildings by many famous architects, including Frank Lloyd
Wright, Richard Neutra, Rudolph Schindler, John Lautner, and
Charles Eames in rare and unseen photographs from Shulman's
private archives. 500 illustrations. 300 pgs. Hardcover $39.99
SALE PRICE S35,99

New! Fornasetti: Designerof Dreams by Patrick lvlauries...Piero
Fornasetti lived and worked in lv'lilan from 1935 until his death in
1 988. During his long career he established an enduring reputa-
tion as a designer with a style that was all his own - a style based
on illusionism, architectural perspectives, and a host of personal
leitmotifs - such as the sun, playing cards, fishes, and flowers -
from which he spun endless variations. This book covers
Fornasetti's entire career, from his beginnings at age 1 7 revolting
against his father's wishes to take drawing classes to his unex-
pected death in October of 1988. Included is a list of items de-
signed by Fornasetti, a chronology of his life, a listing of exhibi-
tions, a list of books and almanacs published by Fornasetti, and
the transcript of an interview with Fornasetti by Shara Wasserman.
600 illustrations, 1 16 in color. 288 pgs. Softcover $34.95 SA-E
PRICE 527,96

New in Paperback! Contemporary: Architecture and lnteri-
ors of the 1950s by Lesley Jackson...This book is the first to
provide a full definition and examination of the so-called "Con-
temporary" style that dominated architecture and design from
the late '40s through the '50s. Far more than a collection of nos-
talgia, this book provides a revealing survey of trends in taste
and interior design at the time of economic regeneration that
affected not only people's homes but their communities and their
public buildings as well, 140 color, 80 b&w illustrations. 240 pgs.
Softcover $34.95 SALE PRICE S27 36

The Work of Charles and Ray Eames (catalog to the currently
traveling exhibition).,.Ratherthan focus on the separate aspects
of their work, this book takes a multifaceted approach to the
careers of Charles and Ray Eames, examining their projects in
the contexts of science, corporate patronage, and politics, as
well as those of modern design, architecture, and art.lncluded rs
a photo essay of newly commissioned photographs of the
Eameses' furniture, furniture prototypes, and experimental pieces
included in the Vitra Design Niluseum Collection, 243 illustra-
tions,.l65 plates in full color. 205 pgs. Hardcover $49.50 SA-E
PRICE 539.6C

Chairman: Rolf Fehlbaum by Tibor Kalman..."ln the beginning
people spent their days walking upright and their nights lying
down. Eventually someone invented sitting. And chairs. Chairs
evolved...and multiplied. A million years (give or take) pass. A
boy named Rolf is born into a family in Basel that builds shops.
Their neighbors make cheese and chocolate. 1953: Rolf's fa-
ther, Wili Fehlbaum, goes to America and sees a chair that blows
his mind. lt is by Charles and Ray Eames." Thus begins Char

l*ix:*t*m"

the echoes bookstore

rnar, a poetic and true story about Swiss entrepreneur Rolf
Fehlbaum and his internationally-known furniture design com-
pany, Vitra. Acclaimed graphic designer Tibor Kalman tells the
story of chair design, from the invention of the chair to the succes
of Vitra, in a 600-page pictorial essay. A whimsical book, loaded
with color illustrations. 650 illustrations, 450 in color, 592 pgs,
Hardcover $35.00 SALE PR CE S28.00

Modern Chairs by Charlotte & Peter Fiell....This book showcases
over 1 00 of the most famous 20th century chairs, c. 1 885-1 992,
and includes essays on "the chair as a 20th century icon," "ar-
chitects and chair design," "modernism and chair design," "de-
sign influences and style types," and "the evolution of the mod-
ern chair." lncluded are designer biographies. Color illustrations.
160 pgs. Softcover $24.99 SALE PBICE S.l 9.Sg

Eames Design: The Work of The Office of Charles and Ray
Eames by John Neuhart, Marilyn Neuhart, and Ray Eames .,.This
is the first book to present the work of the extraordinary hus-
band-and-wife team whose creative imprint revolutionized the
look of post-war American society. Every project produced by
the Eameses and their office of top-flight deslgners from 1941 to
1978 is examined in considerable depth. A stunning assembly of
drawings, plans, models, period photographs, film clips, and
graphics. 3,504 illustrations,2,lOT io color. 464 pgs. Hardcover
$95.00 SALE PBICE 576,3C

Madeleine Vionnet by Betty Kirke...Madeleine Vionnet was the
greatest dressmaker in the world, Considered a genius for her
innovations with the bias cut - the most difficult and deslrable
cut in clothing - she has a fanatical following. Vionnet dressed
the movie stars of the 1 930s, invented new pattern-making tech-
niques, and eschewed corsets for her models in favor of more
fluid body shapes, Vionnet's dresses are virtually uncopiable and
today highly coveted by vintage clothing collectors, This book is
the definitive study on this astonishing woman and her work,
and the only English-language book on the subject available. 400
illustrations, 38 original dress patterns. 244 pgs. Hardcover
$1OO.OO SALE PR CE S8C,OC

Pop Art by Tilman Osterwold...Tilman Osterwold, the director
of the Wurttem-bergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart, provides a
detailed account of the styles, themes, and sources of Pop
Art, investigating its development in different countries and
providing biographies of its leading exponents. Hundreds of
color illustrations. 240 pgs. Softcover $19.99 SALE PRICE
Q1< oo

The Herman Miller Collection (1952) furniture designed by
George Nelson and Charles Eames, with occasional pieces
by lsamu Noguchi, Peter Hvidt and O.M. Nielsen, with a new
introduction by Ralph Caplan...The collection of furniture offered
through the 1952 Herman lvliller catalog has been highly sought
after as has the scarce catalog itself. The Herman Miller Com-
pany has endorsed the reprinting of this hard-to-find classic, once
again making available this essential reference. 124 pgs. lllus-
trated. Hardcover $39.50 S;-: -q'--= :ir 6Ll

The Herman Miller Collection 1955/1956 Catalog preface
by Leslie PiRa...This exact reprint of the profusely illustrated 1955/
56 Herman lvliller Collectjon catalog includes an introduction by
George Nelson, information on construction, materials, colors,
finishes, designer biographies, and an extensive original price
list. In addition to the complete, unaltered classic catalog, a pref-
ace and current value guide have been added by author Leslie
Pifra, Original catalog illustrations. 168 pgs. Hardcover 939.95
SALE PRICE $31,60

British Modern: Graphic Design Between the Wars by
Steven Heller and Louise Fili...The newest addition to their
series of Art Deco graphic design books, Brlfish l\,4odern is
the first to focus on Great Britain's contribution to the style.
Included are over 200 examples of classic Art Deco work from
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the '20s, '30s, and early '40s on RAF
posters, cigarette packages, greeting
cards, magazrne covers, and other me-
dium. 230 color illustrations. 132 pgs.
Softcover $18.95 SALE PBTCE 515.16

Midwinter Pottery: A Revolution in Brit-
ish Tableware by Steven Jenkins...'170
illustrations, 100 in color. 92 pgs.
Softcover $29,50 SALE PB CE $23.60

ABC of Design by Lynn Gordon..,26 two-
color illustrations. Format 5.5" x 5.5". 60
pgs. Hardcover $9.95 SALE PRICE S7.96

American Plastic: A Cultural History by
Jeffrey Meikle.,,70 illustrations, 15 in color.
403 pgs.Hardcover $49.95 SALE PRICE
$s9.s6

Art Deco Style by Bevis Hilier and
Stephen Escritt...190 illustrations, 140 in
color. 240 pages. Hardcover $59.95 SALE
PFTCE $47.96

Art and the Machine: An Account of ln-
dustrial Design in 20th CenturyAmerica
(1992 reprinting) by Sheldon Cheney and
IVlartha Cheney.,. 1 57 illustrations. 325
pages. Hardcover $49.95 SALE PRICE
$39.96

The Bicycle by Pryor Dodge..,238 illus-
trations, 178 in color.244 pages, Hard-
cover $50.00 SALE PBICE $40.00

Bicycles by Fermo Galbiati...142 pages.
Softcover $1 2.95 SALE PRICE $1 0,36

British Modern: Graphic Design Be-
tween the Wars by Steven Heller, Louise
Fi1i...230 color illustrations, .132 pages,
Softcover S'18.95 SA-E PFICF $15 '16

Character Trademarks by John lr/enden-
ha||...130 pages. Softcover $1 4.95 SALE
PRTCE S1 1.96

Deco Espana by Steven Heller and Louise
Fi|i,..150 full color illustrations, 132 pages,
Softcover $l7,95 SALE PRICE $'14 36

Alvar Aalto by Richard Weston...185
color, 110 black and white illustrations;
140 line drawings. 240 pgs. Softcover
$39.95 SALE PR|CE $31.S6

Arne Jacobsen: Architect and Designer
by Poul Erik Tojner and Kjeld Vindum.,.1 99
illustrations, 13 in color. 132 pgs. Soft-
cover $49.50. SALE PRICE $39.96

Deco Type: Stylish Alphabets of the 20s
& 30s by Steven Heller...132 pages.
Softcover $17.95 SAI f DB cE $1,1.36

Designing Modernity: The Arts of Re-
form & Persuasion 1885-1945.,.400
pages. Softcover $55.00 SALE PR CE
$48.00

Catalog from the "Edward Wormley:
The Other Face of Modernism" Exhi-
bition,,,B/W illustrations. 76 paqes.
Softcover $45.00 SALE PRICE S36.00

Do lt Yourself: Home Improvement in
2oth Century America by Carolyn
Goldstein...200 illustrations. 112 pages.

softcover $17.95 SALE PRICE $'14.36

Everyday Elegance: 1950s Plastics
''l 04

ARNE JACOBSEN

Design by Holly Wahlberg...250 color il-
lustrations. 1 1 2 pages. Softcover $1 9.95
SALE PRICE $15.96

German Modern by Steven Heller.,.132
pages. Softcover $16.95 SALE PRICE
$r 5.16

Going, Going, Gone: Vanishing Ameri-
cana by Susan Jonas and l\/arilyn
Nissenson...lllustrated. 1 92 pages.
Softcover $1 8.95 SALE PRICE $1 5.1 6

Hans J. Wegner: On Design by Jens
Bersen...227 illustrations, 59 in color.
Softcover $49.50 SALE PBICE $39.60

Hey Skinny: Great Advertisements from
the Golden Age of Comic Books by
lvliles Beller...95 pages. Softcover $9.95
SALE PRICE SB,40

Hi-Fi's & Hi-Balls: The Golden Age of
the American Bachelor by Steven
Guarnaccia and Robert Sloan...150 color
illustrations. 96 pages. Hardcover $1 2.95
SALE PRICE $10,36

Hitting the Road: The Art of the Ameri-
can Roadmap by Douglas A. Yorke, Jr.,
and John Margolies...231 full color illus-
trations. 132 pages. Softcover $18.95
SALE PRICE $15,16

Italian Art Deco: Graphic Design Be-
tween the Wars by Steven Heller and
Louise Fi1i...500 illustrations. 132 pages.
Softcover $14.95 SALE PR CE $] '1 .96

Jackets Required: An lllustrated History
of American Book Jacket Design, I 920-
1950 by Steven Heller, Seymour Chwast...
270 color illustrations. 144 pages.
Softcover $1 9.95 SALE PBICE $1 5.96

Japanese Modern: Graphic Design Be-
tween the Wars by James Fraser, Steven
Heller, and Seymour Chwast...232 color
illustrations. 1 32 pages. Softcover $1 6.95
SALE PRICE S13,56

Jukeboxes by lvlichael Adams, Jurgen
Lukas, and Thomas N/aschke...305 illus-
trations, 64 in color. 1 44 pages. Hardcover
$35.00 SALE PBLCE $28 OO

Letters from the Avant-Garde by E.

Lupton...l 20 color illustrations. .128

pages. Softcover $24.95 SALE PRICE
$19.96

Machine Art: Sixtieth Anniversary Edi-
tion N,4useum of lvlodern Art, Preface by
Philip Johnson,..122 black & white illus-
trations. 120 pages. Softcover $12.95
SALE PRICE $]0,36

Modernism: Modernist Design 1880-
1940 by Alastair Duncan...330 illustra-
tions, 250 in color. 256 pages. Hardcover
$59.50 SALE PRICE $47 60

Station to Station by Steven Paris-
sien.,,300 illustrations, 150 color. 240 pgs,
Hardcover $59.95 SALE PRICE $47.96

French Modern: Art Deco Graphic De-
sign by Steven Heller and Louise Fili... 1 75
color illustrations. 132 pgs. Softcover
$17.95. SALE PR|CE $14.36

Tuchman... 1 43 pages. Softcover $1 8.95
SALE PRICE $15.96

The Martini by Barnaby Conrad...132
pages. Softcover $24.95 SALE PRICE
$r 9.96

May I Take Your Order?: American
Menu Design 1920-1960 by Jim
Heimann.,,280 illustrations. 132 pages.
Softcover $1 8.95 SALE PRICE S1 5.1 6

Over My Dead Body: The Sensational
Age of the American Paperback 1 945-
1955 by Lee Server.,.lllustrated.'1 08
pages. Softcover $16.95 SALE PRICE
$1 3.56

San Francisco Modern byZahid Sardar...
204 pages. Hardcover $40.00 SALE
PRTCE $32.00

Shelf Space: Modern Package Design
1945-1965 by Jerry Jankowski...154 illus-
trations. 120 pages. Softcover $17.95
SALE PR]CE $14,36

The Sixties by Philip Wilson...288 pages.
Softcover $65.00 SALE PRICE S52.00

Snapshot Poetics: Allen Ginsberg's
Photographic Memoir of the Beat Era
by Allen Ginsberg...lllustrated. 96 pages.
Softcover $12.95 SAIE PRICE Sl 0.36

Streamline: American Art Deco Graphic
Design by Steven Heller and Louise
Fi1i...184 color illustrations. 132 pages.
Softcover $ 16.95 SALE PRICE $l 3,56

A Stiff Drink and a Close Shave: The
Lost Arts of Manliness by Robert Sloan
and Steve Guarnaccia..,l50 full color il-
lustrations. 96 pages, Hardcover $1 2.95
SALE PRICE $10,36

The Titanic Collection by Eric Sauder...
38 pages. Box with 1 I documents $24.95
SALE PRICE $19,96

Toy Bop: Kid Classics of the '50s and
'60s by Tom Frey...178 pages, Softcover
$34.35 SALE PR CE $3,1 .96

Vintage Volkswagens: Photography by
Flat 4 Prolect...lllustrated, 120 pages.
Softcover $14,95 SALE PRICE S1 1 .96

What a Character: 20th Century Ameri-
can Advertising lcons by Warren Dotz
and Jim lvlor1on...200 color illustrations.
132 pages. Softcover $]6.95 SAIE PRICE
s13.56

20th Century American Architecture: A
Traveler's Guide to 220 Key Buildings
by Sydney LeBlanc...220 black & white il-
lustrations. 256 pages. Softcover $19.95
SALE PR]CE $] 5,96

American Masterworks: The 20th Cen-
tury House by Kenneth Frampton...200
illustrations, '150 in color. 300 pages. Hard-
cover $65.00 SALE PRICE $52.00

Architecture in Detail: Town Hall,
Saynatsalo, 1951 Designed by Alvar
Aalto by Richard Weston.,.80 illustrations,
20 in color, 24 line drawings, 60 pages.
Softcover $29.95 SALE PBICE $23.96

Magnificent Obsessions by lVitch Architecture in Detail: Unite d'Habi-
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tation, Marseilles, 1945-52 Designed by
Le Corbusier by David Jenkins...80 illus-
trations, 20 in color, 24 line drawings. 60
pages. Softcover $29.95 SALE PRICE
s23.S6

Architecture in Detail: Villa Mairea De-
signed by Alvar Aalto by Richard
Weston...80 illustrations, 20 in color, 24
line drawings. 60 pages. Softcover $29.95
SALE PRICE 523.96

The Details of Frank Lloyd Wright The
California Work: 1909 to 1974 by Scott
Zimmerman...144 pages- Hardcover
$3O.OO SALE PRICE S28,OO

Early Modernism: Swiss and Austrian
Trademarks, 1920-1950 by John Men-
denhall...600 full color and b&w illustra-
tions. 132 pgs. Softcover $16.95 SALE
PRICE ST 3,56

Form Follows Finance: Skyscrapers
and Skylines in New York and Chicago
by Carol Willis...170 illustrations. 224
pages. Softcover $22.50 SALE PRICE
$r 8.oo

Le Corbusier: ldeas and Forms by Will-
iam JR Curtis...212 illustrations. 240
pages. Softcover $29.95 SALE PBICE
$23.96

Los Angeles Architecture by James
Steele.,.156 color illustrations. 232 pages.
Softcover $34.95 SALE PRICE S27.96

Lost Broadway Theatres by Nicholas van
Hoogstraten...333 black and white illus-
trations. 288 pages. Softcover $29.95
SALE PRICE S23,96

Miami Photographs by SantiVisalli, lntro-
ductjon by Beth Dunlop...165 color illus-
trations, 40 double spreads. 192 pages.
Softcover $25.00 SALE PRICE $20.00

The National Trust Guide to Art Deco
in America by David Gebhard...230 black
& white illustrations. 416 pages. Softcover
S19.95 SALE PR CE $15 6

New York's 50 Best Secret Architectural
Treasures by Eric Nash...127 pages.
Softcover $9.95 SALE PBICE 57.96

The New Spirit: Modern Architecture in
Vancouver, 1 938-1 963 by Rhodri Wind-
sor Liscombe...1 50 illustrations. 1 92
pages. Softcover $35.00 SAIE PR CE
$28.00

Northern Deco: Art Deco Architecture
in Montreal by Sandra Cohen-Rose...200
black and white illustrations. 176 pages.
Hardcover $49.95 SALE PBIC= S39 96

South Beach: America's Riviera by Bill
Wisser...1 32 color photographs. 1 28
pages. Softcover $21.95 SALE PRICE
bl/.f,b

Souvenier Buildings / Miniature Monu-
ments: From the Collection of Ace Ar-
chitects by Margaret Majua and David
Weingarten...l 00 photographs, 60 in full
color 1 28 pages. Hardcover $1 9.95 SALE
PRICE S15,16

tions. 352 pages. Hardcover S55.00 SALE
PRTCE $44.00

Usonia: Frank Lloyd Wright's Design for
America by Alvin Rosenbaum... lllustrated.
216 pages. Hardcover $29.95 SALE
PRICE S23,96

Close Cover Before Striking: The
Golden Age of Matchbook Art by H.
Thomas Steele, Jim Heimann, and Rod
Dyer...468 full color illustrations. 9" x 9"
format. Hardcover $27.50 SALE PBICE
s22.00

Cover Story: The Art of American
Magazine Covers 1 900-1 950 by Steven
Heller... 1 42 pages.Softcover $1 7.95 SALE
PF CE S15,16

Film Posters of the Russian Avant-
Garde by Susan Pack...250 color illustra-
tions. 320 pages. Hardcover $39.99 SALE
PBICE 531,99

New York Hot: Album GoverArt by Gra-
ham Marsh...1 12 pages. Softcover$24.95
SALE PRICE S1S,S6

The Sixties Art Scene in London by
David Mellor...200 illustrations, 100 in full
color. 240 pages. Softcover $35.00 SALE
PRrCE S28.00

Stenberg Brothers: Designing a Revo-
lution by Christopher Mount...70 illustra-
tions, 60 in color. 96 pages. Softcover
$19.95 SALE PRICE S15,96

Designed & Signed: 50s & 60s Glass
Ceramics & Enamel Wares by Leslie
Pina...587 pages. Hardcover$29.95 SALE
PRICE 323,96

Alvar Aalto and Aino as Glass Design-
ers by Satu Gronstrand...62 black and
white illustrations.l 14 pages. Softcover
$34.50 SALE PB|CE $27.60

Bauer: Classic American Pottery by
Mitch Tuchman...125 color and black &
white illustrations. 104 pages. Hardcover
$18.95 SAIE PB CE S15,]6

The Burning Now - Axel Salto '1889-

196't by Pierre Lubecker, Lars Dybdahl,
and Lisbeth Nielsen...50 illustrations, 20
in color. 78 pages. Softcover $1 9.50 SALE
PRICE S15,60

Circa Fifties Glass by Leslie Pina...477
pages. Softcover $42.95 SALE PFICE
s39.96

Collector's Encyclopedia of Galifornia
Pottery by Jack Chipman...300 color il-
lustratrons. 1 68 pages. Hardcover $24.95
SAIE PRICE S19,96

Collector's Encyclopedia of Sascha
Brastoff by Steve Conti, A. Dewayne
Bethany, and Bill Seay...300 color illustra-
tions, 320 pages. Hardcover $24.95 SALE
PBICE S19,96

Bill and Kathy Meehan...Hundreds of color
illustrations. 160 pages. Softcover $18.95
SALE PRICE $]5.16

Ettore Sottsass by Studio Sottsass...1 50
color illustrations. 156 pages. Hardcover
$85.00 SALE PRICE $68.00

Fiesta by Jeffrey Snyder...30O pages.
Softcover $24.95 SALE PRICE $19.96

Fostoria Designer George Sakier by
Leslie Pina...Hundreds of color illustra-
tions. 1 76 pages. Hardcover $29.95 SALE
PR]CE 323,96

Popular '50s and '60s Glass: Color
Along the River by Leslie Pina,..409 color
illustrations. 1 76 pages. Hardcover $29.95
SAIE PRICE S23.96

Red Wing Art Pottery by Ray
Reiss...1,200 illustrations, 800 in full color,
240 pages. Hardcover $50.00 SALE
PRICE S4O,OO

Redwing Dinnerware Price & ldentifica-
tion Guide by Ray Reiss...40 pages.
Softcover $1 2,95 SALE PRICE 51 0.36

Timo Sarpaneva: A Retrospective by
Janet Kardon, Ulf Hard af Segerstad,
David McFadden...60 illustrations, 29 in

color. 93 pages. Softcover $27.50 SALE
PB CE S22,OO

Art Deco Textile Designs by Tina Skin-
ner...317 color illustrations. 112 pages.
Softcover $19.95 SALE PRICE $15.96

Best Dressed: Fashion from the Birth
of Couture to Today by Dilys E. Blum and
H. Kristina Haugland...88 pages.
Softcover $35.00 SALE PRICE S28.00

Couture Fabrics of the '50s by Joy
Shih,..350 pages. Softcover $1 9.95 SALE
PRICE S15,96

Designer Fabrics of the Early '60s by
Tina Skinner...255 color illustrations. .112

pages. Softcover $19.95 SALE PRICE
s15.96

Eyewear: Gli Occhiali By Franca
Acercnza...122 full color illustrations. 144
pages. Softcover $12.95 SALE PBICE
S 1 0.36

Fabulous Fabrics of the '50s: And Other
Terrific Textiles of the '20s, '30s and
'40s by Gideon Bosker, Michele N/lancini,
and John Gramstad...170 full color illus-
trations. 120 pages, Softcover $18.95
SAIE PRICE 51 5,1 6

Fashion Sourcebooks: The 1950s by
John Peacock...310 duotone line draw-
ings. 64 pages. Softcover $10.95 SALE
PRICE 58,76

Fashions in the Groove,1960s by Joe
Polorak.,,440 color illustrations. 160
pages. Softcover $29.95 SALE PRICE
s23 96

Fit to be Tied: Vintage Ties of the 1 940s
and Early 1950s by Rod Dyer and Ron
Spark...600 illustrations, 500 in full color.
Hardcover $27.50 SALE PFICE $22.00

Forties Fabrics by Joy Shih...350 color

105

Collectible Glassware from the '40s,
'50s and '60s (fhird edition) by Gene
Florence...Full color illustrations. 224
pages. Hardcover S19.95 SALE PRiCE
s15 96

Twentieth Century Building Materials
Edited byThomas C. Jester,,.250 illustra- Collector's Guide to Lu-Ray Pastels by
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illustrations. 1 
'12 pages. Softcover $ 19.95

SALE PRICE S15,96

Groovy Kitchen Designs for Collectors
1935-1965 by Michael J. Goldberg...300
color illustrations. 160 pages. Softcover
$29.95 SALE PBICE S2s.96

lnspiring lnteriors: 1950s by C. Eugene
Moore...253 color illustrations. .160 pages.
Softcover $29.95 SALE PB CE S23.96

Lady Head Vases by Mary Zavada..,300
color illustrations. 112 pages. Softcover
$16.95 sArE PRICE 513 56

The Legend of the Lighter by A.tvl.W van
Weert...'150 full color illustrations. 192
pages. Hardcover $45.00 SALE PBICE
$36.00

Machine Age to Jet Age: Radiomania's
Guide to Tabletop Radios 1 933-1 959 by
Mark Stein..1 ,400 illustrations. 250 pages.
Softcover $24.95 SAL .tr PFLCE $1!l 90

Philco Radio: 1 928-1942 by Ron Ramirez
with Michael Prosise,..464 color illustra-
tions, 87 black & white illustrations, 277
line drawings, 160 pages. Softcover
$29.95 sAl-E PRICE $23 96

Teriffic Tablecloths from the'40s &'50s
by Loretta Smith Fehling...421 color illus-
trations. 160 pages. Softcover $29.95
SALE PB CE S23,96

Turned On: Decorative Lamps of the
'50s by Leland Payton. 96 pages. Hard-
cover $21.95 SALE PR CE $1 7.50

Vintage Bar Ware by Stephen Visakay...
238 pages, Hardcover $24.95 SALE
PBICE $1S,96

The Zenith Trans-Oceanic, The Royalty
of Radios by John H. Bryant and Harold
N. Cones...180 color and black & white
illustrations. 1 28 pages. Softcover $24.95
SALE PR]CE S.19,96

Bakelite Jewelry: A Collector's Guide by
Tony Grasso...Profusely illustrated with
color images. 128 pages. Hardcover
$12.98 SALE PR CE S10,38

The Best of Bakelite: And Other Plas-
tic Jewelry by Dee Battle and Alayne
Lesser...1 50 color illustrations. 1 60 pages.
Hardcover $39,95 SALE PB CE 531.96

Eisenstaedt on Eisenstaedt...Over 1 00

duotones. 120 pages. Hardcover $35.00
SALE PRICE $28,00

European Designer Jewelry by Ginger
Moro...7O7 color and black & white illus-
trations. 304 pages. Hardcover $79.95
SALE PRICE $63.96

Forties and Fifties Popular Jewelry by
Roseann Ettinger...510 color illustrations.
1 60 pages. Softcover $29.95 SALE PR CE
s23.96

Georg Jensen: A Tradition of Splendid
Silver by Janet Drucker...737 color illus-
trations. 312 pages. Hardcover $79.95
SALE PFICE $63,96

Kenneth Jay Lane: Faking lt by Kenneth
Jay Lane and Harrice Simons Miller, Fore-
word by Suzy...145 illustrations, 85 in full
color. 160 pages. Hardcover $35,00
SALE PRICE S28.OO

Mexican Silver: 20th Century Hand-
wrought Jewelry and Metalwork by
Penny Chittim Morrill, Carole A. Berk.,,440
illustrations,405 in color, 272 pages. Hard-
cover $59,95 SAIE PBICE S39.95

Plastic Jewelry by Nancy Schiffer.,.288
pages. Softcover $12.95 SALE PRICE
5tt9b

Popular Jewelry of the '60s, '70s, and
'80s by Roseann Ettinger...660 color illus-
trations. 192 pages, Softcover S29.95
SALE PRICE $23.96

Shop NY Jewelry byAndrea Dinoto...238
pages. Softcover $14.95 SALE PBICE
s12.76

America At Home: A Celebration of
Twentieth-Century Housewares by
Victoria Matranga...208 pages, full color
illustrations. Hardcover $44.95 SAtE
PRICE S35,96

American Jukebox: The Glassic Years
by Vincent Lynch...1 1 1 pages. Softcover
s15.95 SALE PBrCE $13.s6

Art Deco lnteriors: Decoration and De-
sign Classics of the 1920s and 1930s
by Patricia Bayer...30O illustrations. 224
pages. Softcover $27,50 SALE PRICE
s22.00

Commercial Perfume Bottles by
Jacqueline Jones-North,..256 pages.
Hardcover $69-95 SALE PRICE $55.96

Collectible Plastic: Kitchenware & Din-
nerware 1935-65 by Michael Goldberg...
428 pages. Hardcover $26,95 SALE
PBICE S23,96

Herman Miller lnterior Views by Leslie
Pina...lllustrated. 224 pages. Hardcover
$49,95 SALE PRICE $39,36

Lamps of the '50s and '60s by Jan
Lindenberger...2Sl illustrations. 144 pgs.
Softcover $1 6.95 SALE PBICE $l 3.56

Mid-Century Modern: Furniture of the
1950s by Cara Greenberg,.,225 illustra-
tions, 125 in color. 176 pages. Softcover
$22.50 SALE PRTCE S18.00

Modern Furniture Designs, 1 950-1 980:
An lnternational Review of Modern Fur-
niture by Klaus-Jurgen Sembach,
editor.,.Over 500 black & white illustra-
tions. 320 pages. Hardcover $59.95 SALE
PB CE S47,96

Modern Furniture in Canada, 1920 to
1 970 by Virginia Wright...200 black & white
illustrations. 208 pages. Softcover $39.95
SALE PFICE S3],60

Sourcebook of Modern Furniture, 2nd
Edition by Jerryll Habegger and Joseph
Osman...1,200 illustrations. 576 pages.
Hardcover $75.00 SALE PB CE $60.00

Twentieth Century Furniture Design by

...Hundreds of color illustrations. .l 
12

pages. Softcover $19.95 SALE PRICE
$15.96

Hawaiian Shirt Designs by Nancy N.
Schiffer..,760 color illustrations. 176
pages. Hardcover $39.95 SALE PRICE
$31.96

Heavenly Soles: Extraordinary Twenti-
eth Century Shoes by MaryTrasko.,. 163
illustrations, 125 in full color. 132 pages.
Softcover $19.95 SALE PRICE S'1 5.96

lnstant Expert: Vintage Fashion and
Fabrics by Pamela Smith...lllustrated. for-
mat 4" x 8.5'. 153 pages. Softcover
$12.00 SALE PRICE 59,60

The Rich Designs of Clarice Cliff by Ri-
chard Green...231 pages. Hardcover
$g5,OO SALE PBICF $76,00

Tomorrow's Heirlooms: Women's Fash-
ions of the '60s and '70s by Trina
Robbins...396 color illustrations, 1 60
pages. Softcover $29.95 SALE PRICE
s23 96

The Watch of the Future by Rene
Rondeau...1 68 pages. Softcover $29.95
SALE PRICE S23.96

Furniture Designed by Architects by
Marian Page...224 pages. Softcover
S24.95 SALE PRICE S19,96

Gerritt Rietveld by M. Kuper and l. van
Z\1...720 illustrations, 400 in color. Hard-
cover $50.00 SAIE PBICE S43.00

George Nelson: The Design of Modern
Design by Stanley Abercrombie.,. 170 il-
lustratjons, 58 in full color, 384 pages.
Hardcover $57.50 SALE PR CE 346.00

Herman Miller 1939 Catalog: Gilbert
Rohde Modern Designs Preface by
Leslie Pina...lllustrated, 112 pages. Hard-
cover $39.95 SALE PR CE S3l.60

Art Deco Furniture: The French Design-
ers by Alastair Duncan...376 illustrations,
80 in color. Softcover $27.50 SALE PB CE
s22.00

Fifties Furniture by Leslie Pina...426 color
and black & white illustrations. 256 pages.
Hardcover $39.95 SALE PBICE $31.96

Coffeemakers by Ambrogio Fumagalli.,.
141 pgs, Softcover SALE PB CE S10.36

Sembach...256
SALE PRICE $]

pages. Softcover $24.99
9.99

Collectors Guide to Toasters and Ac-
cessories by Helen Greguire... 1 60 pages.
Softcover $1 9.95 SALE PBICE Sl 5.96

Commercial Fragrance Bottles by
Joanne Dubbs...256 pages. Hardcover
$79.95 SALE PRICE s63.96

Fabulous Fifties: Designs for Modern
Living by Sheila Steinberg, Kate Dooner...
77O color illustrations. 224 pages. Hard-
cover $55.95 SALE PBICE S44.76

Genuine Plastic Radios of the Mid-Cen-
tury by Ken Jupp and Leslie Pina...439
color illustrations. 208 pages. Hardcover
s39.95 SALE PR|CE $31.96

Fun Fabrics of the '50s by Joy Shih...300
color illustrations. 1.12 pages. Softcover
$19.95 SALE PRTCE S 1 5.96

Funky Fabrics of the '60s by Joy Shih

Please mail to:
Deco Echoes Inc.
PO Box 155, Cummaquid, MA 02637

Credit card orders can be phoned in to:
508 362-3822, or faxed to 508 362-6670

n My check payable to Deco Echoes isv enclosed (U.S. funds only, no COD'S)

O Please charge my Visa, MC, Disc, Amex

ACCOUNT NUIVlBEB

Books in stock ship immediately, others
EXP RATION DATE SIGT]ATURTOF CARDHOIDER

allow 2-4 weeks. Call for availabil

NAI\4E

ADDBESS

modern books
ORDER FORM

Order Subtotal

5o/o tax 1un residents onty)

Shipping ($4 lirst book, $1 each addirionar)
(Canadian/Foreign orders call for shipping charges)

Order Total Enclosed

QUANTITY BOOK TITLE PRICE EACH TOTAL

OI I Y/S IA I UZIP



Architecture
(continued from page 102) quake.) Art lovers who
have sensed The Getty's enormous possibili-
ties pray that Richard Meier's assessment of
the future of his billion dollar "Beacon of Cul-
ture" is correct. r

- Ginger l/loro is the author of European Designer
Jewelry and a frequent contributor to Echoes.

Modernism, eh?
(cont nued from page 22) bandwagon by creat-
ing a series of stamps commemorating the
50th anniversary of the Refus Global mani-
festo, issued in 1949 by seven major Que-
bec artists. Les Automatistes, as they were
called, included noted artists Jean-Paul
Riopelle, Fernand Leduc, and Paul-Emile
Borduas. The group fought in favor of mod-
ernism, abstract painting, and liberation of the
mind through art. Their paintings from the late
forties are immortalized on these stamps.

The Design Exchange (DX) recently
hosted an exhibition commemorating the
1 00th anniversary of the first Christmas stamp
in the world (it was Canadian). The display
included the original 1898 stamp, and all
Canada Post's designs for Christmas stamps
in the ensuing years, including "error" stamps.

The DX also hosted the 30th anniversary
party of local manufacturer Nienkamper,
which included a retrospective exhibition. ln
the company's early days, Swiss designer
Roberl Haussmann provided some of the
designs, Later, the firm manufactured furni-
ture for the Canadian market under license
to Knoll and DeSede. More recently, owner
Klaus Nienkamper has commissioned de-
signs from Canadians such as architect
Arthur Erickson, and designers Tom Deacon,
George Yabu, Glenn Pushelberg, and the late
Thomas Lamb. The UNESCO chair, designed
in I950 by Haussmann for the charity's Paris
headquarters, is being re-introduced as parl
of the anniversary celebrations. r

- Cora Golden is happy to try to answer your ques-
tions and share your interest in post-war Cana-
dian design. She may be contacted by calling (905)
649-1731, or by fax at (905) 649-3650.

Echoes Abroad
(continued from page 24) unusual lots of the sale
- two six-person white metal canteens, vari-
ous covered pots and dishes, all designed
for and used in the Parco dei Principi Hotel in
Rome, 1965, which sold in four lots for a to-
tal of e3,000.

Italian design was again the source of
many of the other strong prices realized at
the sale, including a very large green formica
cabinet, designed in 1968 for exhibition at
the National ltz'luseum of Stockholm, which
sold for t7,500. A 1974 Flying Carpet chair
by Sottsass sold mid-estimate at e4,000, and
a1971 Harlow dining set, again designed by

Sottsass, sold in two lots for a total of e5,200.
Italian glass, however, proved to be one of
the more difficult areas of the sale, with a great
deal of items failing to reach their reserves.
One exception to this was a scarce cased
glass dish, of organic outline, designed by
Carlo Scarpa for Venini in 1940, which sold
above estimate at e2,800.

Scandinavian glass, by contrast, did at-
tract solid interest, with three-quarters of the
lots offered selling within or above estimate,
most notably a very fine large example of
Timo Sarpaneva'sOrchidvase of 1954, which
realized t2,4OO against an estimate of
e 1 ,500-2,000. The Scandinavian furniture
offered sold predominantly around the low
estimate, with particular interest in the furni-
ture of Poul Kjaerholm and Hans Wegner, with
an attractive example of a 1950 Flaglinestolen
chair realizing e 1 ,300. lnterest in Scandina-
vian furniture was not, however, all-encom-
passing, and two scarce rosewood Chrna
chairs designed in 1944 by Wegner surprised
by failing to find buyers at Cl ,000 apiece.

By the standards of earlier sales, the bid-
ding in this sale was far more specific than
had been previously experienced. This is due
to the increasing selectivity on the part of
buyers - items that required attention, either
in terms of re-foaming or reupholstery, were
generally passed by. ltems that were signifi-
cant designs but generally impractical, such
as several electrical items and some plastic
1960s furniture, suffered similarly. The em-
phasis in this sale was on superior design/
historical relevance and ready-to-use domes-
tic practicality.

Timed to coincide with the London De-
sign lVluseum's hosting of the travelling exhi-
bition on the work of Charles and Ray Eames,
Bonhams held a sale dedicated to Eames
design on November 11th. This 103-lot sale
included a representative selection of ply-
wood furniture - including a range of LCW
lounge chairs illustrating the various detail
differences, from a long-leg prototype to the
later Herman Miller production examples. The
sale included a number of pieces that are
rarely seen in the UK, including two fine ESU
cabinets and two 1945 textiles designed by
Ray. This sale will be reviewed in a subse-
quent report,

Specialized sales such as this, and the
Christie's sales of ltalian Design and The
Chair, are the most substantial contributions
to the development of the market. Further
specialized sales are planned for 1999, in-
cluding sales of Modernism 1915-1955, ltal-
ian Design, Scandinavian Design, and a fur-
ther collection of lmportant 19th and 20th
Century Chairs at Christie's. Bonhams will be
planning further specialized sales, to be an-
nounced in the coming months. r

- Simon Andrews is the head of the Modern De-
sign department at Christie's South Kensington.

Fashion Focus: Claire McCardell
(continued from page 33) have the kind of inter-
nal structure that most bathing suits had. lt
was a little piece of jersey, and it would wrap
and tie and there you were.

And women liked this? There were enough
adventurous women comfortable enough
with their own bodies to do that sort of
thing?

VS Yes. Young women felt that McCardell
was their designer. Other designers designed
for their mothers, but this was someone who
designed for them.

A recent exhibition cataloguel says that
McCardell sought a "denial of the 'pretty'."
Do you agree?

VS I think actually many of McCardell's
clothes are very pretty, but she didn't see why
women's clothes had to be delicate. She
didn't see why they couldn't be functional and
tough, and yet at the same time, in her words,
feminine.

She tended to avoid the adornments that
were being put on other clothing in the pe-
riod - so what was pretty about her
clothes?

VS I think her clothes are pretty because
they are intelligent and they let the body
move. At the time, Harpers Bazaarsaid her
clothes were "right, ready, and revolutionary"
for every woman in America, that they had
something of the frugality, the toughness of
pioneer clothes, and the functionalism of a
workman's clothes.

You mention revolution....The political and
social revolution gave rise to modernism,
and vice versa. Was McCardell aware of
social politics during her early career?

VS lt's not clear to me that she was a par-
ticularly political person. When Harperb Ba-
zaar described her clothes as "right, ready,
and revolutionary" - this was about a red suit
- I myself feel that there was an almost un-
conscious awareness that her clothes were
revolutionary, that they were for the modern
woman.

It's easy to assume that McCardell's
clothes were an answer to Dior's New
Look after the war, but in fact she had
begun producing these revolutionary de-
signs in the early '40s. Who were her de-
signs influenced by, if anyone?

VS Pimarily by Madeleine Vionnet, who was
a French couturiere of the 1920s and '30s,
who also was very much opposed to clothes
that were constricting or costumy. And > i 08
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Fashion Focus: Claire Mc0ardell
(contnued from page 107) N/Ccardell acquired
Vionnet clothes and literally dissected them
to try to find out how you could achieve this
look and this freedom without recourse to
haute-couture methods and materials.

ln the 1930s Sonia Delaunay predicted
that fashion would "democratize itself."
Do you think it has?

VS I think to a considerable extent it has. ln
the past you could tell much more clearly a
person's class background and status in so-
ciety by their clothes. And with the rise of
sportswear and the mass-production ideal of
clothing, this had become much more
blurred. And McCardell was really instrumen-
tal in this. ln many ways I think you couldn't
imagine the success of American designers
like Calvin Klein or Donna Karan had there
not first been a Claire l\zlcCardell to promote
this ideal of active, democratic clothing.

Do Calvin Klein and Donna Karan show
the spirit of Claire McCardell today, or is
there someone who is really doing much
the same thing for our age?

VS Personally I think that there are a num-
ber of young designers without that kind of
name recognition who also draw on her work.
ln particular l'm thinking of lsabel Toledo and
also of Yeohlee [teng], who was born in Ma-
laysia and designs in America. Like McCar-
dell, Yeohlee is very interested in new mate-
rials and making clothes that are functional. I

know she's experimenting now with a kind of
Teflon-covered material that looks and feels
like ordinary clothing, but stains just roll off it.
And that's very much in line with McCardell's
interest in modern fabric.

What do you consider to be McCardell's
greatest development in womenswear?

VS The idea of good clothes for everyone. I

think uitimately that's what it was really about.
Other designers, even great American de-
signers, were still working in the couture tra-
dition. And lt/lcCardell conceived of it com-
pletely differently. The clothes look fairly
simple now, and you could mass-produce
them - but they weren't simple to design. A
lot of intelligence went into creating clothes
that could be mass-produced for women. r
. Valerie Stee/e is Chief Curator at the [vluseum at
the Fashion lnstitute of Technology in New York.

She recently co-curated "Claire McCardell and the
American Look," on view at the museum from
October 27-January 9, 1999.

endnotes
'I . Fashion lnstitute of Technology. Three Women.'
Made/iene Vionnet, C/aire A.1cCarde/l and Rei Kawakubo.
Exhibition catalogue (New York 1987).

On View
(continued from page 41) - architectural draw-
ings, historical and contemporary photo-
graphs, exposition souvenirs, and books -

related to domestic, commercial, and cinema
design, and design for leisure, public educa-
tion, and transportation. Also highlighted are
the considerable stock of Art Deco structures,
both grand and mundane, in the Pittsburgh
region. For further information call (41 2) 622 -

3131.

Forging a New Century
The Denver Art Nrluseum is presenting the
second of three exhibitions drawn from the
extensive modernist design collection of the
Norwest Corporation in ltzl in neapolis. " Forg-
ing a New Century: Ivlodern lVetalwork from
the Norwest Collection, 1890-1940" is on
view through August 8, 1999 in the museum's
Architecture, Design & Graphics Galleries.

The Noruuest metalwork collection is one
of the most extensive and superlative hold-
ings in the United States. lt features some of
the most important American and European
designers of the 20th century including Frank
Lloyd Wright, Henry van de Velde, Josef
Hoffmann, Peter Behrens, and others. Nearly
50 beautiful objects in the exhibition - each
designed to be used and enjoyed - reveal
versatility and innovation in artistic style as
well as in medium. The materials featured
range from gold, silver, brass, and copper to
chrome-plated steel. The diverse forms in-
clude elegant examples of coffee and tea
services, candelabras, a caviar server, de-
canters, bowls, and other serving pieces.
lVany objects were created as one-of-a-kind
works, others as limited editions, while still
others were mass-produced.

The exhibition was organized by R. Craig
Miller, Curator of Architecture, Design &
Graphics at the Denver Art Museum, together
with David Ryan, Curator of Collections,
Norwest Corporation, Itil inneapolis. The f irst
presentation at the I\4useum from the
Norwest Collection was a poster show de-
picting the finest in early 20th century graphic
design, and the series will close with a stun-
ning display of works in glass and ceramics
in 1999. For further information call (303) 640-
4433.

Louise Nevelson: Structures Evolving
Louise Nevelson (1 899-1988), recognized as
one of America's premier sculptors, will be
the subject of an upcoming exhibition at the
Portland N/luseum of Art from January 21 ,

1999 through March 21, 1999. The exhibi-
tion will examine Nevelson s use of a wide
range of media in both sculpture and works
on paper.

Louise Nevelson was not only a pioneer
in creating sculptural environments out of
ordinary materials, but she also viewed her
sculpture as a work in progress; an opportu-

nity to transform one work into another.
"Structures Evolving" will explore the under-
lying theme of Nevelson's experimentation
with various media and highlight her practice
of recycling components of existing works to
create new ones.

Twenty-nine sculptures and '1 3 works on
paper will be featured in the exhibition, in-
cluding a number of Nevelson's signature
wood sculptures, created out of discarded,
fragmented wood shapes. The artist, who
variously referred to herself as an "architect
of shadow" and an "architect of light," cre-
ated works as diverse as Dawn's Wedding
Chapell (1959) - an airy cathedral-like as-
semblage of white painted wood that radi-
ates spirituality and virtue - Io Black Chord
(1964) - a square and severe sculpture of
black painted wood defined by its repeated
motif of stern, authoritative vertical elements.

Although she gained the widest renown
from her wood works, Nevelson also em-
ployed various other materials in both her
sculptures and her works on paper, includ-
ing: lllumination Dark (1 961), a bronze sculp-
lure; Atmosphere and Environment Vll (1 966),
a Plexiglas structure; The Great Wall (1970),
a lead relief mounted on paper; and a num-
ber of other innovative works in lithograph
and paper collage.

The exhibition was organized by the
Whitney Nrluseum of American Art in New York
with supplemental works from the Portland
Ituluseum of Art's permanent collection. A bro-
chure will accompany the exhibition. For fur-
ther information call (207) 773-ARTS. r

A Piece On Glass
(cont nued from page 43) most were of animals
and aquatic subjects.

Lindstrand left Orrefors in 1940 to work
for the ceramics company Uppsala-Ekeby,
but the medium of glass beckoned him back.
He returned in 1950 to Sweden's other glass
house - Kosta. Kosta was a company with a
rich heritage. Founded in 1742, it was known
as a glassmaker of utilitarian objects, espe-
cially stemware. ln the 1920s and '30s, they
followed the lead of Orrefors in designing
etched clear glass vases; however, here the
work was not as detailed or as creative as at
Orrefors. The company was also experienc-
ing major labor troubles, and at one time in
the mid-l930s the labor disputes actually led
to the dismissal of one half of the work force.

Kosta had tried to be creative, hiring free-
lancer Tyra Lundgren to design glass. Tyra
had just finished a stint at Venini, and she
produced some vases for Kosta, but her work
was soon forgotten. The company, which had
lost its export business, limped through the
war producing glass for domestic consump-
tion. ln 1950 Lindstrand was hired to revital-
ize the glassworks.

Lindstrand brought to Kosta a new vo-
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cabulary of glass. Yes, he continued the tra-
ditional etched glass, the glass the company
had existed on for years (His most recogniz-
able etched glass design of this period was
Fishing Net, c.1951 . This vase had a finely-
etched woman with a basket on her head
surrounded by fishing nets on poles.), but he
also brought innovation and design into the
house with new techniques.

More importantly, Lindstrand created
two series in the early 1950s at Kosta, pieces
that were precursors of the studio glass
movement. The first series was based on
trees, the best-known designs being Irees
in Fog and Autumn, Autumn depicted trees
whose branches were devoid of leaves. The
leaves, different colored disks of glass, are
seen floating or in piles on the ground. Each
leaf is a distinctly colored piece of glass em-
bedded within the vase walls. The resulting
elongated paperweight vase was simple in
design and appearance but extremely com-
plicated to manufacture. His Trees in Fog
depicted tree trunks that were immersed in a
cloud of semi-translucent white glass. lt was
also executed in a paperweight technique.
There was a third vase in the series, Winter,
but it is much rarer. lt depicted tree trunks
coated with snow.

The second series he designed at this
time was his Abstracte series. For the first
time in several years, Sweden threw away its
traditional heavy-walled glass in cylindrical
shapes for a vase that was shaped in an elon-
gated sculptural form. To the clear glass
Lindstrand added a design reminiscent of the
work of Jackson Pollack of green, white, and
aubergine lines. Both the chosen color com-
bination and the shapes have become syn-
onymous with the 1950s. The design was so
popular that he expanded the concept to in-
clude candlesticks, dishes, and bowls.

Lindstrand also developed a new look
for the etched glass which was the staple of
Kosta's business, He threw away the stan-
dard vase form and replaced it with sculp-
tural blocks of glass with etched designs on
one or more walls. This work is most likely a
precursor to the work done in the 1960s at
Steuben. Examples of this series were pro-
duced into the early 1990s and retailed for
sums in the thousands.

ln 1973 Lindstrand stepped down as
artistic director of Kosta. He died in 1983,
How popular were the glass designs pro-
duced at Kosta? How well were they known
throughout the world? lt is interesting to note
that "for quite a long time, exports remained
surprisingly small - at the beginning of the
sixties they amounted to only ten percent of
overall sales."2

Fortunately, most of the glass produced
at Kosta and Orrefors was signed and num-
bered, with the numbering system corre-
sponding to the year of manufacture. With
the assistance of charts available in > r 1O
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A Piece On Glass
(contrnued from page 109) the major books on
Orrefors and Kosta collectors can "translate"
the numbers and determine the age and de-
signer of their pieces. r

All photographs for this feature provided courtesy
of Gansevoort Gallery of New York City.

- Howard Lockwood teaches "Glass Between the
Wars," "Fifties Glass," and "Art Glass from 1BB0-
1960" in the Appraisal Studles Program at New
York University and is Publisher and Editorin-Chief
of Vetri: ltalian Glass News, a quarterly newsletter
specializing in ltalian glass of the 20th century.

endnotes
'1 . lr,4odern Swedish Decorative An, p.22

2. Kosta 250, p. 35.

Auction Highlights
(conttnued from page 47) presale estimates. One
such example is an early 1950s black silk
taffeta cocktail dress which brought $4,312.
A Yves Saint Laurent for Christian Dior Bubble
skirt cocKail dress also exceeded expecta-
tions selling for $4,370. The signature styles
of Fortuny, Yves Saint Laurent, and Valentino,
among others, were also favorably received.

Accessories in the categories of costume
jewelry handbags, shoes, scarves, and lug-
gage all enticed anxious bidders. Classic lug-
gage by Louis Vuitton strongly appealed to
the auction's audience, which resulted in pre-
mium prices; one example being a wardrobe
trunk, c.1928, which sold for more than
double its high estimate at $3,737. Premium
prices attained for fine handbags by various
makers is evidence of the ever increasing
popular appeal of this category. Among the
most prized was an Hermds black crocodile
Kelly bag, which sold for an astonishing
$7,475. Also from Hermds, a deluxe ma-
hogany ostrich Kelly bag and a forest green

call Kelly bag reached well above expecta-
tions. Another price was the $4,025 achieved
for the Walborg black Poodle Purse, c.1950.
Fine examples from many other renowned
makers such as Judith Leiber, Chanel, and
Gucci also highlighted the sale.

Copake Classic Bicycle Auction
On April 10, 1999 Copake Auction lnc. will
conduct its Eighth Annual "Bicycles 1850-
1950" auction. The Copake auction is con-
sidered one of the main events of the entire
year in the bicycle world. Highlighting the sale
is the collection of long-time wheelman Jesse
Sarafin. The top lot from Sarafin's collection
is considered by auctioneer lVichael Fallon
to be the "Holy Grail" of American bicycles,
the White Flyer. Only one other example of
this bicycle is known to exist. The presale es-
timate for the White Flyeris $25,000-35,000.
Catalogs for the sale will be available in March
for $20. For further information call (518) 329-
1142 or visit their web site at www.copake
auction.com. !
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modern classifieds
Selling: George Nelson high back
Coconut chair (1958) only one pro-
duced (blue leather, fiberglass, and
chrome) excellent condition $38,500.
VG. Matheus (419) 289-1866.

Selling: Warren McArthur cata-
logue reprint, ca. 1930, 70 full page
photos, $35+postage/sales tax. To
order Call (7O3) 549-4672 or
Fax (703) 549-4733. Also: We are
actively buying vintage Warren
McArthur. Call us today!

Selling: Mid-century modern metal
drawer pulls in original packaging
from Washington Hardware Co. Vari-
ous period finishes in convex organic
shapes, very stylish. 20 varieties in
large volume. Pricing varies per size
of order. Very reasonable for produc-
tion needs or restoration, etc... Call
(949) 494-81 84.

Selling: '50s Flatware sets: Jensen's
Blue S h ark, Quistgaard's Variatio n,4 -

pieces of Armstrom's Focus, (rare)
Ponti, Jetline, Obelisk...Gale (212)
534-1 885

Selling: Custom Furniture - Contem-
porary, antique reproductions, origi-
nal designs. Austin Woods, 1122
Leopard St., PO. Box 18865, Cor-
pus Christi, TX 78480.

Selling: Old butterscotch Catalin
handles with hardware, $12 each
plus shipping ($3 per order). Raskin,
5120 Wilson Lane, Bethesda, MD
20814, (301) 986-4528.

Selling: Original St. Charles Classic
Kitchen (intact). Great condition, steel
cabinets. 40 linear feet. Victoria (202)
518-2324.

Selling: The best of 20th century art-
ists: Lino Tagliapietra, Bertil Vallien,
Axel Salto, Berndt Friberg, Gunnar
Nyland, Carl Stalhane. (410) 643-
5218.

Selling: Quilt $750. 4 patch, full, re-
versible, pink, rose, burgundy, navy,
green, purple, 2 matching shams,
handmade, signed by quilter. Piecek,
W. Virginia (650) 592-8390.

Selling: Heywood Wakefield - All
pieces refinished in champagne. Ex-
tension Table #C3361c $400, 4
Chairs #C3536A $500, Extension
Table #M169G $500. Call (508) 457-
7122.

Selfing: Egg Chat, needs reuphol-
stery Best Offer. Fax to: (718) 583-
O2O1 , Attn: lVlanuel Da Mota.

Selling: Paul McCobb desk from
Planner Group Series. Call Marcells
(734) 761-1043, Ann Arbor, Ml.

Selling: Twilight Lamp & Shade. Fin-
est fiberglass shades & lamps. Hand
-made fiberglass (not dyed). Whole-
sale, retail, custom, any color. Free
brochure: (760) 943-7689.

Selling: "LANDMARK PEPPERMTLL'
First edition: Ihe Seatt/e Space
Need/e [M) Exclusive License. An
icon to mid-century deslgn. Quality
mechanism. Superior workmanship.
Natural oak with clear lacquer finish.
Measure 12" high x 4.5" diameter.
Designed by Victoria Pardee. E-mail:
Say-le-vi@uno.com. Tel: (2OO) 322-
6519. Please tax@25)747-0867 tor
ordering/information/photos, c/o Par
Dee Sales, lnc. 1800-132nd Pl., S.E.,
Bellevue, WA 98005.

Selling: Scandinavian ceramics and
glass. Gustavsberg, Rorskand, Tobo,
Gefle, Kosta, Orrefors. Artists include
Friberg, Lindberg, Kage, Slato,
Nylund, Stalhane, Lindstrand, Palm-
qvist. Ken (21 2) 982-7047.

Selling: Blenko and Scandinavian
glass. (559) 642-3084 or cmather@
sierranet.net

Selling: BAKELITE 1939 N.Y.
WORLDS FAIR PENCIL SHARP.
ENER featuring the Trylon &
Perisphere. Gold with black base. 4"
high. Excellent condition. $200 or
BO. (330) 759-7739 or kathycw@
juno.com.

Selling: Large Holmegaard Bowl,
Hans Wegner Chairs (4), Warren
McArthur chairs (4), P.E.L. ring
shaped cocktail cart. Phone Bob
(250) 385-6e60.

Selling: Heywood Wakefield, Russel
Wright, Starburst, Raymor Roseville,
Tamac, Chase. Kay (501)321-147a,
or Jennifer (501) 753-0379.

Selling: Arne Jacobson Egg Chan
(tilt) & Ottoman. Late '60's tan leather,
beautiful patina. Hans Wegner
Getama Day Bed, 1960 with swing
back teak & original green fabric. Call
(914) 428-2273.

Selling: Herman Miller Summer Pic-
nic Posters - Steve Frykholm de-
signs, perfect mint condition. Aug.
'70, '71, ',72,',73, ',74, ',75, ',76, '.77

and Jul '78. $175 each or $1500 for
the set (9). Shipping collect. R.
Neagle, via Santa Croce 82, 55100
Lucca, ltaly.

Selling: Zeiselseibelwright, Frankl-
mies, Bianconipoli, Belgeddesloewy-
guild, Saarinenatinkinson, Piretti-
teague, Breuernelson, McOobb-
lalique, Veninidecorchement, Wir-
rakalanylundZuberdaum, Colotte-
colluratiffany, Amourjensen! RONN
IVES, FUTURES Antiques, (7 57) 624-
2050 E.S.T.

Modern Flatware: Buy/Sell/ l.D. Ser-
vice, all materials, send image. De-
signer patterns available. Jerryll
Habegger, 7235 N.Ridge Blvd., Chi-
cago, lL 60645. (773) 338-4914.

Selling: Rug. Late'30's-early'40's.
Hand woven, multi-colored, two
sided, BxlO. $1800. Call (323) 653-
1 886.

where to buy or sell it

Selling: Vintage Books; Furniture,
lnteriors, Design, Fashion, Photogra-
phy, Ceramics, Glass. Ring/Fax for
list (UK) 44 171 489 8104.

Selling: Heywood-Wakefield
Sculptura BB Set, $1500. Russel
Wright Dinnerware. Sasha Brastoff
Surf Ballet Dinnerware. Bruce
Hamilton (908) 281 -5638.

Selling: Several dozen 1960's min-
iature liquor bottles w/United Airlines
logoed labels. Make offer. Mark (818)
994-31 99.

Selling: Vintage and Contemporary
European Posters, 1890 to present.
Travel, Film, Theater, Product Ad-
verts, Political. Wholesale and Retail.
Ring Michael (61 7) 497-4309.

Selling: FORTIES NECKIIE BOOK
'FITTO BETIED" autographed bythe
author. Great gift or keeper. $25 post-
age-paid. Send dedicatee name. Ron
Spark, M.D., 3ox43414, Tuscon, AZ
85733-431 4.

Selling: Funky Minors Handmade,
Aluminum, Glass, Wood & Resin,
Modern shapes. Custom pieces on
commission. San Diego, Call (619)
454-3365.

Selling: Wirkkala Rosenthal Pearls
9.5" Vase $85, Books on art glass
and design, including out-of-print and
imports, see www.celiausa.com or
call (248) 593-9085.

Selling: Chase Chrome and Bakelite
napkin holders. Butterscotch handle
with chrome ball that holds down the
napkins. Mint condition. Best offer.
Call Lauren (732\ 548-0457.

Selling: A collection of three Philco
Predicta W's. lncluding a possible
"Tandem" model. (604) 251-6142.

Selling: Art Deco Lamps. Reproduc-
tion of Frankart L201 . Cast from origi-
nal Frankart lamp, every detail with
handmade precision in USA. Black
or Roman Green colors as done in
.'1922. 

Cone shape parchment shade
and bulb included. Excellent addition
to deco collection at fraction of cost
of finding original Frankart lamps.
$.125 each. Please call Decowerks
Mfg. (9ao) 723-5658.

Selling: Original Castigilioni arc lamp.
Orange plastic modular furniture.
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FORM & REFORM forVintage Mod-
ern. Offering quality furnishings from
20's-70's. 390 Bridge St., Springfield,
MA. (413)734-7778.

the rates
Rates: 750 per word, with a $5 minimum. phone number counts as
one word, no charge for zip code. Payment must accompany ad (US
funds only). Please type classified ads. Every ECHOES subscriber is
entitled to one free classified ad (maximum 15 words).
Deadlines: February 1st, May 1st, August lst, November 1st
Send ads to: Deco Echoes, PO Box 155, Cummaquid, MA 02637.
Or fax with credit card number, expiration date, and signature to:
(508) 362-6670, or e-mail information to: hey@deco-echoes.com

Selling: Reprints of furniture cata-
logues: Lloyd, Howell, Troy, Rohde,
Revere, Royal Chrome, Kensington,
$1S+ pp. Frankart, $28+ pp.
(888) 4PENNY4.



modern classifieds modern classifieds modern classifieds
Both original good condition. $500
each, take both $750. NYC Call (212)

207-8377.

Selling: Quality vintage clothing and
accessories. Art Deco furnishings like
Eames table-$350, Rohde console-
$2500. (718) 965-0589.

Selling: Mid-century inspired
handcrafted furniture. Custom mod-
ern designs made to order. db furni-
ture. Berkeley, CA (510) 649-8895.

Selling: ltalian Art Glass Vase.
Auriliano Toso/Dino Martens, de-
signer. Free formed pieces of glass
(patchworked). Various colors with
white stars fused together, stze 7"-7
1/4" made l950-1965. Inquire (7.17)

489-1222or (717) 489-8666. Askfor
Biil.

Shop Red Bandana, Antiques &
Collectibles at Chicago Antique Cen-
tre, 3045 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago,
lL 60657.

Swing sells modern dinneruuare, ac-
cessories and electronics. http://
jgruener.hypermart. net

Kitsch "n" stuff: Antique Center of
Tucson.'40's-'50's. Chrome, lamps,
textiles, collectibles, art. Now show-
ing: Three Mundorff florals-$45O.

Service Available: Looking for a
Shopper at NYC's 6th Avenue Flea
Market and other interesting loca-
tions? Call Van (212) 581 -0534.

The RUBY SLIPPERS is a fun little
eclectic re-sale boutique with all of
the enchantment of OZ! You can find
VINTAGE garb for the individualist
appeal along with contemporary
fashions in impeccable condition.
Feel free to stop by when you need
to go over the rainbow. We're in
Waverly Square across from WHEEL-
WORKS, Boston. Open from 11-6
Mon-Fri & 10-5 on Sat. Call for more
info: (617) 489-2042.

VIEWS OF WHAT WAS: Wonderful
selection of 1950s furniture, art,
accesories. Open daily 10-6, THE
PEOPLES STORE, Lambertville, NJ.

1 -BB8-808-4397.

ANYTHING GOES: Deco thru '60s
furniture, accesories, barware, light-
ing, decorative ar1s. (248) 669-6952
or visit booth: Jeffrey's 4th St., Royal

Oak, Ml.

Nazareth Studio. Modern Classics
to Trailor Trash. 750-D Farroll Road,
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Grover Beach, CA 93433. Open Fri,

Sat & Sun 11-6. Or Call (805) 473-
3331.

Buying/Selling: Vintage Clothing &
Accesories. 1 920's-.1 970's, Men's &

Women's and so on...1012 N. Mills
Ave., Orlando, FL 32803, (407) BgB-
3485.

Buying/Sellin g: Heywood-Wake-
field, Herman Miller, Knoll, Unusual
chairs & sofas. SHABOOM's, 5533
W.Glendale Ave., Glendale, AZ
85s01. (602) 842-8687.

Buying/Selling: Modernist silver jew-

elry by American and European art-
isVjewelers. Call (805) 494-4789 or
e-mail sameyersl@aol.com. Also
Granell paintings-surrealist.

Buying/Selling: Space Toys from the
'30's, '40's & '50's: Guns, helmets,
space ships & figures. John (3.13)

297-6089.

INORBIT: New Pasadena store-open
Wed-Sun 12-6pm. Robots, pinball,
nude girls, toys, glass, stainless, pot-
tery etc. 534 S. Fairoaks, Pasadena,
CA, (626) 844-0554 - Todd.

Millennium Decorative Arts, 1528
"U" St., NW, Washington, DC. DC's
exclusive purveyor of '50's, '60's &
'70's modern afiifacts.

Elizabeth's 20th Century (formerly
of Newburyport, MA) now P.O. Box
3351 , Clearwater, FL 33767. Write for
Florida show schedule, special orders
or appointment. Chase Chrome,
Bakelite, designer jewelry

The Worm Hole: A new store in Ath-
ens, GA loaded with lots of '50's,
'60's & '70's collectibles, Lamps,
clocks, funriture, clothing and more.
(706) 35s-3299.

Xavier's 20th Century. MISSION-
ART DECO-MODERN with an em-
phasis on 1900-1970 designer fur
niture & accesories. Wed-Fri 1 1-5,
Sat 10-6. Ph (313) 964-1222, Fax
(313) 831-3004. 2546 Michigan Ave.,
Detroit, Ml 48216 (6 blks west of Ti-
ger Stadium).

Buying/Selling: Specializing in Aft
Deco frames. Write or call Steve Starr
Studios, 2779 N. Lincoln Avenue,
Chicago, lL 60614, (773) 525-6530.

Old Telephones: Over 85 different
styles 1892-1979. Payphones,
woodwalls, candlesticks. Over 45
characters like'57 Chevy. Repair, etc.

Catalog: (608) 582-41 24.

Wanted: Modernist RUGS - Bx1 0 or
larger. Through 1950's. No Chinese
Deco or 1960's. Photo & price to:
Decades, c/o Michael Zentman, 83
Stony Hollow Road, Centerporl, NY
11721.

FINNISH DESIGN: Serious private
collector of ceramics and glass seeks
offers. Mail photos, prices, dimen-
sions, condition to Stendig, 301 East

66 Street, New York City 10021 .

Wanted: EAMES sofa, plywood
chairs. LAVERNE furniture. (416) 256-
821 9.

Wanted: Wallpaper pattern books
and decoration books from the
1950's-'70's. Please fax list with
prices to (718) 595-2425.

MUG SHOTS WANTED. Seeking
police mug shots from 1B9O's
through 1960's. Call Ken at (415)
821-6212.

Wanted: Older costume jewelry es-
pecially in the form of fruit, i.e. cher-
ries, pears, etc. Also seeking "frlngy"
figurals. Christmas jewelry, wooden
figural pins, enamel/sterling etc, Write
to Judy Hopkins, PO. Box 4160,
Culver City, CA 90231-4160.

Wanted: Old postcards, trade cards,
Colorado photographs: for resale,
permanent want. Tess Harris,40922
1 st St., Agate, CO 801 01 .

Wanted: Palshus pottery, surrealis-
tic pottery and interesting vintage
biomorphic European/American ce-
ramic vessels. Jpegs & price to:
diablopablo@earthlink. net.

Wanted: Stonelain Ceramics. Top
prices paid. (610) 264-0372.

Wanted: Mesh purses with painted
designs by advanced collector. Re-
quest illustrated want list sent by mail
or view want list and examples of
painted mesh bags on website:
<http://www.tuscola. net/miller/>
Sherry Miller, 303 Holiday, Tuscola,
lL 61953. (217) 253-4591 . Email:
miller@tuscola. net.

Wanted: Ralph Rapson furniture for
Knoll; Rapson, lnc., 1945-55. Call
Jennifer (612) 870-3115 or e-mail
jolivare@artslV lA. org.

Wanted: Lucite "coffin bag" in good
shape. lnfo on Turner prints and plas-
tic "hand" chairs. Call Angela (219)

485-21 0 1

Wanted: Walter Von Nessen tor-
chieres, one or pair. The Journal of
Decorative and Propaganda Arts,
need issues #1 ,2,3,6,12,14. Colin
Griffiths, PO. Box 976, Anacortes,
wA 98221, (360) 293-4784 / 293-
B3B3 (fax).

Wanted: Collector seeks distinctive
1940's women's suits, mint condition,
size 8 and 1920's-'40's unique hats.
Call Vanessa (617) 723-2541 .

Wanted: Knoll / Le Corbusier LC/2
chats; LC/2 sofa, chrome with good
leather, black or brown. LC/10 P/4
low table, LC/7 chai, Excellent con-
dition only! Midwest location. Leave
message: (31 9) 338-7567.

Wanted: Old or new Saarinen Egg
Chair. Red or purple. (319) 354-2266.
ls it available new & how do I go about
finding one? Any info appreciated.

Wanted:'50's/'60's Outdoor Furni-
ture. Poolside tables, chairs, etc. Wire
sculptures. Pueblo Deco, (520) 325-
4672.

Buying Deco Ceramics: Cowan,
AMACO, Itrluncie Ruba Rombic,
Abingdon figurals, Roseville Futura,
Gerlad Ceramics, Hyalyn. Box
77 1233, Lakewood, OH 44107.

Wanted: Looking for replacement
upholstered cover for Bertoia Btld
high-back wire chair. Would also con-
sider pattern for same. Also looking
for a source for authentic cool '50's
fabrics. Call (256) 533-0171 or e-mail
cavender@garply.com.

Wanted: Ceiling fixtures with planes.
Also - any material on Moe Brothers
Company. Call Jeff (800) 549-9299
ext. 269.

Wanted: lnterested in Art Nouveau
items by Alphonse Mucha. Artwork,
jewelry museum brochures or mem-
orabilia from US Tour. Contact
Michelle Turner, Phone/Fax (916)
632-2450.

Wanted: Saarinen 48-inch round
white pedestal table and 4 armless
chairs. Contact Jerry (81 B) BB9-2235.

Wanted: Anything Frederick Wein.
berg and Hagenauer sculptures
Adam (602) 493-9190.

Wanted: Kensington aluminum,
Chase chrome items. Contact Steve
McDonald, 820 l st St., NW Naples,
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FL34120. Phone (941) 353-7803 "Techbuilt, " "Butterf ly, " or flat-roofed

ranches. Write: PO Box 3235,
Farmington Hills, Ml 48333-3235.Wanted: Cover/Pad for Bertoia high-

backDiamond chair. Any colorwill do
as long as fabric is in good shape.
Respond to (41 3) 586-7055 or e-mail
dmintz@crocker.com.

Wanted: Gibbings, Dunbar, Frankl,
Parzinger, Laszlo, etc. We pay cash
and we ship. Call (213) 651-1 130.

Wanted: Higgins GE clock and info
about Raymor's Jenfred Iine de-
signed by Ben Seibel. Dean (310)
328-616.1 .

Wanted: Nelson storage headboards
and matching lighted nightstands,
preferably blond finish. Also, any
Iacket ceramics. Peter (203) 799-
61 06.

SENZATEMPO. Call us. We buy:
Nelson, Ponti, Fornasetti, Eames,
Mollino, Aalto, Dunbar, Knoll, Kagan,
Wegner, etc. (305) 534-5588.

Wazee Deco. Looking for George
Nelson, Eames and other great de-
signers of the '50's etc. Furniture,
lighting and smalls. 1730 Wazee,
Denver, CO (303) 293-2144 or Iax
(303) 298-1 190. E-mail: wazeedeco
@aol.com. Website: WazeeDeco.
com.

Wanted: Nelson, Eames, Naka-
shima, Esherick, Weber, Frankl,
Schoen, McKay sofa & club chair,
Warren McArthur, Rohde, Deskey,
Gibbings, James Mont, Machine
Age, Also 1932 Ford 3-window
Coupe for restoration. Modern Liv-
ing (770) 719-5440 / (770) 697-2s1 0
pager.

Wanted: Dunbar Former Employee-
NYC searching tor 6324 console;
6326, 6327, 6348 tables; 50004
chah 5944 tete-a{ete; 935 chair;
6335 commode;6024 or 6025 cabi-
net. Walter White, 6501 Robbie
Creek CV, Austin, TX 78750-8130.

Wanted: Worlds Fair Cameras.
Kodak NYWF Baby Brownie, Kodak
Chicago Worlds Fair, ANSCO Chi-
cago Worlds Fair. Call (248) 543-
5438.

Wanted: 20th Century modern fur-
niture and accessories. Before you
sell, please call or send photos. (914)
764-8392. Charles, PO Box 82,
Pound Ridge, NY 10576-0082.

Wanted: Residential Blueprints for
"California-Contemporary, " M. l.T.

Wanted: Russel Wright Iwist Glass-
ware, Knowles So/ar China in exc.
condition. heffS3@aol.com. Steve
Heffernan, 4508 Government Rd.,
Richmond, VA23231 .

Wanted: Looking for nightstands to
go with late '50s platinum blonde
bedroom set. (219) 233-7691.

Wanted: Blenko '50s, '60s glass
bottles with stoppers. Unusual
pieces, colors, collectors, catalogs,
stoppers. Buy-Sell. David (561 ) 798-
0377.

Wanted: Books, magazines, etc. on
architects Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis
Sullivan, Alfred Browning Parker. E-
mail to 7 527 1 .22o@compuserve.
com or call (336) 724-6010 or lax
(336) 724-4414.

Wanted: Danish enamel krenlt bowls
or other H. Krenchel items. Please
call (215) 875-9238 orwrite mgwatch
@aol.com.

Wanted: Deco cigarette lighters,
electric clocks, fountain pen desk
stands. Chris Odgers, 915 Foothill,
C-294, Claremont, CA 9171 1 , (909)
621-2675.

Wanted: Small deco rugs, replicas
of modern art textiles in geometric-
abstract pattern from '20s, '30s.
Steve Mehl, 103 Lark Circle, York, PA
17404. (717) 792-4087.

Wanted: CSS Storage units made by
Herman Miller. Contact Tony @ (831)
667-2313.

Wanted: Art Deco Slip-in shade ceil-
ing fixtures, wall sconces and slip in
glass shades, complete or incom-
plete. Bruce Howlett, (503) 775-
8085, Ludell@msn.com.

Wanted: 1950s Poodles: Textiles,
clothing, scarves, hankies, purses.
A.C. Productions, PO Box 973,
Lenox Hill Station, New York, NY
1002.1 .

Wanted: Dansk smooth flamestone
to complete our service tor 12.
Michael or Malcolm. (713) 664-1 41 5.
michelight@aol.com.

Wanted: 2 Warren Platner side tables
with glass tops. Modern baby items:
furniture, decorative accessories, etc.
(5OB) 362-3122.

Echoes Bock lssues
qvoilobls lo order

VOLUME 1, NO. 4
Movers and Shakers (cocktail shakers); Moxie; Fastener Fixation (buttons); Draping:
Retro Art; Radio Days (Miami Art Deco Weekend theme)
VOLUME 3, NO. 1

Miriam Haskell; The West Coast Report; Summer in Miami's South Beach; Heywood-
Wakefield from the South Beach Furniture Company; Keith Murray; Transistor Radios;
Vintage Compacts
VOLUME 3, NO. 3
All That Glitter's (rhinestone jewelry); Gladding, McBean Pottery; Cruising postwar
Los Angeles; Vintage Viewpoint (fashion); Clarice Cliff; World War ll Posters
VOLUME 4, NO. 2
Greenbelt Deco Community; American Modernist Textiles; Collectible Skirts; Jens
Risom lnterview; Modern lnteriors; Post-War Venini; Chase Chrome
VOLUME 4, NO.3
Puerto Rican Deco; Werkstatten Hagen-auer; Gilbert Rohde; 1960's & ,70s plastics;
Modern lnteriors; Piet Mondrian
WINTER 1996
Saxbo Pottery; Working With Mies van der Rohe; Vladimir Kagan profile; The
Boomerang House interior; 20th Century Craft: A Critical perspective; Georg Jensen;
Pope-Leighey House Restor-ation; Glass designer Kaj Franck
SPRING 1997
American Studio Jewelry; Nelson Wall Clocks; Edward Wormley; Eyre de Lanux and
Evelyn Wyld; Bakelite Collectors; Chambers Ranges; Ercole Barovier; Modern euarters
SUMMER 1997
Finn Juhl Scandinavian Design; French Fifties Furniture Deslgners; Coppola e Toppo
Costume Jewelry; Charles Haert-ling's Organic Architecture; Studio Glass Artist
Dominick Labino; Kress Stores; Cartier 1900-1930; New york City Flea Markets;
Chris-Craft Boats
WINTER 1997
Emilio Pucci;AxelSalto Ceramics;StudjoJewelerArt Smith;SouthAmericanArt Deco
Architecture; The Breeze-Stewart Collection; The Modern Offlce; RCA Televisions;
NoHo City Report; Art Deco Toasters; Tapio Wirkkala; Vintage Fashion Report; Alvar
Aalto Anniversary
SPRING 1998
Andree Putman and lrving Richards interviews; Mid-CenturySwedish Glass;Thaden-
Jordan Furniture; Wright's Dragon Rock; Boston City Report; Carlo Scarpa; Elsa
Schiaparelli; Classic Modern and lnternational Style interiors; Fashion Forecast

Bock issues are $6 ea. within the U.S., Canada 97 ea.,
Foreign $14 - airmail.

To order wrrte: Deco Echoes, pO Box 1SS,
Cummaquid, Mass 02637 Or catt: W,%2,3822

please aliow 2 weeks for delivery

(back)

New! Echoes T-Shirtsl Now you can express your support for
the modern marketplace by wearing an Echoes T-Shirt around
town! This classy design features modern chair icons above
the classic Echoes logo - it's a must-have for the modern
enthusiast! 100% cotton black t-shirt with white printing.
Available in M, L, XL. $20 + $3 shipping. To order call (508)
362-3822 or send check (US funds only) to: Deco Echoes, pO
Box 155, Cummaquid, MA 02637.
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specializing in

Uintoge Hegruood -lUokefield
refinlshing repairc

vencerwolk fr€nchpollsh
fomica work custom spholstery

custom color mixing handcraftcd fumlture
mon. - sat. 9M-5PM

2820 Gilroy ST. LA, CA 90039
888-4-penny-4 I 213-667-1241 Fax

http://www. penny-la ne.com/

PAST
PLEASURES
MODERNE
Art Deco - Buy & Sell

Inside Antique Emporium

7l2O Little River Tirrnpike

Annandale, VA 2ZOO3

shop (703) 256-6688
home (703) 719-0896

Donald J. Selkirk Hours 11-6 Wed-Sun

Y BOPKAT
Mid 20th Century Collectibles

Vintoge Clothing
& Accessories

186 Fifth Avenue ot
Sockett/Berkeley 5l reet

Park Slope, Brooklyn, NY 11217

(718) 623-1815

A Okoy Antiques
Alwoys Buying & Selling '50s Modern

124 sth St. West Des Moines, lA
I -800-wNT-HWWF

515-255-2525

Heywood

Wokefield

modern

HOME

261) Elm Strcct
Sonrcrlille, I\,lA

617.77(t.olllu
nt'533565 ri aol. corn

NV
o3

llfinutes from
Boston

STEVE STARR STUDIOS

ART D€CO fURNISHINGS AND PHOIO FNAMES
2779 NOI?IH TINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAqO, II"LINOIS 606I{

773-525{530

website : Www.monChO.demOn.CO.Uk

Eomes Glides
Elffel Tower ond loler type Esu/eorly

67.l oftomon glides. Other glldes ovoiloble
Including LCM/DCM/DAX ongled glides

posl-wor
furniture

&
design

London
Englond

contoct: Grohom Moncho
Tel:. +44 (0) 1 296 682994
Fax:. +44 (0) 1296 682995

email : graham@mancha.demon.co.uk

center

a ques at Greal

IN THE HEART OF CENTRAL NEW JERSEYS ANIOUE DISTRICT

MIOWAY BruEEN NYC & UMBEW1LLE

90a-59s- I 487
9.17 DIVISIoN STREET SoMERVILLE NJ 08876

\mw com/ryberatiddealersc

Fabulous items celebrating*
the style & design

of the 1950's, '60's &'70'ry

*+

)r

*

**

*

*

x (978) 462-2506

44 PLEASANT STREET
NEWBURYPORT, MA

Distinct
50's
uodcrn

1ffe Buv & Sell
419*s:"1gss
email: woggles@wcnet.org

Retoil / Wholesile

RprnosPEcT
REPR()DU(IIOII TIBTRGI,ASS TAMPSHADT5

rnodern
0

YINTAGE MODERN FURNISHINGS

HoursrThursday thru Sunday

Noon untrl 5pm

(0r by appointmen$

,
7924 Lorain Avenue

Cleveland, 0H 44 102

ph:216.651 3040

lrouse
qal il5-3723

w.d<o.ehes.co./shodu,

Design

OTTICE

*
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425 bloomfield ave
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Space Invaders 92 North Carolina
Expo

Colorado Ohio
Spotlight On Modern 100 Modern House 114
Connecticut Suite Lorain ?c
The Blue Room: Modernism 41 20th Century Cincinnati Show 99
Florida Woggles 114
Boomerang N,4odern 44 Oklahoma
Galere 48 Deco to Disco 48
Heywood Wakefield 41 Pennsylvania

lllinois
John Prinster 38 l\rlode Moderne 47

Chicago I\,4odernism 92 Tennessee
Modernism Gallery 95 Retrospect 114
Modern Times 35 Stendig Calendar otr

Poster Plus 44 Texas
Steve Starr Studios 44
Treadway Gallery aa

Vintage Posters lnternational 43 Collage 92
Antiques '1 

1 Virginia
lowa Daniel Donnelly 17
A Okay Antiques 114 Past Pleasures Moderne
Christine's 1 15 Washington
Louisiana
J. Schneider's 97 Washington, DC
Maine
Angela Adams Rugs 15 lnternational
Massachusetts Christie's South Kensington, London 89
Antiquers lll inside back cover Graham Mancha, London 114
decoechoes.com 25 The Amsterdam Arts & Design Fair
Echoes magazine T-Shirts/back issues 1 13 The 20th Century Show, London 89
Lempicka Serigraphs 87
Machine Age 10 Note: The advertising deadline for our

next issue, Spring 1999, is February 1Oth.
Please call to request our most recent
rate card and/or our media kit. Contact
Scott Cheverie at (508) 362-3822 or via
fax at (508) 362-6670.

Spring issue features: The next issue will
be the premier of our first specialty issue -
focusing on Modern in [Vanhattan!
lncluded will be a large pull-out map of all
the modern-related businesses in
Manhattan, as well as lvlodern in tr/anhat-
tan-focused articles, features, and
advertisements, This issue is sure to be a
collectors edition and will sell out quickly,
make sure your subscription is up-to-date
so you don't miss it!

Skinner Auctioneers 26
Retro Planet 114
Charles Webb 35
Michigan
Bauhaus On Barton 9?
Herman Miller for the Home backcover
Springdale '109

Trioia's 87

Missouri
Deco 2 N/oderne 97
New York
Antik 21

Art & lndustrial Design inside frontcover

22LO 90814

115

lvloderne 44
Avant Garde 35 Richard Schultz 6

114 Aqua

114
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399 EAST 5TJ
DEg !I 9INES
r9wA 59399
515-243-359-9

562 438 12-5

City Barn Antiques 38
vintage/dea#stock

fashions & accessories

1L

from the 1049'$
through the

NV53 114



End NOteS Bits of News and lnteresting lnformation

A Drive Through History
Holabird & Root, the oldest continuing practic-
ing architectural firm in the nation, is planning a
new museum facility for the Kenosha County His-
torical Society. The museum will document, pre-
serve, and interpret an important collection of
artifacts commemorating Kenosha County's
automotive manufacturing and industrial history.

Holabird & Root's ties to Kenosha County s
automotive manufacturing industry extend back
to the 1933 Century of Progress Exposition, held
in Chicago. Companies parlicipating in the Expo
hired cutting-edge architecture firms to design
their exhibition pavilions. Holabird & Root re-
ceived a number of these commissions, includ-
ing the Chrysler Corporation's Art Deco two-
story masonite and glass pavilion (shown above).

Fly By Nite Gallery
Montclair, New Jersey is a town saturated with traditional American houses
and classic rose gardens - the last place you'd expect to find a 20th cen-
tury design store. But that's lust where Fly By Nite Gallery is located, one of
the largest resources for collectible 20th century designs in the area out-
side of lVlanhattan. Owner Dino Eulette, one of the East Coast's premier
modern furniture restorers, offers extraordinary finds for far less than would
be charged in New York. For example, current offerings include a boat-
shaped Jens Risom rosewood dining table with six cane-back chairs
($3,500), an Eames Compact sofa from 1960 ($1,200), and a Wormley
cantilevered demi-lune wall bracket for Dunbar ($1 ,200). Fly By Nite Gal-
lery, 425 Bloomfield Avenue, Iirlontclait NJ. (973) 783-24OO. Hours Wed.
through Sat. 1 0-4:30. Web site: www.flybynitegallery.com.

Frank Lloyd Wright: A Film
ln case you missed the airing of the
new documentary film on Frank
Lloyd Wright which ran on PBS No-
vember 10 and 11 , don't despair.
The two-video set is available to
order for $29.98. The film, directed
and produced by Ken Burns and
Lynn Novick, tells Wright's tumul-
tuous story through a combination
of voice-over narration by actor Ed-
ward Herrmann; audio recordings
of Wright himself; and interviews
with architects Philip Johnson and
Robert A.M. Stern, artist Maya Lin,
Wright's former apprentice Edgar
Tafel, and members of Wright's
family, among others. ln addition,
the film features a collection of di-
verse archival resources, including
architectural drawings and plans,

rare film footage, and hundreds of
historical photos. To order, call PBS
Home Video at (800) 424-7963.
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Studio Glass at Stein Gallery
The studio glass movement, pioneered by Harvey
Littleton and Dominick Labino, has grown in num-
bers of artists and skill since its inception in 1963.
For the first time, glass designers left their fac-
tory settings and moved into individual studios.
By the mid-'70s, thanks to this studio glass
movement, glass was emerging as an accept-
able sculptural medium. Philip Stein, owner of
The Stein Gallery Contemporary Glass, was and
continues to be a key player in this movement,
first working out of a barn in New Hampshire
showing work by local artists, and now premier-
ing one of the most extensive presentations of
studio glass in America in his new 3,OOO-square
foot gallery located in Portland, N/aine. The Stein
Gallery Contemporary Glass (207) 772-9072.
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